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I f the critical import of this issue of TSQ, “Tranimalities,” can be narrowed to a

single focal point, it is that the human/nonhuman distinction is inextricably

tied to questions of gender and sexual difference. Issue editors Eva Hayward and

Jami Weinstein, along with the authors whose work they have selected for

inclusion, collectively argue that to be human has meant taking a position in

relation to sexual difference and becoming gendered (the English it, for example,

has no personhood, as opposed to he and she), while to be forcibly ungendered or

to become transgendered renders one’s humanness precarious. It can result in

one’s status being moved toward the not-quite-human, the inhuman, the “mere”

animal, or even toward death, toward a purportedly inanimate “gross material-

ity.” The editors’ exquisite introduction, the feature articles, and much of the

content in the journal’s recurring sections (including Harlan Weaver’s contri-

bution to the New Media section, Paige Johnson’s film analysis and Anthony

Wagner’s artist statement in Arts and Culture, and M. Dale Booth’s essay on

recent scholarship in the Book Review section) all explore the non/human in

relation to transgender at an unprecedented level of detail and theoretical sophis-

tication. They plumb philosophical depths that bring transgender studies into

conversation with some of the most fundamental questions we can ask about

ourselves and the cosmos we experience, and in doing so they help realize the

potential we originally envisioned for this journal and for the field.

In 2008, along with collaborator Lisa Jean Moore, we coedited “Trans-,” an

issue of the theme-based feminist journal WSQ: Women’s Studies Quarterly that

serves as a point of departure for this current issue of TSQ as well as a point of

origin for TSQ itself. Notably, we sought then to disarticulate trans- as a prefix

that denotes certain kinds of capacities, potentials, or critical operations from

-gender as a suffixed operand, thereby opening a space in which a more minoritiz-

ing version of transgender studies could engage with a broader set of theoretical
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concerns, and with nearby interdisciplines addressing similar conceptual, critical,

and political issues. As we said at the time:

A little hyphen is perhaps too flimsy a thing to carry as much conceptual freight as

we intend for it bear, but we think the hyphen matters a great deal, precisely

because it marks the difference between the implied nominalism of “trans” and

the explicit relationality of “trans-,” which remains open-ended and resists pre-

mature foreclosure by attachment to any single suffix. (2008: 11)

Without in any way seeking to disavow the importance of understanding how

trans-ing operates on the sociopolitical structures and processes we call “gender,”

or of studying the lives of people who identify as transgender or are understood as

such by others, we focused instead on soliciting and selecting work that could

facilitate transdisciplinary inquiries and enable transversal connections to be

drawn between different operands—asking what the transgenic, transnational, or

translational, for example, might have to do with transgender, as well as what

heuristic or analytic insights rooted in transgender experience might contribute

to such transdisciplinary inquiries. Significantly, Eva Hayward’s “More Lessons

from a Starfish: Prefixial Flesh and Transspeciated Selves,” Natalie Corinne

Hansen’s “Humans, Horses, and Hormones: (Trans) Gendering Cross-Species

Relationships,” and our own introduction “Trans-, Trans, or Transgender? The

Stakes for Women’s Studies,” all published in that issue ofWSQ, have helped lay a

foundation for the works dwelling in the interstices of transgender studies and

animal studies included here in “Tranimalities.”

As Victoria Pitts-Taylor and Talia Schaffer (2008: 9) pointed out, we con-

ceptualized trans- in WSQ “as both assemblage and disassemblage, as folded into

structures of power and . . . as a movement of becoming.” This is precisely where

Hayward and Weinstein pick up the conversation in “Tranimalities.” Their intro-

duction makes a cogent and eloquent case for understanding the space between

prefixial trans- and suffixial -gender as having an ontological dimension; they con-

ceptualize it as a generative void, or place of emergence. For them, trans*—with the

asterisk holding a space for multiple attachments while visually symbolizing radi-

ant, multipronged means and methods of entrainment—signifies a virtual poten-

tial immanent within processes of materialization. Trans* represents mattering’s

vital capacity to become more and other than it already is through movements,

connections, intensifications, and refigurations that traverse existing material

arrangements. Hayward, Weinstein, and the authors they are in dialog with thus

deepen and expand the rudimentary openings we gestured toward in WSQ and

further elucidate the insight that trans*gendering entails a kind of speciation (and

transspeciation).
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We thank Patricia Piccinini for granting permission to use an image of her

sculpture Undivided for the cover of “Tranimalities.” Piccinini’s work visually

explores many of the themes that concern us here. We see two entwined figures on

a bed—one coded through its hairstyle, clothing, skin tone, apparent youth, and

normative able-bodied appearance as capable of becoming the white masculinist

adult subject of Eurocentric modernity destined for fully human status; the other

figure, unclothed but more difficult to read, behind the first and embracing him,

is humanoid in its general morphology without appearing normatively human.

Is it a kind of human—either deficient or excessive in relation to anthropic

norms—or is it inhuman? It is like nonhuman mammals with its equine mane

and porcine face while not being identifiable with any particular species. It bears

dorsal protruberances that teratologically disrupt the bodily symmetries associ-

ated with human health and beauty, without therefore necessarily being mon-

strous or abnormal for whatever sort of creature it might be, precisely because we

do not know what norms to apply and therefore what its “proper” morphology

“should” be. It is not legibly gendered. Unlike the teddy bear toy lying on the

floor, this figure is not an anthropomorphized animal Other manufactured for

an anthropocentric pedagogy in service to the inculcation of species hierarchy. It

is literally in bed with the human, snuggled close to the seat of human sexuality

and of dreams alike, simultaneously innocent and polymorphously perverse in

its slumbering intimacy. This ambiguous figure enfolds the human, perhaps in

the manner of a protective older sibling ontologically and temporally prior to

the emergence of the human, or perhaps in the manner of a future descendant

reaching back through time to touch its past: the temporality and kinship status of

their relation remains queerly unfixed. For now, they are simply copresent, two

touching, yet as the artist’s act of naming paradoxically insists, one. Undivided.

Piccinini’s work thus asks us to unlearn and imagine differently the non/human

dichotomy, and helps us perceive instead a milieu in which it is possible to move

between, across, through, and within different kinds of concretizing, individu-

ating, specifying, and speciating processes that emerge materially in concert with

one another.

If the sleeping figure of the human child is legible as white, loaded with all

the colonial and racial supremacist baggage that that term can carry and connote,

what color is the skin of the nearby figure? Is it like human whiteness or more akin

to the pale flesh that a chimpanzee’s dark fur roots itself in, needless of melanin to

protect the epidermis from potentially carcinogenic solar ultraviolet radiation?

The human child and its companion are chromatically similar, though the latter

is perhaps a shade darker than the former. This both stages and begs the question

of how, or whether, biopolitical techniques for hierarchizing differences within

our species’ populations might translate across species boundaries, and of how
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racialization, dehumanization, animalization, and (trans)gendering might relate

to one another. If transgendering involves processes through which minoritized

manifestations of embodied selfhood are sorted into the hierarchical classifica-

tions of the human, the not-quite-human, and the inhuman, a curious and

significant lacuna in this issue of TSQ is the absence of sustained engagement with

racial categorization—the practice par excellence of denying fully Human status

to some humans—and with critical race studies, along with a dearth of work by

transgender studies scholars of color. Similar concerns could be raised around the

lack of explicit focus on disabled bodies—another arena in which the non/human

boundary can be staged with deleterious effects for those who differ from

anthropically privileged bodily norms and the environments such normativized

bodies produce.

These omissions stem not from the editors’ lack of awareness or lack of

recruitment effort, or from lack of participation by people of color or people with

disabilities with the journal and in the field, but point rather to deeper prob-

lematics in the field’s constitution and development and to the ways identity

politics and identity-oriented scholarship can be made to operate. Cuts in the

body politic that produce hierarchized categories of personhood create conditions

of possibility for acts of narrative suturing, for trans-movements capable of

conjoining a divided materiality (the same way that filmic cuts operate to tell

cinematic stories), but these cuts can also result only in disconnection, separation,

and isolation. While a failure to connect across a cut might stem, for some, from a

lack of desire to be in-relation-to some particular other (or even from an explicit

aversion), it might also be merely a consequence of imaginative or analytical

failure, or a failure of technique. Whatever the diagnosis, it remains the case that

despite diligent efforts to promote transgender studies as yet another critical

perspective on more globally relevant questions regarding the conditions of life, it

is still too easy to understand (and reproduce) the field as merely a marginalized

minority discourse—as being of, by, and for (often unmarked as white and able-

bodied) trans*-identified people alone. Such identitarian disconnects happen in

many directions at once—we can confront and critique the persistent predom-

inance of whiteness and ablism or other privileged statuses in transgender studies

as barriers to politically productive connectivity with similarly biopolitically

operated-on categories of the precariously human and potentially non/human,

while also lamenting the lack elsewhere of sustained engagement with, interest in,

desire for, or freedom from aversion to critical insight drawn from living trans-

gender lives. Clearly, many critical fields converge around questions of the non/

human within biopolitical regimes, and all would be mutually enriched by more

capacious transdisciplinary coinvolvement and tool-transfer.
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To take but one example: In his recent Habeas Viscus: Racializing Assem-

blages, Biopolitics, and Black Feminist Theories of the Human, Alexander Weheliye

(2014) begins to orchestrate a conversation across disparately biologized social

formations and configurations of contested personhood. He argues that within

our current episteme, what he calls “dysgenic humans,” a category he describes as

being comprised in the contemporary US of blacks, Latinos, Indians, and other

such transracial groups as the poor, the incarcerated, the disabled, and trans-

gender people, are similarly “constituted as aberrations from the ethnoclass Man

by being subjected to racializing assemblages that establish ‘natural’ differences

between the selected and the dysselected” (28). Addressing what that similarity

might entail, without resorting to the naive comparativism of what Janet Halley

(2000) has called “like-race” arguments, feels both timely and urgent, for it is

becoming increasingly difficult to think of transgender persons and transgen-

dering processes as anything other than emergent manifestations of the same

biopolitical processes that racialize. That is to say, both processes speciate living

materiality as hierarchized.

The works in “Tranimalities” transversally connect transgender studies’

investigation of the refusal of full humanity to transgender people with animal

studies’ critique of the non/human dichotomy, just as transversal connections

between animal studies, ecofeminism, critical race studies, disability studies, and

queer theory have already put pressure on other dimensions of the biopolitical

hierarchizations of differently embodied and subjectivized living material beings.

That pressure is intensified by better appreciating the kinds of dehumanizations

experienced by transgender people, while the critical operations symbolized by

that clingy asterisk—of which Hayward and Weinstein ask so much—can fur-

ther contribute to even more expansive trans-ings of frameworks and fields.

Susan Stryker is associate professor of gender and women’s studies and director of the

Institute for LGBT Studies at the University of Arizona and general coeditor of TSQ: Transgender

Studies Quarterly.

Paisley Currah teaches political science and gender studies at Brooklyn College and the

Graduate Center of the City University of New York and is general coeditor of TSQ: Transgender

Studies Quarterly.
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Introduction
Tranimalities in the Age of Trans* Life

EVA HAYWARD and JAMI WEINSTEIN

Abstract This introduction puts into conversation two seemingly divergent analytics: transgender

studies and animal studies. It asks: Howdoes the prefixial nature of trans—across, into, and through:

a prepositional force—further transfigure the “animal turn”? If the animal turn has recharged inquiry

into difference and ethics, what happens to these magnetic pulls when they are transformed,

transacted, or transduced by trans studies? Taking as a central logic that transgender subjects have

never been fully human—consider how the indeterminate pronoun “it” has been used to name

transgenders—the introduction posits how a trans heuristic allows us to better understand the limits

of “the human” as a biopolitical tool for privileging a few so as to de-, in-, nonhumanize the many.

Trans exposes what is at stake in these prefixial maneuvers, what is materialized and dematerialized,

what is made livable and unlivable, killable and un-killable.

Keywords trans*, animal, biopolitics, humanism, difference, ethics

I t has long been argued that humanism has reached a breaking point and no

longer possesses critical purchase, if ever it did; as Donna Haraway (2008: 1)

suggests, “We have never been human.” This debate notwithstanding, humanism

seems not to have advanced our understanding of what it means to be “human,”

especially if the humans we are theorizing do not fit neatly into well-known,

privileged categories. Humanism delineates a normative standard of legibility

by which all others are read, measured, controlled, disciplined, and assigned to

fixed and hierarchical social statuses (Chaudhuri and Hughes 2014; Chen 2012;

Lippit 2000; Haraway 1989). This administration of norms is the justificatory axle

through which violent practices of exclusion, discrimination, and oppression are

meted (Shukin 2009; Ahuja 2009; MacCormack 2008; Giffney and Hird 2008).

Because so many among us have been excluded from the elite status of being

considered fully human in the restricted and universal sense that humanism has

articulated, researchers across a multitude of disciplines continue to unpack the

underlying frameworks that provide for the standardizing force privileging the
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anthro-ontological humanist human over all others (Weheliye 2014; Kirksey and

Helmreich 2010; Chen 2010; Weil 2010; Hansen 2008). And this is one area in

which transgender/trans* theory, too, can make a significant intervention.

New questions have emerged from the heuristic of trans: How does the

prefixial nature of trans—across, into, and through: a prepositional force—

further transfigure the “animal turn”? If the animal turn has recharged inquiry

into difference and ethics, what happens to these magnetic pulls when they are

transformed, transacted, or transduced? A turn is cause to move, a difference in

position, a change in nature: the animal turn has enabled creatures to migrate

from the margins to the center of theoretical interrogatives. As “bare life” (zoe),

animals were cordoned off from bios (the good or proper life), but current

movements work to give animals political life (Agamben 1998). A similar claim

can be made for transgender or trans* lives. As Time proclaimed in a recent cover

story (Steinmetz 2014), we are living in a “transgender tipping point.” Out of

diagnosed, medicalized, and pathologized bare life, trans matters have become

legible and social. Even the indeterminate pronoun it—which so many of us bore

as a mark of our inhumanity, our sexual indifference—has been upended by a

politics of pronouns (see Butler 1993; Stryker 1994). Just as Jacques Derrida (2008)

resists the idea of the animal as a generic and insists on the particularities of

animals, so too might we subject transgender to our own demands for a prolif-

erative specification and speciation, enacted in the typographical register through

the conceptual operations signified by an asterisk. Trans* foregrounds and

intensifies the prehensile, prefixial nature of trans- and implies a suffixial space of

attachment that is simultaneously generalizable and abstract yet its function can

be enacted only when taken up by particular objects (though never any one object

in particular): trans* is thus more than and equal to one.

Geopolitical trauma is the landscape through which trans* and animals

meet. These habitats are neither the apocalyptic vistas of ecological destruction

nor the quaint harbors of biocultural hope. Trans* meets animals not in the

‘posthuman’ moment or in the ‘Anthropocene’—terms that have come to define

academic cliques that are often immured from the extremes of this dying pla-

net—but in a time of trans*life (see Haraway 2008; Weheliye 2014). The sticky

tentacularity of “*” signals not the primacy of “the human” (as both posthuman

andAnthropocene inadvertently reassert in their efforts to trouble human domin-

ion) but the eventualization of life. If trans* is ontological, it is that insofar as it is

the movement that produces beingness. In other words, trans* is not a thing or

being, it is rather the processes through which thingness and beingness are con-

stituted. In its prefixial state, trans* is prepositionally oriented—marking thewith,

through, of, in, and across that make life possible. Trans*life works purposefully
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crabwise to ontological claims; trans* can be ontological to the extent that it is the

movement across precisely vitality itself.

In this way, trans* is more akin to Donna Haraway’s prepositional

“becoming with” than Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s rhizomatic “becoming.”

Deleuze and Guattari (1987: 27) write, “The tree imposes the verb ‘to be,’ but

the fabric of the rhizome is the conjunction, ‘and . . . and . . . and.’” In what first

appears like a glossing of Deleuze and Guattari, Haraway (2008) offers a keen

insight into the syntactical problem of and raised to the power of n. “If we

appreciate the foolishness of human exceptionalism,” Haraway writes in When

Species Meet, “then we know that becoming is always becoming with—in a

contact zone where the outcome, where who is in the world, is at stake” (244). For

Haraway, “becoming with” is a double operation: in the first, she is foreplacing the

energetic or expressive capacity of with, its provocation of involvement; secondly,

it is a materialization (a specificity) in which with capacitates excitation to fold

materiality over itself to become more and other. It is not that Haraway dismisses

Deleuze and Guattari’s intervention, but, as she famously did with “material

semiotics” (an effort to thicken Charles Pierce’s referential sign) (see Haraway

1989), she places the emphasis on with-ness as way to reinvigorate attention to

materiality but also matter’s contingent force. As such, this prepositional form of

becoming takes into account the intersectional demands of the assemblage (Puar

2011). Trans* is both movement and the force of materialization that may become

matter, but only prepositionally so. In Katie King’s contribution to this issue, she

describes how “labor is revealed and opened by trans; trans is literally the material

of its transing. . . . Trans does for animals what few epistemological engines have

done: it enables them (us) to be understood as the very processes of mattering.”

This is not merely an abstraction of trans*, but describes the political

conditions of trans*life. As Laverne Cox (2013) has written, “At the heart of the

fight for trans justice is a level of stigma so intense and pervasive that trans folks

are often told we don’t exist—that we’re really just the gender we were assigned at

birth.” Terrible violence is directed at the non-existing, the never having existed

(see Salamon 2010; Najimabadi 2006; Stone 2006; Prosser 2006). This is what

makes the turn to ontology so potentially death-dealing, but also revealing. That

trans is agitation, operation, locomotion, localization, and action underscores

how trans* troubles ontologized states. This is not a new insight, and yet, what

innovates this prepositional maneuver is the agglutinating asterisk and prefixial

nature of trans that always materializes prepositional movements: it is moving

mattering. As such, trans* is not not ontological but is rather the expressive

force between, with, and of that enables the asterisk to stick to particular mate-

rializations. This articulation of trans* is instanced, for example, by Marcia

Ochoa’s (2008) term “loca-lizations,” which is used specifically to denominate the
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Venezuelan loca as a particular kind of fab(ulation), diva-ness, and transwo-

manhood, while also situating locas in particular locales within globalizing and

transnationalizing forces. Trans* is similarly a localization that foregrounds spec-

ificity while emphasizing the processes of its materialization; trans* is the expres-

sive provocation, the ontologizing movement itself.

The asterisk, a diminutive astral symbol miming a starfish’s limby reach,

follows trans and attaches to it, attaches it to something else, a spiky allergenic

pollen soliciting immunological mobilizations, a viral latching-on to membra-

neous surfaces of words. Trans* is meant, in part, to break open the category

of transgender, transwoman, or transman. It is recognized as “an effort” (after

all, an asterisk can suggest emphasis, which is perhaps also affective) to include

all noncisgender identities. The * is a paratactic: it denotes a database search, it

designates multiplication, it can be a disclaimer indexing the fine print, it indi-

cates pseudonyms or names that have been changed, and, in computer code,

asterisks around a word will embolden it. The multipointed asterisk is fingery; it

both points and touches. If trans was not understood, in at least one of its modes,

as “always already” relational, working and playing parasitically at the level of

language, thought, and ideology, then the * repurposes, displaces, renames,

replicates, and intensifies terms, adding yet more texture, increased vitalization.

If the asterisk starfishes trans, literally making trans a radiated reach—a

reach through yet another reach, a fold within a fold—it also speaks to how trans*

is animated, vestibulated, speciated, and profligated. The asterisk makes many

philosophical points; it is a sensuous node, a composite of affects and percepts

that reminds us that speciation is always a cultivated response. The OED tells

us that a species is an “emission or emanation from outward things.”1 Bodies are

not direct products of or reactions to environments but rather manifest sensed,

improvisational relationships within the conditions of an organism’s emer-

gence (Hayward 2010b: 593). Might we then say that asterism is both an inten-

sification and placeholder, both an absence and a site of radical proliferation?

Consider, for instance, the seemingly ubiquitous transsexual phrase, “trapped

in the wrong body.” It might indeed describe the experiential quality of felt

disembodiment—functioning as the reentrenchment of true and untrue bodies,

of coherence against incoherent, and of other oppositional logics—but let us

remember, trap also means mouth, or mode of utterance; it is the “O” curve of

lips and throat that makes sounds phonic and names the apprehension of

becoming bodily. A trap, in weaving, is also a break in the threads, an unraveling,

loosening, unwinding that opens up space.When we think of spider webs, trap is a

silk net, a sticky mesh that registers sensation. For the spider, its trap is its nearby-

ness, its where-ness, its with-ness (Hayward 2010a). How, then, might we hear the

phrase “trapped in the wrong body” as less about authenticity than about textures
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of spacetime? As less about fixity and normativity and more about prefixial

movements?

Susan Stryker (1994: 242) gave us a warning long ago that transsexuals, in

their capacity to be monstrous, arise, like Frankenstein’s creature, from the

operating tables of their (re)birth as “something more, and something other”

than their medical service providers may have intended or imagined; this moving

mattering of trans* to become more and other is necessarily predicated on with

and of. What we might call trans*differing finds an emphatic echo, a shared

refrain, in what Carla Freccero (2014) calls “animal theory.” Animal theory, she

writes, “displaces humanism, de-normativizes subjectivity, and turns us toward

not difference but differences, one of the most emphatic of Derrida’s lessons

having been the impossibility of a reference to ‘the’ animal in favor of singular,

differential, abyssal relations” (105). Derrida (2008: 12) asked us to consider “what

happens to the fraternity of brothers when an animal enters the scene.” In relating

to the alterity of animals, Derrida begins to answer his own question by impli-

cating sexual difference: “Animals are welcomed . . . on the threshold of sexual

difference. More precisely of sexual differences” (36). Playing against Luce Irig-

aray’s (1985) This Sex Which Is Not One, Frecerro (2014: 113) reads Derrida’s

inscription of species differences through sexual differences as “sex that is not one,

a sexual difference that is not one either, butmany, ormore than one.” InDerrida’s

(2008: 20) reading for “animals” against substitutability of “the animal”—

marking “animals” as absolute alterity and singularity—he articulates how nam-

ing is “a foreshadowing of mourning because it seems to me that every case

of naming involves announcing a death to come in the surviving of a ghost, the

longevity of a name that survives whoever carries that name.” Naming serves to

trace “an existence that refuses to be conceptualized . . . and a mortal existence, the

moment that it has a name, its name survives it” (9–11). By announcing animals as

such—and remember that in this text he is referring to his cat, to her, not just any

cat—he is also unavoidably marking their otherness, their sexual difference(s).

Conjoining trans* theory and animal theory, we can problematize the

conjunctivitis of “and . . . and . . . and” that is always aiming toward an ontological

state, the drive for suffixial endpoints. If the plurality of animal, as Derrida insists,

also pluralizes sexual difference, then we find that trans* has always already been a

speciating technology. This also exposes one of the feminist roadblocks regarding

the attribution of nonontological status to transgender phenomena, an argument

that sees all life as an ordering of two (i.e., male and female). Elizabeth Grosz

(2010: 109), for example, writes, “However queer, transgendered, and ethnically

identified one might be, one comes from aman and a woman, one remains a man

or a woman, even in the case of gender-reassignment or the chemical and sur-

gical transformation of one sex into the appearance of another.” For Grosz, the
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transsexual is not an ontological order, but merely an alteration within the con-

straints of binary sexual difference, an iterative identificatory gesture with regard

to the ontological order of male and female difference, which, she argues, is of an

order unto itself. In thus arguing, Grosz advocates for a feminist renunciation of

identity and its various politics, proposing instead to reinvest in the materiality of

sexual difference—what she has called the return of the real Real. Sidestepping for

the moment whatever motivates Grosz’s persistent refusal to accept or acknowl-

edge the reality of transsexual/transgender identificatory claims, might not error

enter her argument to the extent that she reduces transgender to the suffixial

-gender and neglects trans* as prefixial capacitation for movement? Can we not

concede that gender is a sociopolitical taxomomizing ontologically distinct from,

if inextricably entwined with, enfleshed mattering? Is there not a way to work

nearby to this problem of trans* ontology, to work paratactically, one might say,

without foreclosing the possibility of trans* as an ontologizing capacitation?

What happens when we place the emphasis on trans*’s prepositionality? Trans*life

is not lived merely in or through an abstracted or dematerialized prepositionality

but rather precisely through the concatenating force of prefixial, prepositional

operations on suffixiated assemblages of spacetimematterings of a different

order—that which it becomes-with. If, for Grosz, trans* lacks ontology, perhaps

this is because trans* is movement, excitation, and intensification, or a motor of

internal instability that drives self-overcoming, unpredictability, and irreducible

multiplicity (Weinstein 2010) rather than beingness or thingness.

Just as trans* intervenes in the normative operations of sexual difference

and ontology (e.g., Prosser 2006; Hayward 2010a, 2010b; Salamon 2010; Weinstein

2011, 2012), animal difference announces a radically singular Other marked by

sexual differences (Weaver 2014; Kelley 2014; Weinstein 2011, 2012; Kelley and

Hayward 2010; Kier 2010; Franklin 2006). It is this coextensive interplay of trans*

and animals that prompts us to think them through the figuration of tranimal-

ities. Animalities gestures to the affective and perceptual registers of animals, not

just to their physical, behavioral, or instinctive qualities. That is to say, animalities

are sensuous materialities, composites of affects and percepts. Coupled with

the prepositional prefix trans-, tranimalities is a double orientation: animalities are

specificities but remain thresholds of emergence. Tranimalities is murmuration,

schooling, and swarming. The provisional particular is always already folding into

an emergent ensemble. Tranimalities puts emphasis on trans as a provocation

(the condition of an encounter, a meeting), and -animalities as individuations that

prompt sensuous intra- and interchange, which may then become provocations.

Tranimalities does not strive to provide yet another critique of humanism sim-

ply by adding trans* insights into the mix or as yet another vector in intersec-

tional critique. The abundance of theoretical interventions against humanism’s
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investment in regulating and controlling sex/gender/sexuality has already made

considerable headway on this front (Chen and Luciano, 2015; Steinbock, Szczy-

gielska, and Wagner, forthcoming; Gruen and Weil 2012; Chen 2012; Giffney and

Hird 2008). Instead, tranimalities wishes to focus on trans-infused apprehensions

and engagements with the expansive world of possibility opened up by non-

anthropocentric perspectives. In curating this special issue, we aim to attend to

how tranimalities entangle and enmesh trans* and animals in a generative (if also

corrosive) tension leading to alternate ways of envisioning futures of embodiment,

aesthetics, biopolitics, climates, and ethics. In this sense, we see tranimalities under

the guise of critical life studies—a departure from the academic branding practices

that constrain thought by regurgitating essentialisms and naive (in)differences. It

is instead a mode of thinking that strikes at the heart of the dilemma that con-

temporary critical theory has been circling around, namely, the negotiation of

the human, its residues, a priori configurations, the persistence of humanism in

structures of thought, and the figure of trans* life as a constitutive focus for

ethicopolitical and onto-epistemological questions. And so do the essays in this

special issue, “Tranimalities.”

All the essays that constitute this issue take up productive trans-pollina-

tions among human, animal, sex, and gender. While cuts and division of any

kind among these original and powerful contributions could only be antithetical

to their very arguments, in broad strokes, we can say that half the pieces bring

the theoretical juncture of trans, feminist, queer, and posthuman theories and

critical animal studies to bear on the issue of sexual difference, indifference,

and humanism. These theoretical explorations interrogate topics such as species

panic, the animal symbolic, and the relation between difference and indifference

from a trans perspective. They do so in order to demonstrate the extent to which

tranimals have the transformative power to interrupt humanism and its sexually

differentiated legacy by challenging the boundaries between, and existence of,

differentiated, essential kinds.

The other half of the essays, in more concrete moves, reveal the precise

ways that trans practices uncover the crossroads and interplay between humans

and animals, erroneously differentiated—turning their gazes to beavers, dog

training in Second Life, and animal drag to flesh out various humanimal trans-

ings. In these tranimalic explorations, the erosion of hegemonic differences in

sex, human-animal, and nature-culture is witnessed in specific encounters. This

division among the essays is tenuous, however. For, connections among them,

like the prefixal trans* itself, cut across, into, and through this tentatively con-

structed boundary, as much as each essay itself strives to slice up a multiplicity of

humanistic differentiations and stitch them back together in novel, sometimes

indifferent, ways.
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Turning to them in order, then, we start with Camille Nurka’s “Animal

Techne: Transing Posthumanism,” which interrogates the challenges to “the

human” posed by the intersection of trans, feminist, and posthuman studies. In

their respective ways, Nurka claims, each of these studies historicizes the human

while offering more robust, nondualistic theories of human/animal, human/

nonhuman, sex/gender, hetero/homo, man/woman, mind/body, and natural/

unnatural. While cautious of the potential pitfalls associated with the decen-

terings and destabilizations flagged by a range of trans scholars, she argues for the

potential of both trans and posthuman theory to effect a convincing transfor-

mation away from the standard binary humanist positions. Nurka locates the

origin of the construction of the human in sexual difference. This is what she

calls “the animal symbolic,” which has a dual and paradoxical logic of entangling

and demarcating humanity and animality—it both equates women with animals

and men with humans and deploys the notion of “animal nature” rhetorically in

sociobiological arguments that bolster male dominance in human civil society.

Using transgender and posthumanist theory and the history of philosophy to

unravel the underpinnings of humanism that make the notions of sex and human

inextricable, Nurka concludes, “The animal symbolic supports dimorphic, het-

erosexualized sexual difference and its attendant inequalities. The duality of the

animal symbolic, in which we find either a rupture or continuity between the

human and the animal, reveals certain truths about what is ‘human,’ which always

seem to spring inexorably back to sex.”

Nurka’s argument resonates with Claire Colebrook’s in her “What Is It Like

to Be a Human?,” in which sexual difference and its origins in the problematic of

difference as the constitutive condition of the subject come under fire via a

profound reversal of our understanding of difference and indifference. She offers

that “before individual differences there is individuating indifference.” Taking

her cues from post-Heideggerian philosophy, Colebrook argues that “a trans-

individuating body threatens the doxa of difference” by exposing the extent to

which “difference might always be eroded by indifference, by the nonmeaning of

indistinction.” Transitive indifference, her concept that transforms the self/other

pairing beyond the demands of recognition and relation, locates a solution for the

problem that all-too-often animal difference serves to secure human sameness,

and similarly responds to the ontological conundrum haunting certain feminist

theories of difference. No longer is the self fortified through the other, whatever

predicate we might ascribe to that other. Ontological difference serves only to

erect man as the being for whom “the world is nothing more than the arena

whereby he recognizes his proper difference,” which to Colebrook amounts to

little more than the rejection of indifferent difference, or prepersonal singulari-

ties—the potentialities to differ that are not yet stabilized into the categories of an
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individual. The mistake theorists have made, according to Colebrook, is not to

admit that “all we have is the utterly alien, the random and indifferent differences

from which we assume that there must have been some properly expressive and

self-differentiating life.”

In “Species Panic: Human Continuums, Trans Andys, and Cyberotic

Triangles in Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?,” David Huebert focuses on

what he calls species panic. Originating in the concept of the homosexual panic

defense, it signifies the coupling of an anxiety experienced when one’s species

status is under threat with the associated fear of trans-species desire. Using Philip

K. Dick’s novel, Huebert underscores the species panic faced when mediating the

legacies and essentialist structures of the human against threats to its assumed

autonomy and future existence. Arguing Dick’s novel as a triad of human, animal,

and android sexuality—androids being both a species and the “exemplars of

trans embodiment”—Huebert submits that the plot dramatizes a queer inter-

species desire that dislocates concepts of the body, normative sexuality, and the

human. For, humans, androids, and electric and “genuine” animals, as Colebrook

would argue, refuse the drama of radical distance and difference, are not as

individuated as accepted logic would dictate. As such, relations between them are

conditioned by transitivity. This, according to Huebert, implies that “they occupy

shifting positions on a series of spectrums, where human, animal, and machine

bleed into one another.” Setting up a distinction between “genuine” and “inau-

thentic” life, the novel allows only the former to retain the exclusive right of gen-

dered pronouns (instead of the “it” ascribed to artificial animals and androids).

Sexual differentiation thus comes on the back of difference and autonomy in

general and flies in the face of indifference or the condition of possibility of the

subject. And, as sexual difference is the buttress of what it means to be human,

and threats are ever present, it leaves us in a perpetual species panic.

Nicole Seymour’s essay “Alligator Earrings and the Fishhook in the Face:

Tragicomedy, Transcorporeality, and Animal Drag” explores the investment

in affective human/animal interconnectivity, as it is performed via animal drag

in the corpus of Jackass and Wildboyz. Seymour argues that the performances in

these films and series elicit affective responses—empathy—from the viewer

“along with” the performer, including “feeling with” the performers as animals.

She highlights that “it is not that nonhuman morphology is simply placed on the

human body. Rather, animality is viscerally, painfully, and transformatively

encountered or enacted by the human body, initiating for the performers what

Mel Y. Chen has called ‘slides down the animacy hierarchy.’” Gesturing toward

various interconnected trans-(species) corporealities performed in these texts,

and evoking nuanced and unexpected readings of alleged homosexual and trans*

panic (resonating with Huebert), Seymour aims to overturn the mainstream and
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queer theoretical depiction of these performances as merely instantiations of a

white, cis- male, masculine privilege. Instead, she argues that Jackass andWildboyz

are unlikely examples of Karen Barad’s “ethics of mattering” emerging from

trans-, or intersectional and interdependent, connections of human and non-

human life always already taking place on bodies.

With the transitivity of artificial animals, android transings, and human-

animal-machine spectrums as background, we can approach Katie King’s explo-

ration of the praxes of distributed being, cognition, and sensation in attunements

across “trans” becomings through her experiences with training an artificially

intelligent “dog” agent in the online virtual world Second Life. In her “My Dis-

tributed TRANimalitieS @ sltranimal.blogspot.com,” King blends transdiscipli-

narity—a “self-adaptive complexity . . . foreground[ing] the transduction of

knowledge as it passes across and between the interpretive and methodological

planes of composing knowledge”—with TRANimalS, a coemergent practice of

interweaving and extricating human and nonhuman companions in a productive

affective vibration of co-, inter-, and trans-embodiment, learning, and thought.

The inter- or trans-action of learning and playing in immersive space, both of

which begin and end in a predifferentiated state, is the condition of speciation and

what King calls “distributed being and cognition.” Far from arguing for some

form of ontological fixity or essentialist autonomy, TRANimalS (like trans-

disciplinarity) are the exposed and transparent conditions of possibility, “the

sensuous refrains through which becomings and assemblages happen” in the

inextricable intertwining of significant otherness in First and Second Life. As

such, the TRANimalS assemblage that is Katie King, Katie Fenstalker (avatar), and

Sau (AI dog) thus becomes in that schema the condition for the emergence of

trans* life with its attendant mammalian attachment rooted in distributed being/

cognition/sensation—an individuating indifference, a transgenre, visible only

through a trans* lens.

Marking the trending notion of the Anthropocene as just another itera-

tion of the expansionist logic of manifest destiny, Cleo Woelfle-Erskine and July

Cole, in their essay “Transfiguring the Anthropocene: Stochastic Reimaginings of

Human-Beaver Worlds,” pick up the thread of shifting, transing, relational,

humanimal materialities from the perspective of the beaver. Their investment in

the transgressive nature of trans* leads them to emphasize stochasticity, or, as

they say, the “indeterminacy” and “randomness that can emerge from complex

systems.” Like the technoscientific practices enfolded into the fixes proposed

by the Anthropocene’s underlying manifest destiny, the natureculture of human-

beaver (water-salmon-trees-soil-microbes-fungi) collaboration can form stochas-

tic assemblages of “becoming with and of the (watershed) body,” which can lead,
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they argue, to transformations of (water-beaver-human) bodies and (interspecies)

worlds. Dams act as symbolic boundaries, as cuts (agential as in Barad, or trans*

as in Hayward)—concealing and unconcealing, natural and artificial, destructive

and restorative—that both interrupt and innovate flows and movements, and

modify landscapes and bodies (human, beaver, water). Beavers as unstable trans*

positions—as fur bearers, erosion-control tools, and environmental engi-

neers—enact transings in and from their bodies, perform crossings, and create

tranimalic forces for “reconfigur[ing] networks of interspecies relations” that

enable a nonanthropocentric vision of life. This vision, the authors claim, is

subsequently poised “to contest universalizing and disembodying tendencies

within dominant Anthropocene narratives.”

Building on the themes of Animacies: Biopolitics, Racial Mattering, and

Queer Affect, Mel Y. Chen starts the discussion with TSQ from animacies, a term

designed “to unwind the ever shapeshifting and mutually constitutive factors of

‘race,’ ‘class,’ ‘sexuality,’ and ‘disability’ beyond their habitual and sometimes

hackneyed deployments” in the service of an emergent politics oriented toward

the “constant enfolding of matterings.” From those already transdisciplinary,

transformative beginnings—transing theory beyond intersectionality rheto-

rics and toward assemblage—Chen weaves us through the connection of their

work to trans* and animal studies and the potential for a “tranimal turn,” which

Chen suggests could be called transplantimalities. This investment in this latter

potential, Chen argues, is important to the extent to which it might “yield some

important articulations of species, gender, human, and transness in ways that

allow environmental studies, animal studies, and transgender studies to account

more deeply for their sometimes implicitly mutually enacted politics.” This

investment has certainly proved worthy, as is visible in the essays collected in this

special issue. Not content to stop with these already insightful and mind-bending

theoretical shifts, Chen leaves us with a final provocation and catalyst for future

research—a phenomenon they call “going cosmic.” “Cosmicness,” Chen explains,

is the “enactment of a large-scale fantasy . . . that not only templatically erases the

integrality of intrahuman difference but also misses its projective role . . . in the

very growth of cosmic discourses.”

And it is there that “Tranimalities” ends, in what seems to be the same

place it began. Though this is a revised vision of our original multiple start-

ing points—repetition of difference not sameness, or perhaps indifference?—

in which we are faced anew with a productive and vibrant mélange of trans* and

animalic swerves that spiral us further away from the totalizing and universal-

izing discourses of Humanism that elide and exclude some and admit only a few.

Taken together, intertwined in their multiple material tranimacies, the collection

of essays in this special issue serves as an antihumanist bricolage of tranimalic
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provocations, a transing, amoving mattering that both compresses (localizes) and

amplifies (expands) trans* theory—across, into, and through. Bypresenting inno-

vative (pre)ontological refigurations that aim toward different indifferences, and

conceptualizing transitivity as the precondition for ontology, we reveal revised

understandings of legibility and of nonnormative, nonhuman ethical matterings.

Not simply satisfied with felling the anthro-ontological universals figuring the

exclusion of many from the elite status of human, the combined force of these

essays propels the intersection of trans*, posthuman, feminist, and queer theories

and critical animal studies toward a critical reenvisioning of life—opening up new

paths, charting new territory, exploding well-worn frameworks, and recon-

structing our understandings of bodies and worlds into irreducible transanimalic

assemblages.

Eva Hayward is an assistant professor in gender and women’s studies at the University of

Arizona. Her research focuses on aesthetics, environmental and science studies, and trans*

theory. She has recently published articles in Cultural Anthropology, Parallax, WSQ, and Women

and Performance. Her book SymbioSeas, on underwater representations and trans-species

“mediations,” is forthcoming from Penn State University Press.

Jami Weinstein is an associate professor of gender studies at Linköping University where she

is also the director of the Critical Life Studies Research Group. Weinstein has published

“Transgenres and the Plane of Gender Imperceptibility” (in Undutiful Daughters, 2012);

“Transgenres and the Plane of Language, Species, and Evolution” (Lambda Nordica, 2011); and

“A Requiem to Sexual Difference: A Response to Luciana Parisi’s ‘Event and Evolution’”

(Southern Journal of Philosophy, 2010), among others. She is currently finalizing her first

monograph, “Vital Ontologies.” Weinstein has coedited, with Claire Colebrook, Deleuze and

Gender (2008), Inhuman Rites Posthumous Life (forthcoming), and “Anthropocene Feminism,”

special issue of philoSOPHIA (forthcoming). She is also the series editor of The Critical Life

Studies Book Series (with Colebrook and Myra Hird).

Note

1. Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “species,” accessed February 5, 2015, www.oed.com.
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Animal Techne
Transing Posthumanism

CAMILLE NURKA

Abstract Between the recent feminist interest in relocating posthumanism through animal

becomings and the emerging field of trans studies, there arise new possibilities for theoretical

exchange between the “post” and the “trans.” This article considers how the fields of feminism, trans

studies, and posthumanism are actively transforming our thinking around “sex” and “the human.” It

proposes that these theoretical approaches are affectively conjoined in their challenge to the

concept of preternatural gender as a defining aspect of human-centered sociality. This is because sex

and humanity are coconstitutive categories inviting political engagement, especially since the birth

of the human in secular, modern thought, beginning with the scientific revolution, as the point at

which the human began to break away from the divine. The newly formed concept of humanity that

emerged in the seventeenth century was contingent on a highly structured, essentialist conception

of sexual difference. On the one hand, the development of the human was explained through a break

with the animal in hypotheses about the shift fromanimal sociality to human civilization; but, on the

other, sociobiological theories—pre- and post-Darwin—sought to explain the human “in nature.”

Both, however, contained essentialist conceptions of sexual difference in order to articulate the

human, whether in its difference to or continuity with the animal. By contrast, posthuman and trans

becomings have produced new configurations of bodies that are changing the way we conceptualize

human, animal, nature, and culture.

Keywords animality, posthumanism, transsexuality, transgender, social contract, sociobiology

B etween the recent feminist interest in relocating posthumanism through

animal, rather than technological, becomings (Braidotti 2009; Van Der Tuin

and Dolphijn 2010) and the emerging field of trans studies, there arise new

possibilities for theoretical exchange between the “post” and the “trans.” It is this

boundary between gender and animality that I would like to probe in order to

show how the triangulated affects of feminism, trans studies, and posthumanism

have actively transformed our thinking around “sex” and “the human.”

We are at an interesting juncture in the time of a philosophy that recog-

nizes the historicity of the “human” through its dissolution and in the space of a

network of interdisciplinary transmutations. In decentering the human, feminist
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posthumanism performs a multiplicity of dislocations of sex, gender, sexuality,

race, and ability. I seek to investigate the fruitful becomings engendered at the

transformative intersection of posthumanist and trans theory. Both posthuman-

ism and trans offer a radical challenge to the “human” as configured through the

binaries of human/animal, human/nonhuman, sex/gender, hetero/homo, man/

woman, mind/body, natural/unnatural.1 I am wary that this gesture carries a

number of risks: the reduction of the entire field of trans theory to a universalizing

“end of history” narrative (Felski 2006; Stryker 2006a); the depoliticization of

trans struggles for recognition and against medicalizing/pathologizing discourses

(Stryker 1999); and the elision of the specificities of lived experience (Stryker 1999).

However, if transgenderism and posthumanism are considered in the context of

epistemological upheaval, they can effect a powerful theoretical becoming that

recognizes and questions gender in the human and vice versa.

This article will pose the argument that in challenging the idea of pre-

ternatural gender, transgender theory also challenges what is meant by “the

human,” as the two are metaphysically cocontingent. The beginning of the

modern rational-scientific conception of the human is what I focus on here, since

it provided a revised yet lasting template for the consideration of what it means

for us to be human agents in specifically anthropocentric (rather than wholly

divinely ordained) social relations. This new human, however, did not emerge

unmarked by gender. On the contrary, the achievement of humanity was struc-

turally dependent on a gender essentialism that accorded men and women dif-

ferent and unequal evolutionary speeds and purposes. From the seventeenth cen-

tury onward, there emerged human-centered origin stories, especially in social

contract theory, which were specifically informed by the naturalist sciences and,

on this basis, extrapolated essential differences and capacities in men and women.

This article will draw on Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau,

and Sigmund Freud to argue that the human was reconstructed through sexual

difference in broadly two ways: first, through the alignment of women with

animals andmen with humans in hypotheses that emphasized a shift from animal

sociality to human civilization and, second, through the rhetorical deployment of

animal nature in sociobiological arguments supporting the legitimacy of male

dominance in human civil society. The first asserts a decisive break between

animality and humanity, while the second allows for their entanglement. Both,

however, contain essentialist conceptions of sexual difference in order to artic-

ulate the human, whether in its difference to or continuity with the animal. These

narratives come to constitute what I call an “animal symbolic,” through which

gender is materialized and made legible. In the reconstructed origin stories of

social contract theory, the political human, whether demarcated from animality

or identified with it, never strayed far from sex. Women were either irrational
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animals held back by their reproductive bodies, or they shared species belonging

but possessed qualities determined by their sexed natures that made them natu-

rally subject to men. Whichever theory held sway, the coming into being of the

civil society of men generally carried with it assumptions about the naturally

subordinate status of women.

These are the evolutionary narratives that transgender and posthumanist

criticism unravel. Transgender crossings violate the terms of the animal symbolic

mobilized through the gendered chronology of human time by challenging the

terms of “the human” as the distance between (feminine) nature and (masculine)

civilization, or culture. Through creative transformation, transgender bodies are

simultaneously de- and renaturalized in performative becomings that complicate

and rearticulate the legibility of gender. They expose, or make visible, the social

ordering process that produces the body as “discrete by virtue of its stable

boundaries” (Butler 2004: 107) and confound that metaphysics of the body that

constructs a rift between passive matter and active culture. To the degree that ideas

about sex are inextricable from ideas about the human, their very “inventedness”

(Halberstam 1999: 129) is mutually reinforcing and therefore open to challenge by

transgender praxis, as well as critical revision coming from within posthumanist

studies of the human/animal dichotomy. Posthuman and trans becomings have

thus revised the animal symbolic of modernity that defines the human subject to

produce novel configurations of bodies that are changing the way we conceptu-

alize time, the “human,” and culture.

The Social Contract, Sex, and the Animal Symbolic

Seventeenth-century thought is a significant point of origin of the modern

“human” because of the way it gestured toward human autonomy, separate from

God. Social contract theory, in particular, reenvisioned society “as partly the

product of human and not divine action” (Swingewood 1998: 16). This broad

tension between fidelity to the natural laws of God and the coming-to-autonomy

of “Man” is exemplified in Locke’s (1821) theory of the social contract. Locke

relied on the concept of a divine natural order by which man obtained natural

reason; yet this natural reason also gaveman the right to self-governance, enabling

the establishment of a civil society among and between men to protect their rights

as individuals. One central way this ambivalence between the divine and the

human could be reconciled was through the affirmation of a stable sexual identity:

the paradigm-shifting potential of the new revolutionary struggle for human self-

definition was tempered by assurances that men still held natural dominion over

women and “irrational animals” (28). This schism was what allowed Locke to

argue for the natural right of men to rule themselves while asserting a “foundation

in nature” for the subjection of women by their husbands (52). In his Two
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Treatises of Government, Locke argued that the scriptures did not enshrine the rule

of the father over all other men, but only man’s sovereignty over beasts and

women. Scriptural law, according to Locke, thus authorized “the subjugation of

the inferior ranks of creatures to mankind” and “the subjection that is due from a

wife to her husband” (55). Although women were distinguishable from beasts,

they were not strictly human either: they were bestial. That is, the beast was

invoked figuratively, as a quality of the human, to distinguish male sovereignty

from female subjection.

Jacques Derrida (2009) shows that Hobbes’s account of sovereignty treads

a similar rhetorical path. In Hobbes’s The Citizen, Derrida uncovers a buried

analogic connection between women, slaves, and animals. Sovereign right, he

says, is found in Hobbes’s chapters on the right of masters over slaves and on the

constitution of the patriarchal family. In the former, Derrida tells us, man is

granted a natural right over beasts, while in the latter, man’s civic right is to bear

authority over his family. The right of the father in civil society is thus mirrored in

the natural right of humans over animals (29). Hobbes’s supposedly indivisible

civic sovereignty (requiring the subjection of free individuals to a collective

whole), Derrida remarks, has at its roots a more fundamental division between

human and beast, man and woman.2

As Carole Pateman explains in her groundbreaking essay “The Fraternal

Social Contract” (1989), social contract theory never fully shook itself free of

patriarchalism, since women were subjugated through the marriage contract

(dictated by nature) so that the state (or artificial culture) could be inaugurated as

a set of relationships between men. Pateman argues that in spite of their best

egalitarian intentions, political theorists opposing the patriarchal rule of the

monarchy nonetheless retained the patriarchal right of man over woman as a

natural given, which is why they consistently failed to argue for women’s enfran-

chisement. Hence, the epistemological struggle to dislodge the centrifugal force of

the divine in order to grasp the social as largely centered on human actions and

relationships was accompanied by the figuration of stable, recognizable, and

reassuring sexual difference. As religious hierarchy gave way to human autonomy,

the idea of natural sex difference played an increasingly important role in but-

tressing arguments excluding women from the agential humanity offered by the

social contract. Appeals to biological sex could be relied on to quash any suspicion

that free and equal brotherhood might pave the way for sexual equality.

Moreover, sex was vital to social contract theory because the scientific

revolution of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries invested sexed bodies

with radically new significance. According to Thomas Laqueur (1990), a new

scientific paradigm emerged in this period that provided the definition for bio-

logical “sex” as we know it today. Prior to this point, the ancient Greekmodel held
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that all bodies contained both masculine and feminine substances, in greater or

lesser quantities and with varying intensities. The body partook of a broader

cosmology of formalized masculine and feminine elements that transcended

biology. With the arrival of the scientific revolution, sex became an empirical fact.

The social contract theorists, Laqueur argues, used the perceived natural, empir-

ically observable properties of sexed bodies (such as strength in men) to justify

women’s subordinate social position: “However problematic, the tendency of

early contract theory is to make the subordination of women to men a result of

the operation of the facts of sexual difference, of their utilitarian implications.

What matters is the superior strength of men or, more important, the frequent

incapacity of women because of their reproductive functions. Bodies in these

accounts are not the sign of but the foundation for civil society” (157).

Rousseau in particular asserted that “Nature” provided the foundation for

the expression of human morality, which was sexually apportioned. While men

and women shared species belonging, the commonalities stopped with the incom-

mensurability of two distinctly different sexes. Physical strength and weakness

provided the ontological ground for the normative qualities attributed to each

sex: “One must be active and strong, the other passive and weak,” he wrote in

Emile ([1762] 1892: 260). Woman’s purpose was therefore to please man because

her constitutional weakness dictated she could not do otherwise; “It is the law of

Nature,” he claimed (260). Further, in his Discourse on Political Economy, Rous-

seau observed that menstruation and childbirth disqualified women from par-

ticipating in the citizenry ([1755] 1913b: 250).

While Rousseau ([1754] 1913a) saw no virtue in civilization, because of his

view that it represented the corruption of a nature innocent of the need for

morals, he nonetheless charted its evolution, in an anthropological fashion, from

animal-man in the state of nature to civil-man bound by the social contract. In the

course of this hypothetical exercise, women came off as not-quite-human because

of their role as supportive props for the exercise of “free-agency” (as he put it),

one of two characteristics that distinguished man from beast (184). The other was

“perfectibility,” which was also sexually specific. In Emile, Rousseau ([1762] 1892:

260) stated that the perfect woman was “especially constituted to please man” and

to accede to him. By contrast, man exercised “power and will” (260), which he

presumably needed in order to assume his rights as a citizen. Rousseau made clear

that by natural decree women belonged to the private family and had nothing to

do with the functioning of the state.

By the twentieth century, the evolutionary narrative of civil origins pro-

posing a break between the animal and the human would find its culmination in

Freud, who drew heavily on Charles Darwin to argue that men (not women) were

the first creators of culture and therefore the first to introduce animal-humans to
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their full humanity. In his Civilization and Its Discontents, Freud ([1930] 2010: 27)

made clear that the appearance of civilization necessitated the renunciation of the

animal and served “the dual purpose of protecting human beings against nature

and regulating their mutual relations.” Freud was not shy in claiming that the

responsibility for the progression of civilization belonged to men: “Women stand

for the interests of the family and sexual life, whereas the work of civilization has

become more and more the business of the menfolk, setting them increasingly

difficult tasks and obliging them to sublimate their drives—a task for which

women have little aptitude” (39). For Freud, the birth of “the human” depended

upon the diachronic establishment of primary sexual difference through the

device of evolutionary progress (from primordial, “animal” femininity to civi-

lized masculinity).

Similarly, his elaboration of the relationship between totemic cultures, the

development of a symbolic language of animality, and the beginnings of human

civilization is structured through gender in the tale of the original parricide. In

totemic cultures, Freud (1950: 104) explains, animal figures are symbolically

enmeshed within the human socius and infuse religious ritual, kinship relations,

and the enforcement of taboo. While totemic animals confirm allegiances and

lines of descent, they also establish taboos, for example, against eating, killing,

touching, looking at, or speaking the name of the totem animal. Freud combines

Charles Darwin’s speculative theories on early human societies with Orientalist

William Robertson Smith’s work on sacrifice rituals to provide an account of the

origins of totemism as the origins of civilization. For Freud, “totemism constitutes

a regular phase in all cultures” (108), since it represents a transitional step in a

“progressive” evolutionary process through time, from the savage to the civilized.

Freud’s particular version of the familiar “state of nature” of social con-

tract theory is violent and jealous paternal rule, the overturning of which is the

precondition for the emergence of civilization. Freud describes Darwin’s theory of

the structure of early societies as patriarchal—there is a violent and jealous father

who keeps all the females for himself and drives away his sons as they grow up.

But, Freud says, this Darwinian system must have, at some stage, developed into

the modern form of totemic society, whereby bands of males are members with

equal rights and are subject to the restrictions of the totemic system. Freud located

the origins of totemism, and thus civil society, in a singular event, whereby a band

of brothers expelled from the group by the father come together to kill and devour

him, and thus bring an end to patriarchal rule. The fathermust be killed if men are

to become equal; the origins of religion and social organization can be located in

the event of parricide. The killing of the father is also crucially related to the incest

taboo. For Freud, the universal condition of totemic societies is a taboo that

prohibits members of the same totem clan from marrying or having sexual
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intercourse with one another. This taboo is the result of the brothers renouncing

their possession of the women of the clan (which is, for Freud, the possession of

the mother) on whose account they killed the father in the first place. Freud’s

primal father keeps all the women to himself, but the parricide serves to eradicate

his exclusive sexual right—the brothers then inherit this right and share the

women among themselves. His thesis is that the two central mechanisms of the

Oedipus complex—desire and guilt—are responsible for man’s transition from

savage to civilized: “The two principles of animal totemism, the two taboo pro-

hibitions which constitute its core—not to kill the totem and not to have sexual

relations with a woman of the same totem—coincide in their content with the

two crimes of Oedipus, who killed his father and married his mother” (132). The

“human” (or human society) could never have come about, in this story, without

the emergence of oedipal guilt as the defining feature of civilized society. The

Oedipus complex and its attendant gender identifications contingent on the

difference between the castrated (feminine) and the phallic (masculine) are sig-

nificant for the way they establish the coming-into-being of “the human.”

Everywhere, in Western culture at least, animals can be found roaming the

terrain of civilized men and evolutionarily stunted women bound to the earth by

their biology. Even in contemporary civilization narratives such as evolutionary

psychology, which wants so badly to reconnect the animal to the human, the

persistence of gender normativity pulls it ineluctably back, always, into a human

history. By this I mean that human time is too reliant on origin stories that seem

destined to repeat endlessly a certain refrain of sexual difference, namely, of alpha

males and passive females, of a natural and proper order of gender and sexuality.

In the contemporary sociobiological model, human time is too dependent on the

mechanics of reproduction to consider how sex and sexuality diverge from or

complicate the reproductive imperative, and sociobiological perspectives too

often rely on a rigid gender essentialism that reduces sexual diversity to a mind-

numbing interaction between active males and passive females. Proponents such

as E. O. Wilson, Steven Pinker, and Richard Dawkins accept as given current

gender relations and work backward—using Darwin’s emphasis on male dom-

inance in sexual selection—to explain them (Dusek 1999; Fausto-Sterling 2000).

However, transgender and posthumanist perspectives make room for more

creative interpretations of the natural world and the place of humans in it and

attempt to broaden strict Darwinian assumptions about human sexual selection.

As Joan Roughgarden’s (2004: 3) book Evolution’s Rainbow argues, variations in

gender and sexuality in the natural world “falsify Darwin’s sexual selection the-

ory.” Roughgarden reminds us that our perception of the natural world need not

conform to any one template of normal (or normative) sex and gender. Darwin’s

peacock is an excellent example. Darwin ([1876] 2009: 70) was initially perplexed
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by the peacock’s outlandishly flamboyant plumage because it appeared to con-

travene the laws of natural selection, but he eventually concluded that its real

purpose lay in its role in sexual selection, to woo the peahen. Yet can we elicit

more from this aesthetic dimension to suggest that perhaps there is a creative

element at play, that genetic diversity is also an exercise in creative and, in the case

of the peacock, beautiful becomings? And why restrict the peacock’s splendor to

heterobiological functionality? Queertrans perspectives give us license to crea-

tively twist the expected emphasis on heterosexuality in nature. After all, as a

friend in the S&M community recently remarked to me, “Well, peacocks are just

big poofs, aren’t they!”

Refiguring Animal Desires

In this section, I trace the ways trans studies radically refigures the animal (or

biological) humanity represented in masculine Enlightenment origin stories

through an emphasis on monstrosity, antioedipal desire, transformation, and

becoming. Trans theory is thus essential to the continuation of feminist and

posthumanist projects of rethinking the body for the current epochal context, and

against Enlightenment conceptions, particularly because such conceptions con-

tain within them lingering antiegalitarian biases expressed through the binary

division of animals and humans. The trans project reenvisions animal embodi-

ment anew and provides a critique that is critical to any philosophy which seeks to

interrogate the ontological status of organic bodies living in relationships to one

another in technologically mediated environments. Trans can productively figure

as a form of material embodiment excessive of signification in its rejection of

stable dichotomous arrangements of man/woman, human/animal.

Ironically, the science-driven search for the truth of sexual difference in

the substance of sexed bodies that Laqueur situates in the seventeenth century

would create the conditions for the literal materialization of transsexual identity

through hormones. But the ability to change the body in this way would also

mean that sex would lose its definitive status as the “natural” source of social

gender. It could no longer be relied on as the material cause of the hierarchized

characteristics associated with social performances of gender. If sex itself could be

transformed, then nothing was sacred: anything could change! The further irony

is that while Darwin, the acknowledged father of evolutionary theory, introduced

the material proof, contra Plato, that life is change, contemporary sociobiologists

still have trouble accepting that reproductive and sexual behaviors and bodies

change too. In the sociobiological model that persists today, the animal in the

human deserves a capital A for the way it is used to figure the human through

the eternal inevitability of heterosexual reproduction, as though we had never
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evolved or changed alongside our technologies, and as though the “animal” were

always entirely separate from the “cultural.”

Indeed, Susan Stryker (1999) argues that the transsexual body is the crisis

point at which modern certainties about “animal nature” fall away. She suggests

that transsexuality can be thought of, in metaphorical terms, as signifying the

transition to postmodernity, which is a knotty affair that retains the modernist

appeal to certainty even as it is obliterated: the scientific search for truth in sex

hormones in the medicalization of transsexuality is also the moment at which

truth falls away in indeterminate performative materiality (170). Stryker plays on

this dual movement in her own conceptualization of the figure of the transsexual

as paradigm-rupturing “spectacle” (1999) andmaterial “monster” (2006b). While

Stryker (1999: 162) castigates Jean Baudrillard for using the figure of the trans-

sexual as a mere metaphorical device, not to mention the literalization of all that

he finds defective in postmodernity, she suggests that in spite of this problematic

reading, “the transsexual” as spectacle “can, and often does, productively figure in

attempts to make sense of recent as well as prospective historical experience.”

While science has enabled the radical refiguration of flesh in the trans-

sexual body, it also regulates the transsexual body through the ideal of perfection

and the attempt to produce a body that adheres to the normative gender codes

that attach to the heterosexualized order of bodies and desires (Stryker 2006b:

248). As Stryker (2006b) points out, the transsexual body exhibits transformative

potential (becoming a new person, exceeding nature) at the same time as it is a

product of a scientific discourse that seeks to naturalize it by compelling it to abide

by preexisting gender laws. In this way, the transsexual body occupies a para-

doxical position as one that is unnaturally reconstructed in order to generate a

natural effect. In this respect, the transsexual body achieves “the similitude of a

natural body only through an unnatural process” (247). For Stryker, the trans-

sexual body is a material expression of ambiguity and a point of dislocated,

transformed, and contested gender identity, which refuses “human” and “sexual”

natures as stable reference points. She makes clear the specifically nonhuman

materiality of her body: “I find no shame . . . in acknowledging my egalitarian

relationship with non-human material Being; everything emerges from the same

matrix of possibilities” (247). The “matrix of possibilities” within which Stryker

situates herself rejects a humanity so saturated by gender that it delimits futures,

narrows possibilities, and forecloses points of connection between human and

nonhuman organic bodies. As Myra Hird (2006) argues, investigating trans

allegiances with nonhuman animals may in fact be more productive in undoing

the nature/culture binary than the focus on trans as a product of human culture.

Elspeth Probyn (1995), for example, attempts to wrest oedipal desire from

Freud and free it from its attachment to a love object through examining the
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erotic exchanges between girls and horses. She aims to rethink queer desire

instead as transitive movement between bodies that touch. In the literature that

she cites, Probyn uncovers in narratives of erotic relationships between girls and

horses a nonphallic desire that escapes the imperatives of a libidinal economy

oriented toward heterosexual love objects. Such erotic images “have no essence,

no fixed reference,” she says. “While they cannot be allowed to condense into

categorised notions of being, they can . . . express longing; they do throw us for-

ward into other relations of becoming and belonging” (11–12). As Probyn suggests,

thinking desire through movement allows for a fluidity that evades capture by

normative categorization. Trans as a theory and practice of ungendering and

becoming is allied with an antioedipal rejection of the (love) object. In the process

of transition, objects can never be fully realized, attained, or accomplished. As

Sandy Stone (2006: 231) has argued, transsexual experience is far richer than the

language of destinations and “passing” would suggest; Stone prefers instead to

think through “the possibility of a life grounded in the intertextual possibilities of

the transsexual body.” Yet whether one desires to pass or to be ambiguously

gendered, thematerialization ofmovement in the labor of transition is itself object-

less.What I’m attempting to say here is that debates about whether transsexuality is

a radical political rejection of the gender system or its conservative reinforcement

are beside the point if we are to conceptualize transition as movement (in time or

to another place), rather than a line in space that is only ever a means of connection

between two anterior fixed points, A and B. Eva Hayward (2008: 68) describes the

prefix trans as an “elsewhere,” a shifting state of being that exceeds “particular

impositions, whether empirical, rhetorical or aesthetic.”

Hayward’s eloquent work on the relationality of trans bodies to the bodies

of starfish brings together a posthuman approach to animality and her own

transsexed experience in order to conjure up a productive trans-special figuration

that is able to better articulate trans as an effect that is hypostatic to the body,

specifically as a type of regeneration. She departs from the Antony and the

Johnsons song “The Cripple and the Starfish” to articulate the material dis-

cursivity of trans experience, using the figure of the starfish to explore antioedipal

animal becomings that eschew the human emphasis on dimorphic sexuality and

reproduction. Starfish, for instance, “are capable of sexual and asexual repro-

duction” (69). But even the usual fish method of fertilization, whereupon the

female releases her eggs and the male fertilizes them externally, cannot take place

without the intervention of the watery environment: “The fertilized embryos

form part of the zooplankton—the animal part of the pelagic” (69). That is, the

reproductive relationship ismore than two. Some species of starfish, Hayward tells

us, also reproduce asexually, where their rays can detach to form another indi-

vidual (69). Hayward’s investigation into the sexual lives of starfish is no mere
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digression, but rather an attempt to express the multidimensionality of organic

sexuality by drawing attention to the richly diverse sexual practices of the non-

human animal world. In fact, as Hird (2006) informs us, human dimorphic

sexuality is downright weird in comparison with the multiple sexual morphol-

ogies found across the far vaster field of nonhuman animal and plant species.

Most fungi, for instance, have thousands of sexes. Some species have no sex chro-

mosomes at all, and sex is determined by environmental factors. Many species can

change their sex—the coral goby, sea bass, earthworms, and marine snails—and

there is also transvestism. Some species can take on the morphology of the

opposite sex or engage in their behaviors. There are also many variations of sex in

humans, as a result of the complex nature of the interactions between chromo-

somes, genes, and hormones. Given this biological evidence, Hird argues that we

need to understand trans as part of the rich diversity of animal behavior and to

look at trans using a nonhuman perspective as our starting point, which amounts

to a deprioritization of the “cultural” viewpoint that designates trans as a product

only of human culture.

Hayward’s work on trans achieves Hird’s desired end in thinking through

her own transformation from the perspective of a starfish. Hayward’s (2008: 70)

imaginative machinic assemblage of fingers, starfish rays, eyes, and penises is an

explicitly antioedipal cartography of queer desire in which the “enfolding of

gender/animality serves as shared zoontology.” Her work exemplifies thinking at

the vanguard of two intersecting structures of thought: the new materialist ges-

ture toward animality and the trans project, which seeks to understand trans

experience as an embodied phenomenology that deeply troubles “male” and

“female” as categories that denote essentialized subjects fashioned from nature.

Trans resistance to proper objects questions the (human) moral construction of

what nature supposedly entails. That is, it interrogates the notion that the only

“natural” body is the one we were born with and whichmust also correspond with

the normatively right kinds of “natural” behaviors and appropriate hetero-

sexualized desires. It is in this sense that trans radically reinvigorates post-

humanism as a decentering exercise, in which the human vis-à-vis nature is

repositioned in terms of fluid relationality.

Sex, Species, and the Transformation of Human Time

By refiguring animal–human relations, trans and post also refigure gender and

desire. They urge exciting new epistemological opportunities for considering

interspecies relationships, and they move queer desire away from its modern

moorings in sexual object choice, where the supposed natural qualities of bodies

dictate the nature of their desires and pleasures.
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As Stryker (1999) has argued, the figure of the transsexual is not a passive

metaphor for, but has actively shaped, postmodernity. Trans is busily trans-

forming human time, changing what it means to be a gendered human in its

rejection of the linear determinism implied within the nature/culture dichotomy.

That is, trans is actively changing the crude evolutionary interpretation of species

as pure biology that perpetually precedes a largely irrelevant cultural struc-

ture—for example, the notion put forth by evolutionary psychology that our

modern skulls house stone-age minds (Cosmides and Tooby 1997), when it is clear

that brains are complex organs that change over time in response to environ-

mental stimuli (Doidge 2007; Lane 2009: 148–49). Moreover, there is no evidence

that the morphological structure of the brain is able to dictate the content of our

thoughts, especially insofar as these arguments are used to promote a seemingly

incontrovertible gender difference in cognitive behavior and ability (Fine 2010).

As science philosopher Ian Gold (quoted in Fine 2010: 144) drolly puts it, “May as

well say hairier body so fuzzier thinker. Or that human beings are capable of fixing

fuses because the brain uses electricity.” In the sociobiological model, evolu-

tionary time is still ruled by an irreconcilably human moralism that accords

significant differential value to reproducers and nonreproducers, male minds and

female minds, human minds and animal minds. Even if reproducers and non-

reproducers, for example, are purported to be performing different roles, all in the

grand scheme of a natural order, there is an implicit assigning of value to activities

that are considered to bemore natural than others. The centrality of male–female

reproduction to the idea of nature means that anything which departs from this

state of affairs is considered anomalous. And this is exactly the kind of thing that is

wedded to human time. Human evolutionary time has been, first, too concerned

with human reproduction to understand the rich variety of sexual life—

including reproductive practices that differ from our own—in the world around

us (for example, hermaphroditic fish or the multiplicity of sex organs in mush-

rooms) and, second, far too obsessed with policing the borders of the proper and

the improper. The persuasive and persistent sway of nature as an established and

relatively stable system of laws immune to animal (and I include humans in this

category) activity is incredibly difficult to relinquish. In fact, it is arguable that it is

precisely this belief that has led to the current ecological crisis in which we find

ourselves!

As humankind is now staring into the deep, vast void of extinction, the

human narrative of history becomes increasingly unviable and incompatible with

the vision of a future in which we no longer exist. As Dipesh Chakrabarty (2009)

explains, linear time—in the sense of a continuing past, present, and future—is

disrupted by the looming reality of the ecological death of the human wrought by

human industry assisted by the conducive environmental conditions of the
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Holocene. Hence, “our historical sense of the present . . . has thus become deeply

destructive of our general sense of history” (198). Global warming has forced a

collapse of the distinction between nature and culture, in that our present situ-

ation confounds our efforts to separate the deep time of geological history and the

shallow time of human history, as we are traditionally accustomed to doing. On

one side of history, the human body counts only as inert material upon which

actions are performed, and, on the other, it draws all of nature, including human

nature, into itself, as the central means by which biological history can be

explained and understood. By contrast, Chakrabarty’s concept of “geological

agency” requires the recognition that we are the perpetrators of our own envi-

ronmental demise, rather than the passive victims of a greater and relatively stable

force that we call “nature.”

For Chakrabarty, the climate change crisis disrupts modernist narratives of

freedom bound to a human history of progress, class struggle, slavery and

emancipation, social revolution, colonialism, and human rights discourse. The

humanist focus has concealed the freedom humans have obtained through the

acquisition of geological agency, enabled by industrial civilization, particularly

fossil-fuel use. He suggests that humanist political critiques of capitalism are not

adequate to the task of explaining the history of climate change or its conse-

quences, and while he acknowledges that capitalism has made specific contri-

butions to our current predicament, he argues against the idea that a critique

of human power relations can ever function as a useful tool for understanding

global warming. It is an intriguing argument, but from a feminist standpoint, one

cannot arrive at a critique of the human without a critique of gender. Human

time (and its destruction) is infused with gender; forms of sexed and raced

domination in human political history facilitated the industrialization process,

which in turn changed the fabric of our ecology. The growth of industry in the

1600s, especially mining, was inextricably bound to gender relations (Merchant

1990). The industrial and scientific revolutions fundamentally changed not only

the earth itself, but our ethical relation to it. As Carolyn Merchant (1990) per-

suasively argues, in order for the project of industrialization to expand, the image

of the earth had to be transformed from a living entity to inert matter, passive and

malleable, and the assumed natural order in which man prevailed over woman

was integral to this process.

Given this context, we cannot simply throw aside political difference in

favor of a theory of a unified species. For we are a species living in difference—it is

impossible to disarticulate our experience of difference from our experience of

impending extinction. There is no good reason why these two aspects of being

should be mutually exclusive. To insist on a rift would underestimate the real

effect that the organization of gender has had on the historical constitution of the
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geological agent. And as feminists well know, bodies and their capacities for

action are indeed affected by the environments through which they move or, as

the case may be, are prevented from moving.

I think at this point Chakrabarty (2009: 221) introduces an unnecessary

distinction between the political and the geological, which he expresses as the

difference between nuclear war and global warming: “A nuclear war would have

been a conscious decision on the part of the powers that be. Climate change is an

unintended consequence of human actions and shows, only through scientific

analysis, the effects of our actions as a species.” One way to introduce the missing

element of gender to his argument and to reconcile the two types of catastrophe

(nuclear and climatic, political and ecological, intentional and unintentional) is

through Stryker’s (1999) figuration of the transsexual body in the atomic age. In

her article “Christine Jorgensen’s Atom Bomb: Transsexuality and the Emergence

of Postmodernity,” Stryker recounts the story of Christine Jorgensen, an Amer-

ican MTF transsexual, aspiring filmmaker, army draftee, and media sensation.

Jorgensen’s sex-change surgery had made explosive headlines—it was the early

1950s and she was sharing prime broadsheet space with the atom bomb. Stryker

turns to the figure of Christine Jorgensen’s atom bomb to evoke a spectacular

event of social, technological, and somatic transformation, “a point of ecstatic

passage into the hyperreality of postmodern conditions” (161).

The perceived naturalness of dimorphic sexed bodies and the necessity of

reproduction to species renewal and survival perhaps represent the last vestige of

a materially stable humanity rooted in the ultimate teleology of natural life as

natura naturans. And yet even this body, as demonstrated by Stryker, is becoming

sucked into the chasm of meaning beyond the inevitability of dualistic sex. The

posthuman transsex body rejects the modernist (and humanist) model of ref-

erential certitude:

The parallel roles in recent history of transsexual bodies and nuclear bombs are

rooted in the fact that both accomplish a literalisation of modernity’s representa-

tional crisis by abolishing the stability of material referentiality in a historically

novel fashion. One end of modern history can indeed be found in a mushroom

cloud, where meaning evaporates. Time and space lose all referentiality where

Ground Zero and Year Zero collide to mark the spot where reality evacuates itself

into another dimension. Transsexuality, too, is posed as an impossible reality

beyond the absolute limit of an incommensurable sex difference, a liquidation of

the body as a stable ground of meaning. It is the end of history in another sense, a

space in which semiotic activity must mutate into new forms if it is to survive. (165)
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The point of passage reflected in paradigmatic crises of nuclear war, climate

change, or sex change presages the destruction, not only of humanity, but also of

a stable sexed body. The radical challenge that transsexuality poses to the ideology

of the natural body and that which nature poses to the survival of humanity

intersect on a deeply corporeal level, where technological mediation is an indis-

putable part of the living material of organisms, animal hormones and organs,

weather patterns and seismic geological shifts. In this passage of time between

the atom and the greenhouse, we recognize that the human body is no longer

human—isolated and hermetic, master of its domain, eternal—but a hybrid

product of the world it has, in part, created and the stochastic elements and

conditions that have shaped its own evolution.

What posthumanism and trans studies index is that the nature of sexed

human bodies is being transformed—and this is most apparent in the deep,

timeless vortex of our own foreclosed futurity, in which the global climate change

crisis has effected “a sense of the present that disconnects the future from the past

by putting such a future beyond the grasp of historical sensibility” (Chakrabarty

2009: 197). The certainty of a cosmic future with us in it, of the inevitability of

reproduction, belongs to a severely compromised sense of time eroded by crisis:

“Posthuman bodies do not belong to linear history. They are of the past and future

lived as present crisis. This present, this crisis, does not glide smoothly along a one-

dimensional timeline but erupts or coalesces non-locally across an only partially

temporisable realm of meaning” (Halberstam and Livingston 1995: 4). The

monstrosity of the technologized trans body, the denatured earth, and the

awareness of our contingent species-being commands that there can be no return

to nature. Yet in my wanton and irreverent optimism I would like to think that the

death of the human does not have to end in total destruction; it can also be an

opportunity to form new and different affinities and to find new ways of adjusting

to a changed and changing world. Recognizing that the nature we thought we knew

is gone, and that it is time for a change of perspective, may in fact be our liberation.

Theoretical Becomings

This article has identified the convergences between animal and gender sym-

bolism in a phallocentric humanist narrative of evolutionary history. It argues

that the animal symbolic supports dimorphic, heterosexualized sexual difference

and its attendant inequalities. The duality of the animal symbolic, in which we

find either a rupture or continuity between the human and the animal, reveals

certain truths about what is “human,” which always seem to spring inexorably

back to sex. The history of the animal and the history of sexual difference are

inscribed in different yet intertwining ways upon the human body. Trans disrupts

the oedipal story, which begins with immutable sexed bodies and their equally
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binding (heterosexual) desires by postulating a body without a continuous “nat-

ural” history, where what is “naturally human” (or human nature) is synonymous

with a precultural, even antievolutionary, state of equilibrium unaffected by

change. Similarly, the progress narrative inherent in humanist civilization stories is

interrupted by a temporal crisis in which the destruction of gender and the human

is realized in the twin disasters of the atom bomb and global climate change.

Transgender and posthuman theories taken together produce a powerful

critique of the gendered human through rejecting the modernist narratives of

nature, reproduction, and progress. Posthuman bodily becomings are at once

virtual and actual in that they express a past from the perspective of a humanist

future that never happened—as Donna Haraway (2008) puts it, “We have never

been human.” For the trans project, it may mean that we are all transsexuals and

there are no transsexuals (Halberstam 1999: 132). Just as humanity’s virtual

dimensions are coming into being through a posthuman becoming, so too do

gendered bodies enact their own related becoming through trans. It is not that we

have been deluded: a posthumanist or transgender feminist project is not about

stripping away the illusion of humanity or sex to find the truth of what we have

always been. Rather, it is to produce becomings that reconfigure, reconstitute,

break apart sedimented forms. Feminism, posthumanism, and trans studies need

one another, for in undoing gender, we also unravel the historical narrative that

supports the supremacy of humans above nonhuman others, of culture above

nature, and man above woman. In critiquing essentialist discourses of gender,

feminism and trans studies also creatively refigure what it means to be human in

the Anthropocene, in which the illusion of a nature without culture or humans

without an ecology has become ever more untenable.

Camille Nurka is a sessional academic who has lectured and tutored in gender studies at a

number of universities in Australia. Her research interests include postfeminism in popular

culture and the body in public.

Notes

1. All references to trans throughout the remainder of this article refer specifically to

transgender theory and practice.

2. I hope that I can be here forgiven for emphasizing Derrida’s (2009: 18) attention to sexual

difference at the expense of his broader argument regarding the “haunting of the sov-

ereign by the beast and the beast by the sovereign.” The sovereign man is figured as

animal, while he also seeks to raise himself above the beasts: therein lies the conundrum

of animality in political theory. In the examples taken from Hobbes, man’s propensity to

subdue others (animals, women, slaves) is “beastly”—the father as wolf—yet this

authority is also what makes him uniquely human.
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What Is It Like to Be a Human?

CLAIRE COLEBROOK

Abstract Rather than regarding the relation between humanity and animality as an important

supplemental questionwhen considering claims of personhood or ethical worth, this essay makes two

claims that place the thresholds among species at the foundation of problems of ethical recognition.

First, all modes of recognition presuppose a norm of human likeness and species solidarity; rather

than expand this range of human inclusiveness (that relies on differentiation), we might think of

attributing political and ethical worth to those with whom we feel neither solidarity nor significant

difference. Second, rather than see the self as a person or body that possesses sexuality as an

individuating predicate, we might think of a milieu of individuating possibilities from which rela-

tively differentiated selves emerge.

Keywords animality, humanism, posthumanism

I t has become commonplace in what has come to be known as animal studies

that the opposition between human and animal is tenuous; whatever quality

we select as definitively human is either found in animal life (communication,

sociality, altruism, capacity to symbolize, art) or is frequently not found in

humans. The human-animal divide, as Giorgio Agamben notes, has been a way of

dividing the human from itself, positing a self-determining and productive form

of life as properly human against a bare life exemplified by the animal’s mere

existence. The three key post-Heideggerian texts on animality—Agamben’s The

Open (2004), Jacques Derrida’s The Animal That Therefore I Am (2008), and Gilles

Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus (1987)—differ markedly in

their critical responses to the binary that would simply set animality outside

humanity, with animality cast aside as a form of life without the complex relations

toward the world that define traditional autonomous humanity. While there are,

of course, other major twentieth-century works on animality (Donna Haraway’s

Companion Species [2003] among them), I focus here on the peculiarly post-

Heideggerian dimension of Agamben, Derrida, and Deleuze to draw attention to

the relation between difference and indifference from a “trans” perspective. In

order to anticipate what follows I would seek to reverse the relation between
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differentiated individuals—men and women, humans and animals—and those

whose integrity is questioned and are not recognized as individuals, and say rather

that it is from singular indifference that some bodies contract or reduce indif-

ference to differentiated forms. Consider, for example, the lucid keyword entry on

“tranimals” by Lindsay Kelley (2014: 226): “Trans- extends beyond animal to

microbial, even molecular, forms of life. Trans- implies interchange between both

gender expression and genetic expression (tranimals are said to ‘express’ their

modifications). Their movement across categories coupled with their vulnerable

position as experimental subjects binds tranimals to other forms of trans- life,

including humans.” Here, tranimals have the revolutionary capacity to disturb

human complacency, and in this respect we might say that a radical strand of

theory has turned to forms that have always been “trans,” always disturbing clear

bounds between kinds. In the essay that follows I want to argue that “in the

beginning is ‘trans’”: that what is original or primary is a not-yet differentiated

singularity from which distinct genders, race, species, sexes, and sexualities are

generated in a form of relative stability. Rather than the animal or the trans-

individual being a special test case that might provide the normal and normative

with a basis for a renewed sense of its own difference, we should think the con-

trary: any dialogue between human and animal is preceded, conditioned, and

haunted by a condition of transitivity. Fixed kinds such as the trans-gendered,

trans-sexual, or trans-animal body are expressions of a more profound transi-

tivity that is the condition for what becomes known as the human. For this reason,

I have chosen to explore two philosophical strands that secure the human by way

of a dialogue with the enigmatic difference of the animal. Rather than various

forms of transitivity being considered as supplements to these central debates of

human versus animal, I argue that human-animal ethical encounters are already

transitive encounters and that the subsequent engagements of authentic differ-

ence between a human and an animal rely on excluding the milieu of indifference

that is necessarily set aside in the discussion of an ethical engagement in terms of

fundamental or supposedly authentic difference.

When Derrida focuses on Martin Heidegger’s (2001) conception of “the

human,” he raises the question of sexual difference: Could there be such a thing as

“Dasein” that was not mired in all the determined differences of the world? For

Heidegger, Dasein is a potentiality to exist and differ, through becoming, rather

than being defined by difference. To think of humans as sexually different would

be to refuse the transcendental status of “the subject.” For Derrida—and, as I will

argue below, for Deleuze and Agamben—sexual difference becomes the way

humans recognize themselves not as blank subjects in general but as singularly

and richly different. Both animality and sexual difference become ways man

ceases to be simply human—an instance of a species—and instead becomes the
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being who recognizes himself as becoming through difference. Difference

becomes the way man becomes nothing other than becoming and refuses the

nightmare of indifference; his sexuality and humanity become the means by

which he arrives at genuine self-becoming. What he must refuse is the passive

nonidentity that does not generate distinction and recognition: one might say,

then, that the specter that haunts man is not the animal or woman but the trans

individual whose refusal of the drama of radical distance and difference destroys

man’s journey of self-becoming. I use the term trans-individual here, where I

should really be referring to “a” trans-individuated singularity. Rather than there

being persons or individuals who bear certain predicates, we might say that there

are impersonal singularities from which persons are composed. To think this way

would be to make sense of Judith Halberstam’s (1998) “female masculinities” as

compositions of potentials (rather than the combination or superimposition of

distinct sexes); it would also help us to rethink the relation between queer and

“trans.” Queer would not be a different combination of coupling (same-sex

versus heterosexual) but the thought of decoupling, where relations do not

reinforce identity but instead allow for relations that are not premised on identity.

It is not that I have certain proper objects of desire because of who I am (straight

or gay) but that relations generate what Simondon (1964) referred to as trans-

individuation. I become a singular being only by being the effect of encounters

and relations that are not preceded by any propriety or authentic ground. Indi-

viduals become persons by way of taking on recognizable predicates: gender, race,

sexuality. But before those predicates there are prepersonal singularities, poten-

tialities to differ that are not yet stabilized into the categories of an individual. If

one has “a” body and “an” individual identity or persona this is only possible

because of a process of individuation in which potentials for difference have

become relatively stable by being differentiated from other potentials. Before

individual differences there is individuating indifference. I would argue, then, that

consideration of the difficulties of thinking about trans-sexual, trans-gendered,

trans-individual, or tranimal bodies is not a supplement to the question of the

human; it has already been displaced if one begins discussion from the human self

or person. In the beginning is transitivity, and it is the subsequent metalepsis and

fetishization of identity that displaces this force that cannot without conceptual

and political violence be limited to difference between human and human, male

and female, straight and queer, human and animal, or life and nonlife. It should

not, therefore, be a question of including the more subtle differences of trans-

individuating singularities in questions of humans, animals, or any other being,

for inclusion only expands the range of the individual. Far from recognizing

others whose sexual identity is more complex than the norm as individuals, one
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might rather see “the” individual as a covering over of a sexual complexity that

cannot be stabilized into either inter- or intra-species difference.

If the Cartesian subject is, as many have noted, defined as thinking sub-

stance against the mere being of matter, then the inclusion of animals and women

within humanity does not question the value attached to the active and self-

distancing power of the individual and world-disclosing self. What a trans-

individuating body threatens the doxa of difference with is not so much another

difference, another identity whose singularity demands recognition and relation:

if the animal and “woman” draw me back to the singularity of my being and my

world, then the trans-individuating body is evidence that difference might always

be eroded by indifference, by the nonmeaning of indistinction. By nonmeaning

here I refer to singularity—a “this” or pure predicate that is not yet recognized as

a being of a certain kind. Such a singularity is not an exotic quality of some “trans”

others; rather, the exoticism of “the other” can only be achieved by fetishizing

difference and excluding the milieu of transitivity from which human-animal,

male-female, straight-queer differences emerge.

Despite profound differences among what I have referred to as the post-

Heideggerian tradition of thinking human-animal-sexual differences—Derrida’s

refusal to embrace the generic concept of “the animal,” Deleuze and Guattari’s

conception of human becoming achieved by way of an encounter with styles of

animality, and Agamben’s retheorization of the bare life that had been consigned

to animality—the destruction of man in his mode of autonomous liberal self-

determination is achieved again and again through a redeemed relation to

animality. In a quite specific sense this encounter is predictably sexual and het-

eronormative, both because it is man who overcomes his miserable bourgeois

self-enclosure through an experience of animal alterity and because man is the

modern self blessed with interiority, personhood, and an interior life. Whereas

woman in modern political theory becomes another version or mirror-image of

the male self-positing subject, it is the animal who might offer something like life

to man’s expansive experience of himself. Here I would follow feminist theorists

(such as Luce Irigaray) who have argued that there is not yet a genuinely female

subject, because woman has always been defined within the logic of the male

subject. (But we would then need to extend Irigaray’s logic and question all the

other privileged modes of difference and otherness that have shored up the male

subject, including the racial, sexual, ethnic, religious, and tranimal other.)

Human life, especially in its self-determining, self-positing, and sovereign mode,

is always male human life, and this life is always a life of difference, or marking

oneself out as autonomous by way of relating to an other whose world is not one’s

own. Far from difference being a break with humanism, chauvinism, speciesism,

and sexism, the commitment to active difference has always been the mark of
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man. To cite just one example from the literary corpus we might think of William

Blake’s (c. 1821) use of the “hermaphroditic,” in his epic Jerusalem, in which the

generation of the new world will be achieved by male-female recognition, the

redemption of animal life, and the casting out of nightmarish indifference. Blake

describes empire—as many describe capitalism today—as the reduction of dif-

ference, as a monotonous and tyrannical loss of sexual and human distinction

that can only be redeemed by refinding the paradise of sexual distinction, by way

of “one greaterman.”Here, Blake reiterates—typically and symptomatically—the

nightmare scenario of indifference that only authentic sexual difference would

redeem:

And these the names of the Twenty-seven Heavens & their Churches

Adam, Seth, Enos, Cainan, Mahalaleel, Jared, Enoch.

Methuselah, Lamech; these are the Giants mighty, Hermaphroditic

Noah, Shem, Arphaxad, Cainan the Second, Salah. Heber,

Peleg, Reu. Serug, Nahor, Terah: these are the Female Males:

A Male within a Female hid as in an Ark & Curtains.

Abraham. Moses, Solomon, Paul, Constantine, Charlemaine.

Luther. these Seven are the Male Females: the Dragon Forms

The Female hid within a Male: thus Rahab is reveald

Mystery Babylon the Great; the Abomination of Desolation

Religion hid in War; a Dragon red. & hidden Harlot

But Jesus breaking thro’ the Central Zones of Death & Hell

Opens Eternity in Time & Space; triumphant in Mercy

In this respect, as Irigaray (1985: 133) has insisted, “any theory of the subject has

always been appropriated by the masculine.” One might also say that any journey

of recuperation that allows this subject to find a genuine otherness in order to

fulfill himself maintains the logic of man and his doubles. Man at once canni-

balizes humanity—becoming the subject—and then finds himself more properly

in a presubjective life not yet burdened with the limits and meanings of selfhood.

As Michel Foucault’s (2005) arguments regarding the history of sexuality have so

persuasively demonstrated, the notion of the subject with a private, deep, inter-

pretable, sexual life relies upon a quite specific conception of man as the being

whose life is at once an intimate determining depth and a disturbing transcen-

dental ground that can be studied, normalized, and posited as a substance that

precedes relations and practices.Man becomes this private subject with a sexuality

precisely because of a normative conception of life that will now require animality

as the murmuring ground against which human subjectivity (and sexual sub-

jectivity) is set:
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At the superficial level of the great imaginative values, life, henceforth pledged to

history, is expressed in the form of animality. The animal, whose great threat or

radical strangeness had been left suspended and as it were disarmed at the end of

the Middle Ages, or at least at the end of the Renaissance, discovers fantastic new

powers in the nineteenth century. . . . When characters and structures are arranged

in vertical steps towards life—that sovereign vanishing-point, indefinitely distant

but constituent—then it is the animal that becomes the privileged form, with its

hidden structures, its buried organs, so many invisible functions, and that distant

force, at the foundation of its being, which keeps it alive. (302)

Animality becomes that form of life that then subtends differentiated human life,

which in turn knows itself to be sexually differentiated. In this respect, to think

sexual indifference, or what Jami Weinstein (2011, 2012) has referred to as trans-

genre, would be to think a genuinely counter-human thought. That is, as long as

humans, or posthumans, are disturbed by difference—or fetishize difference as

the way to radicalize humanity—then various “others” will be encountered as

exotic and enabling challenges to man’s being. If, however, we were to take

transitivity and trans-animality seriously, then it would not only be the bounded,

identified, and difference-seeking individual who would be the parasitic case; it

would also be the case that any figure of man, human, animal, or person is

possible only by way of a politics of relative stability and recognition that pre-

cludes the genuinely radical thought of a singular politics and ethics without

persons. Here, I would draw on the work of Simone Weil (1981): it is not when I

recognize you as a person that I engage in a genuinely ethical encounter; instead, it

is in the absence of personhood, before and beyond all recognition, that ethics

might begin. Rather than have an ethics of recognition and inclusiveness in which

I become who I am by recognizing the otherness of the other, there might be an

ethics of indiscernibility. Such an ethics would be transitive: not proceeding by

way of the modern liberal paradigm of respecting the borders of the other and not

fetishizing self-renewal by way of the other. Transitivity, tranimality, and trans-

individuating singularities are not exotic special cases that renew a man who

has—in modernity—increasingly been theorized by way of a sexual life that

discloses his specificity through his unique difference. Man’s sexuality has

increasingly become the means by which he discovers a life that at once deter-

mines his being from without but also enables him to undertake a journey of

authentic and definitive difference. Sexuality (according to Foucault) becomes the

productive substance of human life, the substrate that allows man to be grounded

in a milieu of difference: rather than being generated through practices and

relations, sexual difference becomes that which enables (rather than follows from)

relations and allows those relations to be adjudicated. One can then argue for
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proper relations. Only those relations that allow a preceding substantive difference

to maximize itself are valorized. One can begin to argue, for example, that one has

a sexuality that dictates how one ought to act, and that actions are valuable

according to the life that they enable. This argument can allow for forms of

heteronormativity—in which sexuality is deemed to be properly productive of

future life only by way of relations of gendered sexual difference—but it can also

allow for the opposite: that I become who I am, in my unique difference, by way of

free sexual choice. That is, only with the privileging of life (given in its human

form in sexual difference and in its prehuman form in animality [Nealon,

forthcoming]) do bodies have a sexuality that can be maximized in its fruitful

difference, either by way of a productive and generative account with a genuinely

other sexuality or by an encounter with companion species.

It is possible, then, to read a certain valorization of human-animal rec-

ognition as a way of fulfilling humanity’s self-discovering constitution of itself

through life, where life is defined normatively as that which yields and maximizes

difference. Again, this would mean that the other of the human—precisely by

being inadequately and not definitively other—would be the trans-individuating

body that supposedly does not allow for authentic relations of alterity. When

post-Heideggerian thought redeems difference, first in its sexual and then in its

animal mode, it does so to expand man. Man is no longer a special being within

the world but the being for whom the world is nothing more than the arena

whereby he recognizes his proper difference.

The very conception of animality as a form of life that is bound up merely

with survival is, for Agamben, a way of reducing human potentiality to a form of

actualized and manipulable substance. Agamben is not so much concerned with

liberating animals as he is with providing a redeemed human relation toward

humanity’s own life, and it is always the life of man that is redeemed. In Agam-

ben’s corpus, man is always and properly a being who becomes through a

dynamic relation to the world; he is certainly not—and must not be seen as—

bare life. For Agamben, rather than abandoning mere life and dreaming of our-

selves as pure self-defining sovereign activity, we ought to live with a more

nuanced conception of potentiality that is intimately intertwined with an ani-

mality that we have tended to exclude as inhuman. Agamben’s (2004) sense of this

redeemed life is given in his reading of a Titian canvas, in which two lovers view

each other—not as self-determining sovereign individuals but as beings with a

tenderness directed to the life of the other that has not yet actualized itself into the

form of the subject of personhood and recognition.

Agamben suggests that there are modes of relating to another human

being beyond the elevation to something like human dignity or personhood. The

life that is presented in Titian’s painting of two lovers gazing at each other depicts
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a new mode of relation that is not “political” in the standard sense of being

mediated by identity, value, and recognition: the gaze of the lovers, as captured in

the painting, is ethical not because of a relation of knowledge or shared humanity

but because of a mere “thisness” that is outside generality and established systems

of relation. In being only its appearing, it is therefore “inapparent” [inapperent]:

Sensual pleasure and love . . . do not prefigure only death and sin. To be sure, in

their fulfillment the lovers learn something of each other that they should not have

known—they have lost their mystery—and yet have not become any less impen-

etrable. But in their mutual disenchantment from their secret, they enter . . . a

new and more blessed life, one that is neither animal nor human. It is not nature

that is reached in their fulfillment, but rather . . . a higher stage beyond both nature

and knowledge, beyond concealment and disconcealment. These lovers have

initiated each other into their own lack of mystery as their most intimate secret;

they mutually forgive each other and their vanitas. Bare or clothed, they are no

longer either concealed or unconcealed—but rather, inapparent [inapparenti]. In

their fulfillment, the lovers who have lost their mystery contemplate a human

nature rendered perfectly inoperative—the inactivity [inoperosita] and deso-

euvrement of the human and of the animal as the supreme and unsavable figure of

life. (87)

It is not accidental, I would suggest, that Agamben finds the redeemed relation of

humans to their own animality in a scene of heterosexual love. Like Agamben’s

(1999: 253) other example of redeemed potentiality, Herman Melville’s Bartleby,

the lovers offer a form of life that is not yet fully self-determining and activated

but is also not set apart as bare life. Bartleby is not the God of pure will (and

therefore not a figure of the sovereign subject), for he occupies a threshold of

potentiality before coming into actual and recognized difference. Not only is

humanity redeemed by restoring a relation toward a life and potentiality that had

lamentably been split into passive animality and sovereign individuality, a new

mode of human life is achieved by way of a triangulation of humans, animals, and

sexual difference. Rather than a distinction between self-positing and active man

and passive animality, the two lovers in Titian’s canvas allow life and humanity to

be coupled, intimately experiencing and witnessing the emergence of self from

potentiality. Bartleby, too, has this boyish, innocent capacity for indifference,

being neither self-activating male nor merely passive female. Bartleby is a being

who stands at the threshold of becoming-productive man (255). Agamben regards

Bartleby as a figure of a specifically human impotentiality, a humanity not

yet enslaved to the personhood of recognition. And Agamben elsewhere allows

the relation to animality to play the same role. Such a maneuver needs to be
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radicalized by thinking beyond human-human or human-animal encounters. Or,

rather than radical difference (suggesting the root or ground of difference, or the

threshold of difference between), I would proffer transitive indifference in which

the bounds of the self or individual are not strengthened by the otherness of the

other. What I am suggesting here is that a too dichotomous binary between the

sovereign man of pure reason and the mere passivity of life has been redeemed

by way of the animal such that “man” is now intimately entwined with that in

himself (life) which he had once abandoned. The animal provides a conduit for

this renewed relation:

As we have seen, in our culture man has always been the result of a simultaneous

division and articulation of the animal and the human, in which one of the two

terms of the operation was also what was at stake in it. To render inoperative the

machine that governs our conception of man will therefore mean no longer to seek

new—more effective or more authentic—articulations, but rather to show the

central emptiness, the hiatus that—within man—separates man and animal, and

to risk ourselves in this emptiness: the suspension of the suspension, Shabbat of

both animal and man. (Agamben 2004:92)

Despite occupying radically different ontologies and styles, I would suggest that

Derrida and Deleuze also destroy “man,” in his rigid, dichotomous, and rational

form, by way of animality in order to arrive at a sexual intimacy with one’s own

being. It would follow that life, animality, and woman would function as the

means by which one is no longer alienated from mere life, and what was once

utterly alien and external becomes one’s own. This is why, I would suggest,

“becoming-woman” is for Deleuze and Guattari (1987: 291) the key to all

becomings and proceeds through becoming-animal toward—ultimately—

becoming imperceptible. There is no becoming-man, precisely because man has

always been his own becoming, the being who gives a world and reason to himself:

“There is no becoming-man because man is the molar entity par excellence,

whereas becomings are molecular” (292). Becoming-woman and becoming-

animal are not autoaffective but relations of potentiality in which the end is not

already given in advance as becoming one’s own-most self. Becoming-imper-

ceptible would, then, be liberation from man’s self-enclosure in his own images

and figures of good reason and would be a proximity to the world that was never

fully coincident—imperceptible but still occupying a minimal difference. This is

what ties becoming-animal to writing; one does not copy or mimic the animal but

moves or traces out new lines in the manner or style of another way of perceiving.

Woman and animal are tied by way of offering new styles beyond that of the

degree zero subject. Sexual difference is the milieu for this renewal of the human
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by way of the animal; man becomes other than man, becomes different, by way of

other styles.1No longer does man give himself to himself, becoming who he is as a

law unto himself: he allows himself to be affected by what he is not. Becoming-

woman is the opening motif of this destruction of man precisely because woman

is not typically the norm for active self-constitution but is a being whose identity

is left outstanding or whose identity is given through writing:

If becoming is a block (a line-block), it is because it constitutes a zone of proximity

and indiscernibility, a no-man’s-land, a nonlocalizable relation sweeping up the

two distant or contiguous points, carrying one into the proximity of the other—

and the border-proximity is indifferent to both contiguity and to distance. The

line or block of becoming that unites the wasp and the orchid produces a shared

deterritorialization: of the wasp, in that it becomes a liberated piece of the orchid’s

reproductive system, but also of the orchid, in that it becomes the object of an

orgasm in the wasp, also liberated from its own reproduction. (293)

Like Melville’s Bartleby (the scrivener) for Agamben, the figure of writing in

Deleuze and Guattari allows becoming to unfold not ex nihilo but always through

amateriality that one never fully commands and that disperses and locates the self

in a specific threshold.

Derrida (2008), too, deploys the figure of writing to think a difference that

we might refer to as both sexual and animal. If man is the autoaffective being who

differs from himself in order to return to himself, then he is also transparent and

proximate to himself:

Autobiography, the writing of the self as living, the trace of the living for itself,

being for itself, the auto-affection or auto-infection as memory or archive of the

living, would be an immunizing movement (a movement of safety, of salvage and

salvation of the safe, the holy, the immune, the indemnified, of virginal and intact

nudity), but an immunizing movement that is always threatened with becoming

auto-immunizing, like every autos, every ipseity, every automatic, automobile,

autonomous, auto-referential movement. Nothing risks becoming more poison-

ous than an autobiography, poisonous for oneself in the first place, auto-infec-

tious for the presumed signatory who is so auto-affected. (47)

Derrida’s gaze toward an animal—for he is insistent that “the” animal is already

reduced to man’s generic other—does not return the gaze of human recognition

but opens to what Derrida’s work had always sought to retrieve from self-

enclosure: an utterly alien world. The animal is not an other who reinforces me as

the individual of identified personhood but one who opens me to a genuine
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alterity that is already sexual insofar as one is looked at, by the animal, as other

than a pure sexless subject:

Against the impropriety [malséance] that can come of finding oneself naked, one’s

sex exposed, stark naked before a cat that looks at you without moving, just to see.

The impropriety of a certain animal nude before the other animal, from that point

on one might call it a kind of animalséance: the single, incomparable and original

experience of the impropriety that would come from appearing in truth naked, in

front of the insistent gaze of the animal, a benevolent or pitiless gaze, surprised or

cognizant. The gaze of a seer, a visionary or extra-lucid blind one. (4)

Such has often been the figure of redeemed sexual difference: notman as isolated

and self-constituting but man as a dynamic being who genuinely communes with

what is not yet rigidified into the single person. From Plato through the tradition

of Christian neo-Platonism and all its sonnets of becoming by way of a genuine

and distanced other, the miserable man of reason has frequently sacrificed his

simple virility for the sake of a more fulsome communion with what is variously

figured as life. Today, however, woman is only the key or beginning of becoming,

and it is the animal’s utterly alien world—so alien as almost to appear as poor in

world—that will open man to life. What man achieves by way of the animal is

richer difference: no longer is man the being who differs from himself in order to

find himself, for he now relates, communes, gazes, touches on, writes, and feels

with the animal. Neither the same as animals, nor absolutely different, man can be

richly different by way of recognizing animal alterity: “I note in passing,” Derrida

writes, “that almost all these animals are welcomed, in amore andmore deliberate

manner, on the threshold of sexual difference. More precisely, of sexual differ-

ences, that is to say, what for the most part is kept under wraps in almost all of the

grand philosophical-type treatises on the animality of the animal” (36). Such a

becoming-animal is heteronormative in its privilege of a life that is not the same

unto itself but achieves its utmost potentiality by way of a generative becoming

that is unlimited, not bound by any end other than that of relationality to fruitful

difference. I would suggest that a certain tendency of becoming-animal is con-

stitutive of the normative and proper mode of the hetero. Man must not simply

be; man is not a thing, fully explicated and actualized, but must always be open to

what is not yet given, whether that be the journey of Platonic Eros that takes us

out of our myopic self-enclosure or the mystical opening to an animality that will

intensify life’s difference. What must be warded off is indifference.

Here, I would gesture toward quite specific articulations—ranging from

some readings of Irigaray’s work to concrete political campaigns—of the ideal of

difference: same-same relations (male-male, female-female) supposedly diminish
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life’s potentiality for fruitful multiplicity. If, then, we appeal to animals as a way of

opening us to the differing intensity of the world, we commit ourselves both to the

doxa of difference (Felski 1997) and to a certain appropriation of the utterly alien.

It is because the animal presents a certain distance or nongivenness that life can

once again be restored and not be lived as mere being. Rather than note that man

has more often than not defined himself as properly human in opposition to the

animal, we might add that it is often by way of the animal as utterly alien—as a

mode of rich and different life—thatmanwards off indifference. If there aremany

worlds, and if every living being is singular and radically different, then man

cannot be one more thing within the world. Recall that for Heidegger, “man” is

not a thing within the world—just one more thing among other things; for it is

only because of a relation toward what is never fully present (only in an ongoing

unfolding or revealing) that man is being-in-the-world. Man is never fully

actualized and present to himself, but relates essentially to difference. If the animal

for Heidegger is “poor in world,” this is because the relations of animal life—

hunger, avoiding prey, reproduction—are mere survival and not composed of

the richer differentials or open possibilities that compel one to decide how one is

to live one’s open, but not unlimited, future.

After Heidegger, man has come to recognize the animal’s world, and in

doing so has enhanced his own difference. To say that the animal has a

world—that the animal is, deep down, just like me in being utterly different and

rich in its lifeworld—is to presuppose both that the values of life and humanity

are given in generative difference, in fruitful relations to an other whose appar-

ently alien lifemaximizes one’s own sense of unique difference, and that the utterly

alien reinforces one’s life especially if life is defined as a unique, nonphysical,

immaterial, and irreducible difference that cannot be reduced. Within this terrain

of fetishized difference, what is absolutely normative is that the utterly alien grants

me a sense of my own difference from the world; what cannot be tolerated is an

indifferent difference, or a difference that makes no difference. That is, difference

must be sexual if sexual difference is understood as that which encounters alterity

in order to avoid being one more event of sameness. If anti-same-sex arguments

have relied on the properly vital and generative nature of reproductive difference,

then certain counterarguments that insist that all humans in their difference make

a positive contribution to life’s rich tapestry merely repeat and reinforce the

unquestioned value of generative and productive difference. But what if differ-

ence, including sexual difference, were deemed to be indifferent, or to be void of

vitality, relationality, and proliferating life (where life is understood as that which

cannot be reduced to what simply is)? Here, again, one might contrast the ways

same-sex marriage and couples have been redeemed—as those who lead pro-

ductive and authentically coupled lives—to another and more radical task that
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would refuse the politics of recognition, and think of a certain queerness that did

not fetishize the difference of distinct, recognizable, and gendered difference.

There would be several consequences, with the first casualty being the meaning of

sexual identity. If there has been a rich history of queer theory contesting the

heteronormative imperatives of life, futurity, and production (Edelman 2004),

and if one way of contesting the biopolitics of life has been to insist on different

modes of existence not fixated on self-furtherance and productive citizenship

(Dean 2000), then such modes of queer politics (despite their intent) might

seem to proffer “the” queer body as richly counter-normative. Against this mode

of privileged forms of exceptional, alien, or exotic otherness, I would suggest that

thinking about transitivity contests the ways “queer” has come to function as

counter-normative. Michel Foucault argued that once upon a time sexual ethics

devolved upon questions of bodies, pleasures, and practices, being less concerned

with who one is (and the deeper meaning and ground of one’s true subjective life)

and more concerned with relations and practices. An encounter with an other

body was not so much a way of becoming richer by way of relating to the radically

distant interiority of the other but of becoming a self through practices in relation

to other practices and arts of the body. One would become who one is not by way

of relation to “an” other, nor through the otherness of the other; otherness is not

distributed between bodies in recognized difference but is an ongoing and

transitive practice. It is not that there are bodies who, in their difference, are

renewed through encounters with other bodies: “the” body is effected from

ongoing, never stable and never fully differentiated relations.

I would suggest that thinking about sexual ethics in this manner—where

sexual difference is not the difference between or among subjects who possess a

deeper hidden “life”—has consequences for today’s turn to the animal. The

animal, and the post-Heideggerian insistence on the animal’s lifeworld, have

shored up a highly normative relation between life and sexual identity. If we begin

from the notion that every body possesses a uniquely and sexually different life,

then encounters with others would be at their highest degree of value when the

other is sexually different to the point of generating another lifeworld. And if we

hold these values, then a certain type of dispute becomes possible regarding sexual

personhood: Is sexual difference the only proper and truly different difference,

or might one claim one’s greater difference—one’s counter-normative and

authentic difference—by transgressing, miming, or parodying sexual identity?

Would the notion of “queer” be privileged in its capacity to stand for anything

counter-normative and therefore authentically different? Or, as Alex Duttmann

(1996: 127) has suggested, could we think of the queer as having to get used to

a “different type of fucking,” where one is “queer and here” and not claiming

inclusion in the drama of identity, recognition, and belonging? Against using
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“queer” as a mode of the counter-normative, Duttmann’s suggestion is that a

“different type of fucking” places one at odds with the notion of sexuality and

sexual difference as being forms of achieving recognition. Such a notion would

transform a certain strand of queerness as counter-normative—where difference

would be a form of authentic otherness in relation to dominant figures—to a

“different type of fucking” that did not fetishize recognition, personhood, and

the meaning of sexual difference. Only with the notion of proper and authentic

difference could feminist objections to transsexuality make any sense—objecting

to those who betray difference. The same could be said for ultraconservative

objections to same-sex couplings. The threat or slippery slope supposedly appears

once you embrace any difference at all and once you abandon proper difference:

you might as well allow any sexual coupling, including bestiality. If there is not

some norm of proper difference, then relations as such break down in an anar-

chic and inhuman free-for-all. The radical reply to such thin-edge-of-the-wedge

arguments has usually been that same-sex couplings do not allow for any coupling

at all, and that families can be composed variously while still being loving, rec-

ognizable, and stable social units. But I would suggest that this is not an ade-

quate reply, either ethically or ontologically, and that appeals to proper difference

should not be grounded on the ways the “otherness of the other” shores up

human specialness (or speciesness). Such arguments inevitably rely on privileged

thresholds of difference and enlist the utterly alien world of the animal to save

difference: humans repeatedly relate to the animal alien to render themselves

different in a way that is always sexual in the heteronormative sense.

Difference is proper if it intensifies one’s own difference from mere life.

This motif is explicit in Agamben’s The Open, in which the redemption of mere

life—seeing it as a threshold of potentiality—no longer allows humans to be at

the mercy of what was once deemed to be their alien substrate of biological

existence. The mystery of the utterly alien—exemplified by the animal’s life-

world—allows the human to establish the difference of his own lived world; once

humans gather for themselves a blessed and unique interiority, marked out in

their difference from the rich lifeworld of the animal, the experience of difference

becomes the proper domain on which ethics negotiates its relations, always

mindful of the elusive otherness of the other. One who has no respect for such

differences, whose identity is not sufficiently demarcated, personalized, differ-

entiated, or meaningfully lived, violates the unquestioned demand for humans to

be more than human by way of their difference; this is the violation posed alike to

human others by nonhuman animals and those trans-individuated singularities

we call trans-individuals.

In his classic essay on what it is like to be a bat, Thomas Nagel (1974) draws

on an animal’s world—its difference—to establish the specificity of the human.
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Central to Nagel’s argument is the way animal difference serves to secure human

sameness: there is a distinctive sense of experience that “we” can share because of

our common type, by which he means point of view or what it is like. I would

suggest, rather, that the possibility that humans are not of the same type and that

humans are often not at all certain what it is like to be a human prompts us to see

the difference of the animal or its utterly alien point of view as intrinsic to what

it is like to be a human. Here, we might return to another reading of Deleuze,

Derrida, and Agamben where there is a dependence on the difference of the

animal from the human, but rather than yielding “the” human and rather than

reinforcing difference as unique and inscribed difference from, difference is ulti-

mately indifference. That is, one might say that rather than “the” human who

speaks and expresses point of view, there are events or styles of speaking from

which one posits that there must have been “a” subject who speaks. Consider the

tactics of arguing for same-sex marriage: gay couples are “just like us,” capable of

stable familial and coupled life, providing decent role models for our future. What

we might want to think about are forms of sexuality that do not allow themselves

to be recognized as ultimately human just like us but instead refuse the drama of

an individuation that has tiresomely relied on gender and sexual distinction.

Perhaps all we have is the utterly alien, the random and indifferent differences

from which we assume that there must have been some properly expressive and

self-differentiating life. Or, perhaps we re-envision human-animal encounters as

generating thresholds of indifference, where the style of being human emerges

from a perception of the nonhuman.

For now, we can note that Nagel relies on difference between human and

animal to establish sameness of human type and difference of lived experience

from physical/objective facts. We know what it is like to be a human, and this is so

much the case that experience is something that we know or live as such and that

we cannot meaningfully doubt—at least in its lived experiential mode. We can

ask what nature is really like, but the same question does not make sense for the

subjective register: Does it make sense, in other words, to ask what my experiences

are really like, as opposed to how they appear to me? (By contrast, the point of

view of a bat is utterly alien and no physical account that could explain how a bat

senses the world could convey what it is like.) We have no problem grasping the

real or objective substrate, but the experiential or subjective dimension, or point

of view, is something that can be known about but not experienced or lived as

such. This gap is important for Nagel for epistemological and ontological reasons.

There is no way, regardless of how much information and explanatory data we

may summon, that we can experience the world as a bat. Point of view is irre-

ducible and ultimately not fully translatable. The reason why we cannot know

what it is like to be a bat lies in the difference of the subjective or phenomenal
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realm, and it is therefore important that we make the transition from not being

able to know what it is like to recognizing that point of view, experience, and the

subjective are different from the objective and real. What this implies, then, is

that the “utterly alien” cannot be assigned to the animal in order to shore up the

human but must occupy the human relation to itself in its drama of difference

and indifference.

Accepting animal otherness and the very singular nature of experience that

is irreducible to physicalist description is necessarily destructive of anything like

“the” human. Difference cannot be securely posited between humans and ani-

mals, because the human difference is given in point of view, which is never given

definitively but occurs through singular events of tracing. If we privilege animal

and sexual difference, then we do so only because we remain blindly tied to

specified and different differences, excluding those differences that escape the

demarcation between “us” and the utterly alien.

Claire Colebrook is Edwin Erle Sparks Professor of English at Penn State University. She has

written books on the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze, the poetry of William Blake, gender theory,

literary criticism, John Milton, and human extinction. She is currently completing a book on

fragility.

Note

1. According to Rosi Braidotti (1990), just as “man” questions the Cartesian logic of the

subject, he finds a way to revive himself through an incorporation of “becoming-

woman.” Braidotti therefore asks that the formation of the feminist subject be formed on

a new plane.
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Species Panic
Human Continuums, Trans Andys, and Cyberotic

Triangles in Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?

DAVID HUEBERT

Abstract Elaborating a concept of “species panic” and its intrinsic relation to interspecies desire,

this article couples the concerns of animal studies and posthumanism with those of queer and

transgender theory, synthesizing these positions through their shared commitment to unstable

frameworks of gender, sexuality, and embodied identity. It argues that humans, androids, and electric

and “genuine” animals do not exist in isolation in Philip K. Dick’s 1968 novel Do Androids Dream of

Electric Sheep?On the contrary, they occupy shifting positions on a series of spectrums, where human,

animal, and machine bleed into one another. If one accepts the novel’s invitation to think the

androids as a species, the plot of Do Androids Dream becomes a dramatization of interspecies desire.

After arguing that interspecies desire is, in multiple senses, queer and that Dick’s androids serve as

exemplars of trans embodiment and offer models for reconceiving bodily existence, the author

concludes that Dick’s portrayal of species-transgressive sexual explorations is not a priori radical.

Keywords queer theory, interspecies desire, science fiction, erotic triangles, bestiality

J acques Derrida begins The Animal That Therefore I Am (2008) with a medi-

tation on what it might mean for a human and a cat to confront each other’s

nakedness. The encounter is latently erotic and overtly panicked: a man stands

naked in front of a cat, wondering about his potential “perversity” and feeling “a

shame that is ashamed of itself” (7, 9). The coupling of bare animal bodies and

severe shame suggests that Derrida’s discomfort arises from the possibility of a

transgression of the bestiality taboo. Although his thinking attempts to traverse

the apparently unbridgeable gap between feline and human perceptual experi-

ence, Derrida confronts the “abyssal limit of the human” at the suggestion of

interspecies desire (12). His “malaise” (4), emerging from the anxious interface

between sexual and species identification, offers a version of the condition I explore

throughout this article: what I call “species panic.” Species panic, which often

arises from potentially erotic experiences with, or thoughts about, nonhuman
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beings, is an anxiety felt when one’s species status is under threat. This anxiety

entails a crucial sexual component: interspecies desire often catalyzes species

panic because it suggests the possibility of species-transgressive sexual unions. To

elaborate the concept of species panic and its intrinsic relation to interspecies

desire, I couple the concerns of animal studies and posthumanism with those of

queer and transgender theory, synthesizing these positions through their shared

commitment to unstable frameworks of gender, sexuality, and embodied iden-

tity.1 Brought to bear on the subject of species being, queer and transgender

theory helps to situate the human animal within a malleable framework of species

being, what I term the “human continuum.” Using the sense of “across” that

underpins both the term queer (Sedgwick 1993: xii) and the prefix trans- (Hay-

ward 2008: 258) as a motif, I undertake a series of theoretical crossings, reading

across and between animals, humans, species, fictions, methodologies, bodies,

organisms, sexualities, and machines.

Philip K. Dick’s 1968 novelDo Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? presents a

fantasia of species panic. There are three main sites of panic in the novel: the

threat the android represents to the perceived autonomy of the human, anxiety

regarding extinction and depletion of nonhuman animals, and the approaching

death of the human species. These realms of anxiety swirl around the currently

urgent question of what it means to be a human animal in a world of depleting

organic life and rapid technological proliferation. Humans, androids, and electric

and “genuine” animals do not exist in isolation in Do Androids Dream. On the

contrary, they occupy shifting positions on a series of spectrums, where human,

animal, and machine bleed into one another in a network similar to what Donna

Haraway (2007: 366) has called “interspecies biotechnosocial relations.” Post-

humanist thinker Dominic Pettman (2011: 5, 7) situates contemporary human

existence in the midst of what he calls the “cybernetic triangle,” an “unholy trinity

of human, animal, and machine.” In what follows, I place Pettman’s terminology

alongside Sedgwick’s theorization of erotic triangles in BetweenMen to address an

issue that has been largely overlooked in scholarship on Dick’s novel: the inter-

play of human, animal, and android sexuality. If one accepts the novel’s invitation

to think the androids as a species, the plot becomes a dramatization of inter-

species desire. In Do Androids Dream, Pettman’s “cybernetic triangle” is also an

erotic triangle—a network of desire passing between humans, animals, and

androids that I will call a “cyberotic triangle.” This cyberotic triangle surfaces in

the novel as its protagonist, bounty hunter Rick Deckard, struggles to balance a

human sexuality caught between animals and androids. Deckard’s sexualized

species panic parallels the more general crisis of the human identity after “World

War Terminus” (Dick 1996: 15), an identity challenged by animals and machines

and pushed from a coherent category toward a part of what Pettman (2011: 6) calls
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the “humanimalchine,” a shifting position on a spectrum of species being. This

article argues that nonhuman animals persistently mediate Deckard’s various

sexual relationships with androids, thickening the already heady froth of inter-

species desire. After arguing that interspecies desire is in multiple senses queer

and that Dick’s androids serve as exemplars of trans embodiment and offer

models for reconceiving bodily existence more generally, I conclude that while

interspecies desire can productively destabilize normative concepts of the body

and trouble the reductive category of the human, the queerness at the heart of

Deckard’s species-transgressive sexual explorations is not a priori radical.

Critics have historically read Do Androids Dream as a characteristic,

if particularly masterful, example of Dick’s “authentic” science fiction oeuvre

(Huntington 1988: 152). Of course, Dick’s astonishing body of fiction, consisting

of forty-four published novels and more than a hundred short stories, is far from

thematically or generically reductive. In addition to a career-long commitment to

traditional science fictional themes such as space exploration, artificial intelli-

gence, and extraterrestrial life, Dick’s work experiments with the alternate history

genre (The Man in the High Castle, 1961), draws on the hard-boiled detective

tradition (Do Androids Dream), and explores diverse themes such as mental ill-

ness (Martian Time-Slip, 1962), psychedelic drugs (A Scanner Darkly, 1973), and

postmodern skepticism about the “real” (The Simulacra, 1963; The Three Stigmata

of Palmer Eldritch, 1964). Dick’s highly imaginative oeuvre engages with a virtu-

osic breadth of literary schools and subject matter. Nonetheless, above all else

Dick’s literary career demonstrates a sustained fascination with imagined tech-

nological futures. N. Katherine Hayles (1999: 160) suggests that Dick’s central

theme is the tenuous relationship between “cybernetic technologies” and “the

fabric of the world.” Hayles shows how several of Dick’s novels imagine androids

as the representatives of this uneasy borderline: “Consistently in his fictions,

androids are associated with unstable boundaries between self and world” (160).

The android, in Dick’s work, comes to stand in for the various ethical gray zones

brought about by technological progress.

As an exemplar of Dick’s continued thematic engagement with an

increasingly technological human existence, Do Androids Dream has often been

interpreted as a cautionary tale. Sherryl Vint (2007: 112) describes the conventional

response: “There is a general critical consensus that the novel’s major concern is

with alienated, modern, technologized life rendering humans increasingly cold

and android-like.” While the novel certainly legitimates such readings, Vint seeks

to emphasize “the importance of animals, electric and real” (111).2 Despite her

avowed commitment to Dick’s underanalyzed animals, Vint’s essay soon reveals

that conscientious analyses of Do Androids Dream cannot dissociate the animal

from the android.3 To talk about animals in any depth, here, necessarily requires
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some discussion of androids. For Do Androids Dream does not offer discrete

categories for analysis but a complex web of continuums and triangles.

The cyberotic triangle is not equilateral. This is no democratic three-way.

Rather, as with most erotic triangles, some parties get left out. In this case it is

Deckard who does all the desiring. The android Rachael Rosen does a convincing,

if pushy, job of seducing Deckard: “Go to bed with me and I’ll retire Stratton” (Dick

1996: 195). But Deckard in fact initiates the liaison (182), and shortly afterward it

becomes clear that Rachael has sex with him only to mitigate his ability to kill

androids (199). While Deckard lusts after androids, Rachael apparently has sex for

rational reasons. She expresses a curiosity about Deckard’s wife, Iran, and the

possibility of living as his concubine (197, 198), but she does not demonstrate lust

or passion. As he does throughout the novel, Deckard, here, drives the plot’s

erotic movement. Eve Sedgwick (1985: 27) argues against the dubious hermeneutic

tendency to treat erotic triangles from the perspective of a “deadly symmetry.”

The responsible thinker, Sedgwick suggests, should attend to the “thorough

asymmetries between the sexual continuums of men and women” as well as the

marginalized “status of women” in traditionally male-driven erotic triangles (25).

Shifting this focus to include the nonhuman, I insist that there is a vital asym-

metry at work in the cyberotic triangle ofDo Androids Dream. This novel does not

offer a straightforward triangle of animals, humans, and androids. Rather, there

are triangles within triangles here, hierarchies within hierarchies, spectrums

within spectrums. Human, android, and animal are neither entirely distin-

guishable nor readily definable as such. Android-human erotics are not the only

form of interspecies desire at work here. Rather, android-human romance takes

place alongside a peripheral erotically charged relationship between human and

nonhuman animals that persists throughout the narrative, most palpably in

Deckard’s desperate “need for a real animal” (Dick 1996: 42). To include animals

in the cyberotic triangle is not to suggest that Deckard is explicitly interested in

having sex with nonhuman animals. My purpose, instead, is to highlight the

various ways in which animals facilitate and augment Deckard’s sexually charged

relationship with female androids, particularly his romance with Rachael Rosen.

To be human on Earth, in this novel, is to belong to a species status in

perpetual peril: “Loitering on Earth potentially meant finding oneself abruptly

classed as biologically unacceptable. . . . Once pegged as special, a citizen, even if

accepting sterilization, dropped out of history. He ceased, in effect, to be part

of mankind” (16). In the ruthlessly eugenic world Dick imagines, quantifiable

reproductive potential becomes the primary indicator of inclusion in the human

species. Here the punishment for abortion is lifetime imprisonment, andmenwear

“radiation-proof lead codpiece[s]” to protect against the always-encroaching

threat of infertility (50, 19). The codpieces point to a technological augmentation of
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the human body that paradoxically allows that body to remain human. This

paradox recalls the posthumanist understanding of the body as Hayles (1999: 3)

defines it: “body as the original prosthesis we all learn to manipulate.” This post-

human body grafts easily onto Do Androids Dream, where, much like the cur-

rent world, physical augmentation is so common that it is bad manners to

“inquire whether a citizen’s teeth, hair, or internal organs would test out authen-

tic” (Dick 1996: 8). In spite of this movement toward posthuman embodiment,

the novel stresses that the organic “core” of the human male—protected by a lead

codpiece—remains intact.

After reproductive capacity, empathy becomes the next best indicator of

humanity. Because androids can become more intelligent than humans, bounty

hunters such as Deckard use the criterion of empathy to police the species

boundary through the “Voigt-Kampff scale” (58). When Deckard realizes that he

feels more empathy for the android Luba Luft than for fellow bounty hunter Phil

Resch (142), though, the criterion of empathy breaks down and the reader comes

to understand that the boundary between human and android life is “constructed

rather than natural” (Vint 2007: 115). Sexuality, it turns out, lies at the heart of

Deckard’s species panic: “It’s sex. Wake up and face yourself, Deckard. You

wanted to go to bed with a female type of android” (Dick 1996: 143). As Resch

diagnoses it, sexual desire is the cause of Deckard’s species panic. He has met the

dangerously attractive Luba, all too convincing in her humanness. Luba, signif-

icantly, self-identifies as a kind of human parody: “Ever since I got here from

Mars my life has consisted of imitating the human” (134). Luba, here, raises the

question of to what extent we are all mimicking humanness, and implies that

perhaps she should earn human status by performing humanity convincingly

enough. Deckard’s erotic interest in Luba reflects the panicked brutality that

characterizes his desire for androids throughout the novel. As he forces question

after question onto her, the dialogue develops the feel of an unwelcome sexual

advance and Luba eventually accuses Deckard of being a “sexual deviant” (105).

This accusation may subtly refer to his desire for sex with androids, which is

crucially illegal (234). The specter of the animal also permeates the encounter

between Luba and Deckard. The concert hall where they meet is a “whale belly of

steel and stone” (97), and Deckard’s questions involve a wasp, a stag, and a dish of

boiled dog (103–4). Finally, when Luba calls her friends to intervene, Dick repeat-

edly describes an android posing as a police officer as a “harness bull” (107). This

scene sets the cyberotic triangle in motion, as animals facilitate and ornament the

erotic exchange between Deckard and Luba Luft.

The cyberotic triangle emerges more explicitly when Deckard gets involved

with Rachael. For their romance is not a two-way affair. Rather, this is a three-

some involving amale human, a female android, and a “black Nubian goat” (169).
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During Deckard and Rachael’s liaison, the dynamics of the cyberotic triangle

materialize:

“Take off your coat.”

“Why?”

“So we can go to bed,” Rachael said.

“I bought a black Nubian goat,” he said. (191)

Here Deckard draws an explicit link between his desire to sleep with an android

and his need for a “real” animal. Rachael invites him to have sex with her, and he

responds by telling her about his new goat. Earlier, speaking to Iran, Deckard

explains that he bought the goat because he had “begun to empathize with

androids” (174). Apparently, the purchase of the goat serves to offset the threat to

his humanity represented by his empathic connection with female androids.

Reestablishing a balance Deckard has lost, the “black Nubian goat” completes the

cyberotic circuit.

The novel’s rhetoric signals a fetishistic focus on the goat’s body. The

phrase “black Nubian goat” recurs several times, spoken by the animal salesman

and by Iran (169, 171), as well as by Deckard himself. The goat’s African heritage

invites the connection that Marjorie Spiegel (1988: 35) examines in The Dreaded

Comparison: the parallel between the historical “enslavement of black people” in

the United States and the “enslavement of animals which continues . . . today.”

The goat is a “superb contender in this year’s market” (Dick 1996: 169), an

assertion that demonstrates the bizarre correlation between the animal’s status as

property and the “ethic of care for precious living beings” (Vint 2007: 119). In a

strange twist, the fact that “caring for an animal is the best and perhaps the only

sign of one’s humanity” makes humans want to own/enslave animals so that they

can care for them (Toth 2013: 65). The female gender of the “black Nubian goat”

also recalls the fate of women during American slavery as Jessica Millward (2010:

23) describes it: “‘Marriage’ for enslaved people often meant breeding more

bondpeople for the ruling class,” and female slaves “lived in constant fear of sexual

exploitation by both white and black men.”4 The goat thus evokes the threat of

eugenic “breeding” and the historical travesty of slave owners’ sexual exploitation

of their “property.” Dick has already, of course, foregrounded the question of

slavery through the enslavement of androids: “Do androids dream? Rick asked

himself. Evidently; that’s why they occasionally kill their employers and flee here.

A better life, without servitude” (Dick 1996: 184). Deckard invites the android into

the human psychological continuum by concluding that they dream of a bet-

ter life. As the novel moves forward Deckard apparently forgets this conces-

sion, reverting to an understanding of androids as “cold” machines that seems,
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increasingly, to be a defense mechanism. Throughout the novel he demonstrates a

deeply conflicted stance toward androids, sympathizing with them one moment

and ruthlessly slaughtering them the next. Deckard’s panicked and paradoxical

relationship to androids parallels the contemporary relationship between many

humans and nonhuman animals—we admire them in parks and the countryside,

devour their flesh when it is laid out beneath fluorescent supermarket light.

Examining his future property for the first time, Deckard is ecstatic: “The

goat, it seemed to Rick, was beautiful” (169). The body of the goat, like many

female animals in this novel, becomes a site of admiration and desire that borders

on the erotic. Furthermore, the female animal body figures here and throughout

the narrative as a reproductive vessel for the project of imposed breeding. Like Bill

Barbour’s horse and Eldon Rosen’s supposedly real owl (9, 57), the goat’s primary

value lies in its reproductive organs. Before considering the purchase, Deckard

makes sure that the goat is female (169), and when he describes the animal to Iran

he excitedly explains that “maybe later on we can mate her. And we’ll get milk”

(170). The value of the animal is not an intrinsic worth; rather, it is the promise of

future food and babies embodied in the goat’s teats and womb, foregrounding a

concern with animal bloodlines that is familiar to denizens of a world where

racing horses and purebred dogs garner economic worth based on carefully

tracked genealogies. Nicole Shukin (2009: 225) describes the contemporary world

as one in which “animal life ceases to mean and matter in ways capable of chal-

lenging its symbolic and carnal currency as capital.” This assessment certainly

extends to Do Androids Dream, in which the “Sidney’s Animal & Fowl Catalogue”

determines the value of animal life (Dick 1996: 10). Here, paradoxically, animal

care is the measure of human worth, but the cared-for animal equates to a figure

in a directory.

According to Vint (2007: 119), the fundamental problem of Deckard’s

world is that “animals are treated as commodities.” Vint’s Marxist critique is true

to the novel’s message, but inasmuch as the animal is commodified, here, that

commodification is explicitly sexual. The sexualization of animals has been largely

overlooked in the criticism on a novel where dealers display their wares on

“animal row” (Dick 1996: 167). This flesh-market with its “huge glass windows

and lurid signs” operates somewhere in the semiotic continuum between red-light

districts and antebellum slave markets where young women were often purchased

as sex slaves (167). Aside from Bill the raccoon (41), most of the larger animals in

the novel are gendered female. But more significant is the fact that they are gen-

dered at all. In Deckard’s psychological world, gendering is a privilege. When he is

anxious to set up a distinction between “genuine” and “inauthentic” life, Deckard

thinks of artificial beings without gendering them. Speaking of his electric sheep,

he laments that, “like the androids, it had no ability to appreciate the existence of
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another” (42). Genuine animals, along with genuine humans, have a naturalized

access to privileged gender pronouns while androids and artificial animals—like

the pathologized transgender in contemporary society—must often suffer the

pejorative “it.”

Not only sexualized through their reproductive potential and the fact of

gendering, animals also play amore palpable role in the erotics of the novel.When

he first sets eyes on the Rosens’ private collection of animals, Deckard feels “a sort

of yearning” followed by a kind of sensory revelry: “Already he could smell them,

the several scents of the creatures standing or sitting” (40). The scent of the

animal amidst the drab post-atomic world must be potent, perhaps reminding

Deckard of pungent bodily smells produced during sex. Deckard’s encounter with

the Rosens’ animals has something of the feel of an adolescent boy stumbling

across a stash of illicit pornography: “‘I’d like to—’ He broke off. Because, all at

once, he had seen their animals” (40). This opulent collection of animals sets

Deckard off guard and gives the Rosens the upper hand. Shortly after witnessing

these creatures, Deckard begins his game of cat and mouse with Rachael Rosen,

and from then on animals always mediate the novel’s human-android erotics.

When Deckard gives Rachael the Voigt-Kampff test, the cyberotic triangle

emerges in full force. The test’s purpose is to assuage species panic, definitively

differentiating human from inhuman. But the process also dramatizes this panic

as Deckard challenges the species status of his test subjects. All of Deckard’s

questions involve animals, and many of them probe the meeting place between

animal life and human/android sexuality: one scenario involves a picture of

a naked girl “lying facedown on a large and beautiful bearskin rug”; another

describes an intimate bedroom scene where a wall is “attractively decorated with

bullfight posters” (51). These scenarios explicitly pair animals and sexuality, but

even nonsexual questions bring animal presence into the erotically charged

exchange between Deckard and Rachael. The test itself measures for “the so-called

‘shame’ or ‘blushing’ reaction” (46). Blushing, of course, goes hand in hand with

sexual panic and shame, often accompanying sexual desires that risk rejection,

reprimand, or prohibition. The drama of the test also leads to the only moment of

explicit homosexual panic in the novel: “‘Is this testing whether I’m an android,’

Rachael asked tartly, ‘or whether I’m homosexual?’” (49). The scene in its entirety

hums and whirs with erotic tension, as Deckard barrages Rachael with probing

questions about animals and sexuality. The test works to a coital rhythm that

connotes an unsavory resonance of sexual assault. Deckard maintains complete

control of the questions, firing them off at his own preferred pace, until he reaches

his climax: “ ‘You’re an android’” (51). While Deckard’s desire for Luba leads him

to purchase his goat, here the play of animals and sexuality allows him to reach a
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cathartic conclusion. Because Rachael is not sufficiently aroused by the process of

the test, he names her nonhuman.

Rachael herself is an archetype of species panic. Her species status is

constantly under threat throughout the novel, which implies that to be an android

is to exist betweenmodes of being. As Susan Stryker, Paisley Currah, and Lisa Jean

Moore (2008: 14) articulate it, the notion of “trans-” offers a helpful framework

for conceiving this essential in-betweenness:

“Trans-” thus becomes the capillary space of connection and circulation between

the macro- andmicro-political registers through which the lives of bodies become

enmeshed in the lives of nations, states, and capital-formations, while “-gender”

becomes one of several sets of variable techniques or temporal practices (such as

race or class) through which bodies are made to live.

Assuming species status sits alongside race and class as one of the conditions

under which bodies exist, the android body becomes paradigmatically trans. The

organic yet technological android exists at the definitional threshold of species

plasticity, occupying a nebulous interstice between organism and machine, real

and electric, genuine and inauthentic, alive and undead. The android body,

further, serves as a model through which to think all bodies as nothing more than

archipelagos of organism andmachine. Eva Hayward (2008: 256) states the matter

explicitly: “The body (trans or not) is not a clear, coherent, and positive integrity.”

Here a clear link between transgender theory and the posthuman understanding

of the body as prosthetic assemblage begins to emerge. Nikki Sullivan (2006: 552)

argues that all body modifications, insofar as they “explicitly transform bodily

being,” are “‘trans’ practices.” But what, precisely, is “bodily being,” if not a per-

petual process of transformation—cells multiplying, skin shedding, hair growing,

teeth falling out? Likewise, nearly all human bodies in the contemporary world are

modified—by surgery, dentistry, glasses, hair dye, wedding bands, hearing aids.

Embodied being for modern humans, then, is simply a dance of organism and

prosthesis, flesh and machine. Dick’s android, like Hayward’s transsexual, offers

a fringe condition that exposes the radical incoherence of all bodies. Of course,

it is not easy to live at the limit. Beyond the “liveable ‘gender trouble’” of the

“transsexual body” (Hayward 2008: 257), to be a trans android in Do Androids

Dream is to occupy a perpetual state of species panic. The very nature of the

android species is to exist under threat—of replacement by the next upgrade, of

the inability to self-replicate, of species enslavement, of sexual abuse and exploi-

tation, of being highly human-like and yet fundamentally inhuman.

More than Deckard’s manic need to maintain some sense of what it means

to be human, the androids embody a radical uncertainty about what it means to
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be android. Many of the androids the reader meets demonstrate deep awareness

of their trans nature. This concern culminates in the question of whether the

android qualifies as a living being. Rachael repeatedly laments that she is “not

alive” (Dick 1996: 198): “It’s an illusion that I—I personally—really exist” (189).

This concern preoccupies most of the androids in the novel. In a moment of

existential speculation, Pris Stratton probes the parameters of life: “‘Even animals

are protected by law. All life. Everything organic that wriggles or squirms or

burrows or flies or swarms or lays eggs or—’ She broke off, because Roy Baty had

appeared. . . . ‘Insects,’ he said, showing no embarrassment at overhearing them,

‘are especially sacrosanct’” (161). In this powerful scene, Roy demonstrates the wry

wit that renders him magnetic, if threatening. He is a unique and captivating

individual who, despite Rachael’s claim that “androids have no loyalty to one

another” (191), draws his companions together as their “natural leader” (158).

When Roy and Irmgard Baty appear at John Isidore’s apartment, the novel

begins to throw serious doubt on whether the androids are nonempathic. Pris tells

Isidore that androids on Mars “are lonely” (150), and Deckard finds out that Roy

has organized experiments with “mind-fusing drugs,” hoping to give the androids

“a group experience similar to that of Mercerism” (185). Rachael herself, after

confessing that she feels “something like” empathy toward Pris, refers to Roy as a

“wonderful, spiritual man” (189, 198). Perhaps most significant, though, is Rick’s

acceptance that Roy loves his wife, Irmgard (223). Moments such as these lead

Hayles (1999: 162) to an astute conclusion: “If some humans can be as unfeeling as

androids, some androids turn out to be more feeling than humans.” Hayles’s

insight demonstrates the extent to which androids and humans are not readily

distinguishable in the novel. Rather, android and human both exist, here, on a

sliding scale; some androids are more intelligent than some humans, and some

humans are less empathic than some androids. Roy’s charisma, passion, and

dynamism cause the reader to wonder whether humanity as such should be a

value. Shouldn’t we esteem the androids for their so-called human values—

loyalty, creativity, capacity to love—rather than troubling ourselves wondering

whether the beings who embody these values count as human?

It is presumably no accident that the last item on Pris’s list is “laying eggs.”

In this novel, both intellect and empathy prove dubious as qualifiers of the

human, but the capacity to reproduce may well hold as the definitive charac-

teristic of “life.” In a telling moment, just before she and Deckard have sex,

Rachael draws the connection between reproductive capacity and life: “Androids

can’t bear children,’ she said then. ‘Is that a loss?’” (Dick 1996: 193). Ignoring the

question, Deckard simply continues his sexual conquest: “He finished undressing

her. Exposed her pale, cold loins” (193). The frigidity of Rachael’s genitals serves

to underscore her infertility. Deckard’s desire for Rachael is a queer desire;
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although he remains “straight” in his attraction to this simulacrum of a human

woman, by having sex with her he enters the sphere of the nonreproductive. Lee

Edelman (2004: 21) forcefully articulates a critique of the “compulsory narrative

of reproductive futurism” at work in heteronormative society. Contemporary

culture, Edelman argues, associates practitioners of potentially reproductive sex

with the “collective fantasy” of “futurism” (28), while those queer subjects who

practice nonreproductive sex embody the “death drive” of the “Symbolic order”

(27): “There are no queers in the future as there can be no future for queers” (30).

For Edelman, then, nonreproductive subjects stand in direct opposition to the

heteronormative imperative to procreate. In this framework, Dick’s nonre-

productive androids become figuratively queer. While animals signify hetero-

normativity insofar as their primary function is breeding, androids occupy the

opposite symbolic pole alongside the “future-negating queer” (26). Rachael’s per-

sistent appeal to her own barrenness at this pivotal moment underscores the

sense in which it is precisely her infertility that excites Deckard. After he disrobes

her, she continues: “‘How does it feel to have a child? How does it feel to be born,

for that matter? We’re not born; we don’t grow up; instead of dying from illness or

old age, we wear out like ants’” (Dick 1996: 194). Here, the animal once again

mediates the sexual encounter between Rachael and Deckard. Only this time

Rachael appeals to the Cartesian model of the animal-as-machine in order to

include herself in the animal world. Furthermore, Rachael’s monologue invites

Deckard into the space of queer sexuality, an invitation he eagerly accepts. While

she remains physically passive—the way he apparently prefers his partners—she

arouses him with a peculiar kind of dirty talk: “I am a non-reproductive being.”

Not only is the sex between Deckard and Rachael queer insofar as it is nonre-

productive, interspecies desire is, of course, queer by definition. Kathy Rudy

(2012: 612) argues that the umbrella term queer should subsume various non-

normative sexualities, including zoophilia. Insofar as sex between humans and

animals is not sex between a man and a woman it cannot be heteronormative;

thus it is intrinsically queer. The fact that Rachael is a highly developed replica of a

human female complicates this issue, but Deckard and Rachael’s sex remains, in at

least two senses, queer: it is both nonreproductive and species transgressive.

Rachael’s main point is a lament at her exclusion from the world of

“reproductive futurism” that includes animals and humans but not androids.

After they have sex, Rachael’s animosity toward animals re-emerges as she gruffly

dismisses Deckard: “Go on home to your goat” (Dick 1996: 201). Rachael, here,

reestablishes the triangular connection between her sexual relationship with

Deckard and his connection to his new goat. Further reinforcing the goat’s place

in Deckard’s heart, she adds, “You love the goat more than me. More than you

love your wife, probably” (202). Rachael’s accusation offers a glimpse of a parallel
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erotic triangle between Rick, Iran, and the goat. Significantly, the subject of sex

between Rick and his wife comes up just once in the novel, when Iran jokes about

setting her mood organ for “ecstatic sexual bliss”: “I feel so bad I’ll even endure

that” (7). Iran’s remark implies that she and Deckard have a less than voracious

sex life. Furthermore, her sexual disinterestedness symbolically associates her

with android-like “coldness,” a correlation Deckard explicitly reinforces: “Most

androids I’ve known have more vitality and desire to live than my wife” (94).

To what extent, then, does this novel dramatize the fantasy of a man wishing

to “upgrade” from a sexless, distant, depressed wife to a newer, more appealing

model? Certainly, Deckard’s choice to set Iran’s emotions to “pleased acknowl-

edgment of husband’s superior wisdom” demonstrates his apparent wish to pro-

gram his romantic partners into subservience (7). His admission that he would

marry Rachael if it were legal (97), along with his wish that he had “gotten rid of”

Iran two years before (94), paints his ultimate return to his wife as a reluctant

concession to what we might term “compulsory intraspecies sexuality”—the

obligatory and unexciting conditions of human-human love. Finished with his

excursions in the queer realm of interspecies desire, Deckard returns home to

his beard.

Consideration of Deckard and Iran’s sex life also invites speculation as to

whether they can reproduce, an inquiry that is exacerbated by the fact that they

have no children. In a world where abortion is illegal, birth control may well be

out of the question, which would suggest that Deckard and Iran either never have

sex, practice nonreproductive sex acts, or are infertile. There are, of course, no

children at all in this novel. For Edelman (2004: 25), the “figure of the Child”

becomes the very telos of the heteronormative commitment to futurity. But in

Deckard’s barren, childless world, the only representative of the future is a fertile,

Nubian goat. In Do Androids Dream, the animal thus remains the paradigmatic

symbol of heteronormative futurity. What better target for android rage?

When Deckard returns from his arduous mission, Iran informs him that

Rachael has murdered his goat: “Someone came here, got the goat out of its cage,

and dragged it to the edge of the roof” (Dick 1996: 226). Rachael puts an end to

the erotic triangle, at once extinguishing her relationship with Deckard and

executing the bovine companion that mediated their romance. This is one of two

moments in the novel in which androids act viciously toward animals. The other

is Pris’s mutilation of the spider, which for Heise (2003: 74) demonstrates that

androids are “incapable of understanding and feeling with other living beings”

and for Vint (2007: 113) shows a “disinterested . . . lack of concern.” Both Vint

and Heise use this moment to suggest that cruelty toward animals reflects the

mechanical coldness of androids. But rather than inhuman coldness, this violence

against the spider may in fact be a symptom of passionate android hostility.
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Certainly, Rachael’s murdering the goat signifies the opposite of mechanical

indifference—a burning fury. Although no sane human in the world of Do

Androids Dream would intentionally kill a living animal, thousands of years of

animal slaughter and sacrifice suggest that Rachael’s action is, from a contem-

porary standpoint, remarkably human. While Deckard dismissively reflects that

she must have an “android reason” for her actions (Dick 1996: 227), this senseless

goat-murder seems to be motivated by naked jealousy and wild anger. Further, it

suggests that there is truth to her claim that she loves Deckard (194), or at least to

an emotional register beyond rational self-interest. Rachael’s apparently impul-

sive action is difficult to square with the irrational coldness both Vint and Heise

attribute to androids. Just as they can dream, it seems that androids can love and

rage. The novel, then, not only suggests that androids should be thought of on

the spectrum of being that includes humans and animals but also implies that

their more human-like qualities might be their most ethically dubious traits. The

anthropophilia Rachael demonstrates thus emerges as among the most dangerous

elements in this complex and volatile network of interspecies desire.

Seeking to recover from his traumatic adventure and the death of his goat,

Deckard travels into the desert, cultivates a relationship with the fraudulent

prophet Mercer, and finds an apparently genuine toad. Upon realizing his pre-

cious toad is mechanical, Deckard offers a concession: “The electric things have

their lives, too. Paltry as those lives are” (241). Here, Deckard includes electric

animals in the spectrum of life. All the various continuums of the novel bleed

together in this gesture. The heretofore distinct spectrums—between organic

animals and humans, electric animals and android—collapse into each other.

Vint (2007: 125) reads this moment as a step in the direction of redemption,

suggesting that the novel gestures toward a future “in which humans might be

fully human again.” But is this return to a naturalized humanity really what the

novel advocates?

When Mercer first tells him that “there is no salvation” (Dick 1996: 178),

Deckard responds with outrage, furious at the audacity of a faith that offers no

redemption. Ultimately, though, he forms a genuine belief in this counterfeit

messiah: “The only one who was right is Mercer” (234). For Deckard, Mercer

becomesmore real in his very inauthenticity. The fact that the “fusion” of Mercer’s

“empathy box” represents a uniquely human experience (173, 234) implies that the

threshold of humanness comes to exist for Deckard only as a necessary fiction, a

defense mechanism that allows him to subsist. The human itself, then, becomes a

sham, and Deckard—consciously or otherwise—comes to realize that his com-

mitment to a naturalized humanity is just as artificial, and just as psychologically

necessary, as Mercer. Rather than a return to a naturalized idea of the “fully

human,” the novel reminds us that species definitions are essentially malleable. But
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even if we accept a provisional category of humanity, what does it mean, here, to

be human? In this novel, to be human is to all but destroy the world you live on, to

eradicate millions of species, to flatten the diversity of the planet, and then to

create convincing artificial versions of yourself only to torture, fuck, threaten,

enslave, and kill them.What kind of rational being, in these circumstances, would

want to be human?

In light of the evolutionary panic permeating this novel—in which all

humans on Earth face the threat of devolving into “specials”—it may be helpful

by way of conclusion to turn to Charles Darwin’s ([1859] 2003: 98) understanding

of the concept of species: “The view which most naturalists entertain, and

which I formerly entertained—namely, that each species has been independently

created—is erroneous. I am fully convinced that species are not immutable.” My

conclusion, then, is not original. It belongs to Dick, and it belonged to Darwin

before him: species being is a lie we tell ourselves to hold our world together. It is a

tentative, transitive category, and what we call a “species” exists only under the

constant threat of extinction and change. To self-identify as human or any other

species is to exist in a perpetual space of species panic. No species remains exactly

the same from one decade, year, or day to the next. Defending one’s species

through violence, as Deckard does throughout the novel, thus emerges as a fool’s

errand.

In the final analysis, then, what becomes of desire between species? Does it

provide a liberating bridge across the perceived species gap? Rudy (2012: 611)

argues that interspecies desire can offer a productive disruption of “the stability

and superiority of human identity.” Setting out to destigmatize erotic connec-

tions between species and expose the bestiality taboo as a bulwark of “human

exceptionalism,” Rudy writes that “intense connections between humans and

animals could be seen as revolutionary, in a queer frame” (605). Indeed, inter-

species desire can pose productive challenges to prevailing structures of sexual,

political, and ideological hegemony. Interspecies desire can shift matrices of

sexual and species domination, offering affective and biological bridges across

species lines and challenging the reified category of the autonomous human and

its troublesome attendant notions of species privilege, naturalized reproduc-

tive sexuality, and normative bodies. But Do Androids Dream demonstrates that

interspecies desire, like queer sexuality more generally, is not necessarily politi-

cally radical. Deckard wants no part of this liberatory rearticulation of human

sexual being. Instead, he wants to have illegal sexual relationships with techno-

logical beings that arguably cannot consent because he is bored by, cannot handle,

or simply does not want sex with his wife. Interspecies sex, in this case, emerges

not as a site of radical or liberating sexuality but as a remarkably conservative

manifestation of a culture of male human privilege that wants to extend itself
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through technological augmentation. Queer as Deckard’s sex with Rachael may

be, it is also exploitative and ethically dubious. Using his perceived species priv-

ilege to grasp the vanishing dream of white male dominance, Deckard belittles

Rachael to the end: “I wish I could do to you what you did to me, he wished. But it

can’t be done to an android because they don’t care” (Dick 1996: 234). Despite the

passion, love, and rage she has demonstrated, Deckard upholds his panicked

fiction that Rachael remains a “cold” machine. The consolation the novel offers

is that the reader may not—indeed, should not—think like Deckard. Beyond

Deckard’s conservative, panicked point of view,DoAndroids Dream offers a world

of triangles and continuums in flux, where humanity occupies a transitory,

drifting space in a miasmic network of species and sexual being. Among the many

vital challenges this novel sets for its readers in an age when the majority of laptop

users have a technological sex life with Internet porn is to recall that all sex—

straight and queer, within and across species, between animals, media, and

machines—requires thoughtful negotiation and conscientious care.

David Huebert is a PhD candidate at the University of Western Ontario, where his research

analyzes species panic in post-1900 American literature.
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Notes

1. Outside the context of this analysis, transgender theory, posthumanism, and queer theory

already form a methodological cluster. This connection plays out clearly in The Trans-

gender Studies Reader (Stryker and Whittle 2006) and The Transgender Studies Reader 2

(Stryker and Aizura 2013), in particular the section “Transsexing Humanimality.” Natalie

Corrine Hansen (2008: 87) points out that “animal studies and feminist and queer

analyses partner productively in thinking about material and semiotic relations across

differences and about related questions of embodiment, subjectivity, and agency.”

2. See Simon A. Cole’s “Do Androids Pulverize Tiger Bones to Use as Aphrodisiacs?” (1995),

which places Do Androids Dream directly into the fray of animal studies through a

concern with extinction.

3. The point was first made by Ursula Heise (2003: 74): “The distinction between humans

and androids is not exactly symmetrical in the novel to the one between real and electric

animals.” Because androids are “organic” (Dick 1996: 198), they do not map seamlessly

onto the electric–real dichotomy which the novel sets up and gradually deconstructs.

Heise’s (2003: 42) analysis, however, overlooks some important evidence from Dick’s
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text: “The electric animal, he pondered, could be considered a subform of the other, a

kind of vastly inferior robot. Or, conversely, the android could be regarded as a highly

developed, evolved version of the ersatz animal.” Androids and electric animals do exist

on a spectrum in Dick’s novel. Deckard wants to keep this spectrum fundamentally

distinct from the organic human-animal continuum, but ultimately all of these dis-

tinctions become plastic. Animals and androids become inseparable components of this

project insofar as they both crucially inform Deckard’s understanding of his nature as a

human animal.

4. The novel offers a clear parallel between androids and African American slaves, opening

links between racialization, speciesism, and sexual exploitation. The manufacture of

androids is crucial “to the colonization effort,” and in their lives onMars the androids are

“slaves, forced to perform tasks of manual labor and sex” (Dick 1996: 45; Abdul Jabbar

2012). The relationship between the sexualized android’s species and racial status sup-

ports Mel Y. Chen’s (2012: 104) claim that “categories of animality are not innocent of

race.” Deckard’s species panic—catalyzed by his attraction to various androids—recalls

the bestiality prohibition as well as familiar patterns of the miscegenation taboo. Species

panic and racial panic thus bleed into each other at the site of interspecies desire.
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Alligator Earrings
and the Fishhook in the Face
Tragicomedy, Transcorporeality, and Animal Drag

NICOLE SEYMOUR

Abstract This article considers the performances of “animal drag” that appear across the affiliatedUS

media projects of Jackass (the television program and film franchise) and Wildboyz (the television

program). Drawing on transgender studies scholarship, as well as recent work in affect theory, animal

studies, and environmental studies, Nicole Seymour argues that these performances—which include,

for example, a human inserting a fishhook in his face before being thrown into shark-infested

waters—constitute an extension of this media corpus’s general investment in affective inter-

connectivity. As Seymour shows, such performances ask us to feel along with the performers, which

includes feeling along with them as animals. Paying attention to the comic as well as the tragic

resonances of animal drag, the article outlines the ethical role that nonserious affective modes can

play in probing the trans-, or intersectional and interdependent, nature of human and nonhuman life.

Keywords affect theory, Jackass, Wildboyz, reality TV, material ecocriticism

I n a segment titled “Duck Hunting,” from the 2010 US film Jackass 3D (dir. Jeff

Tremaine), several white, cisgender male performers are catapulted into the air

over a lake and then shot at with pellet guns brandished enthusiastically by

another group of white, cisgender male performers decked out in macho hunting

gear in a boat below. While the physical aspects of this stunt—its spectacular

kineticism, violence, and comedy—command the viewer’s attention, some of us

may be drawn to its finer aesthetic details, namely, the costumes worn by the

“ducks.” These costumes tread several lines. They are not strictly mimetic, yet

neither are they completely abstract, consisting of blue and yellow rubber fins for

feet, “tighty-whitey” underwear briefs, life vests covered in fluffy white feathers,

and white baseball caps with yellow coloring under the bill. We might then say

that these costumes function as “drag” in two simultaneous senses: first, in the

more familiar gender/sexuality sense, in how they feminize, aestheticize, and
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otherwise queer the bodies of these human performers (the feathered vests evoke

feather boas, while the tighty-whiteys draw attention to their genitals) and, in the

species sense, in that they animalize those bodies.

Here, I draw on Esther Newton’s (1972: 103) influential formulation of drag

as an ironic, humorous, subcultural performance that “questions the ‘naturalness’

of the sex role system in toto,”1 including the notion of maleness and femaleness

as polar opposites. “Animal drag,” then, questions the “naturalness” of what we

might call the species role system, which is organized around the supposedly

opposing poles of humanity and animality. This system, as the “Duck Hunting”

segment subtly hints, is propped up by human—and, not coincidentally,

gendered—rituals such as hunting, meat-eating, and taxidermy: “Humanist

employment[s] of animality [that] confirm humanity” (Hansen 2008: 88).

Indeed, if we follow Newton’s (1972: 3) point that “‘drag’ has come to have a

broader referent [than wearing the clothes of the so-called opposite sex]: any

clothing that signifies a social role, for instance, a fireman’s suit or farmer’s

overalls,” we could say that both the hunting gear and the duck costumes found

in this segment function as drag, gesturing toward the different “social roles”

occupied by various types of human and nonhuman animals.2

The duck costuming in this segment, insofar as it constitutes more than

one type of drag simultaneously, chimes with recent scholarly observations on the

interrelationship of species and other ontological categories. Anna M. Giannini

(2012: 37), for instance, claims that “animal acting resembles a type of drag per-

formance that excessively plays with common-sense notions of what is human

and what is animal”; she proceeds to consider not just the resemblance but the

interrelationship between species performance and gender/sexuality performance

in texts such as Marc Acito’s play Birds of a Feather (2011), inspired by the “gay

penguins” of Central Park Zoo. And Sara Salih (2007: 96) has observed the

“mutual dependence of notions of race and notions of the human and animal,”

arguing that “race-thinking is a form of speciesism that is highly invested in

notions of the animal and the human.”What we have in the short segment “Duck

Hunting,” then, is a multilayered performance of the imbrication of species,

gender, sexuality, race, and class,3 and, more specifically, an animal drag that

pointedly retains the gender/sexuality and queer implications of the term drag.

This article traces the appearance of animal drag across the popular

affiliated US media projects of Jackass and Wildboyz. Bringing daredevilry and

circus freakshow elements to the reality TV genre, Jackass premiered on MTV in

2000. Though it lasted only for three seasons (2000–2002, seventeen total epi-

sodes; released on DVD, 2006), it has successfully spun off four feature films, all

directed by Jeff Tremaine: Jackass: The Movie (2002), Jackass Number Two (2006),

Jackass 3D, and Jackass Presents: Bad Grandpa (2013). Wildboyz, a nature-themed
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spinoff featuring regular Jackass performers Steve-O and Chris Pontius, ran for

four seasons onMTVand thenMTV2 (2003–6; released on DVD, 2006).Wildboyz

maintains Jackass’s focus on daredevilry and its nonnarrative, segmented for-

mat but trades the latter’s largely urban and suburban US settings for rural and

urban locations in countries such as Australia and Kenya, where the performers

encounter nonhuman animals, landscapes, and locals. The species-and-gender/

sexuality angles of Jackass and Wildboyz have gone mostly unmentioned—and

are occasionally misread, as I argue later—in both the popular media and aca-

demic criticism.

Much of the Jackass/Wildboyz animal drag is comic, such as when per-

former Preston Lacey, dressed up like a female cow, with artificial teats secreting

real milk hanging near the back of his buttocks, scrambles to get away from a pair

of hungry calves. But the Jackass/Wildboyz corpus also features performances that,

like “Duck Hunting,” bear a tragic resonance that coexists with comedy. In such

instances, it is not that nonhuman morphology is simply placed on the human

body. Rather, animality is viscerally, painfully, and transformatively encountered

or enacted by the human body, initiating for the performers what Mel Y. Chen

(2012: 136) has called “slides down the animacy hierarchy.” At the same time, these

performances invoke drag practices historically associated with queer and trans*

communities.4 For example, in Jackass Number Two, Johnny Knoxville navigates a

children’s ball pit filled with anacondas to the tune of Josie Cotton’s “Johnny, Are

You Queer?” (“Anaconda Ball Pit”); in that same film, a human male performer

clad in a campy sailor costume helps another performer clad only in a Speedo

insert a fishhook through his face (“The Fish Hook”); in the second season of

Wildboyz, a half-naked human male performer wears caimans (small relatives of

the alligator) as “earrings,” subjecting his lobes to actual piercing by the animals’

teeth (season 1, “Florida”).

This tragicomic type of animal drag represents a specific application of the

Jackass/Wildboyz corpus’s raison d’être, which could be characterized as an

experiment in affect, an investigation of how bodies respond physically and

emotionally to other bodies and matter—in this case, how they respond across

species and gender/sexuality boundaries. When human performers stop respond-

ing to nonhumans in the ways that they, as white, straight, cisgender men are

“supposed to” (e.g., combative, reverent, phobic, sadistic, insular), they likewise

stop comporting themselves in the gendered and sexualized ways that they are

“supposed to” (e.g., stoic, sober, macho, masterful, normatively gendered). This

corpus thus indicates not only how the animal, the queer, and the trans* must all

be abjected for certain humans to be recognized as humans but also how the

“acrossness” or interdependence of human life (that is, the trans-) must be

abjected, too.5 I theorize how the corpus vaunts two affective elements routinely
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abjected in human encounters with the nonhuman and from scholarship on such

encounters—humor and “grossness”—arguing that these elements have rele-

vance for contemporary questions of animal and environmental ethics.

My readings are informed primarily by transgender studies scholarship, as

well as by recent work in affect studies, animal studies, and environmental studies.

I take up recent theorizations of the larger potentialities of the term trans-, as

(partly) decoupled from gender and as both verb and adjective. As Chen (2012:

136) declares, “Trans- is not a linear space of mediation between two monolithic,

autonomous poles, as, for example, ‘female’ and ‘male’ are. . . . Rather it is . . .

more emergent than determinate.” Susan Stryker, Paisley Currah, and Lisa Jean

Moore (2008: 11) similarly state that the hyphen in trans- “marks the difference

between the implied nominalism of ‘trans’ and the explicit relationality of

‘trans-,’ which . . . resists premature foreclosure by attaching to any single suffix”

such as gender. Other like-minded scholars have retained the connotations of

movement originally implied by the prefix trans- (“across,” “beyond”). For

example, animal studies and environmental studies scholar Myra J. Hird (2008:

231) observes that “the concept of trans . . . works equally well both between and

within matter, confounding the notion of the well-defined, inviolable self [that

has undergirded] Western culture” (my emphasis), whereas queer historian Don

Romesburg (2013: 484) observes, adopting a phrase from Lucas Crawford, “‘trans

moves us’ in both spatial and affective ways” (my emphasis). These ideas and

terms help account not just for the intersectionality and relationality of the

performances in Jackass and Wildboyz but for their moving qualities: how they

demonstrate and enact affective connections between different bodies of the same

species, as well as across the species divide.

The Affective Operations of Tragicomic Animal Drag

Jackass andWildboyz are about nothing if not affect, if we understand that term to

mean “instinctive biological response[s] to a stimulus” (Warner and Hurley 2012:

104). Segments focus not just on the feat being performed—anything from

placing a leech on one’s eyeball (“The Leech Monocle,” Jackass Number Two) to

skateboarding into a pile of elephant dung (Wildboyz, season 3, “Keyna”)—but

on the performers’ animated and effusive responses to that feat: they scream, hop,

hobble, squirm, writhe, run, bleed, vomit. On-screen audiences, in turn, are

animated in their ownways.When BamMargera superglues his hands to the hairy

chests of two performers in Jackass 3D, then rips them away, the onlookers go bug-

eyed, then begin crowing with laughter. Puns intended: I mean to highlight how

visceral reactions, as they have been linguistically conceived, often align us with

nonhuman animals—not tomention that our “instinctive biological response[s]”

to stimuli mark us as (human) animals.
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Lest one imagine Jackass andWildboyz as mere exercises in schadenfreude,

it must be noted that the on-screen audiences, present in almost every episode,

demonstrate sympathy or empathy in addition to laughing; they express concern

for and even experience versions of the same physical reactions as the performer

in question.6 After being shot in the abdomen with a beanbag in Jackass: The

Movie, for instance, Johnny Knoxville tells the crew, “That really hurt”; someone

identified in the closed-captioning as “Cameraman” rejoins offscreen, “That

looked like it hurt. Oh, fuck, dude.” Similarly, after helping Steve-O break the

fishhook all the way through his cheek in Jackass Number Two, Chris Pontius tells

him, “It hurt me to do that to you.” And in the Jackass 3D segment “Sweatsuit

Cocktail,” Lacey exercises while wearing a plastic bag that collects sweat, which is

then transferred into a cup; as Steve-O moves to drink from the cup, someone

announces, “We’re losing Lance,” and the camera pans to show cameraman Lance

Bangs shaking uncontrollably. Steve-O, who has already begun gagging, chugs the

sweat and immediately begins to vomit. Bangs then begins throwing up on his

camera, colorfully extending the chain of transcorporeal affect.7

More important for my argument, what viewers experience during many

Jackass and Wildboyz segments are affective responses not bound to species:

responses that are not just transcorporeal (and transgender) but transspecies. In

Jackass Number Two’s “The Fish Hook,” Steve-O stares at the camera in helpless

agony, his pierced face, openmouth, and bulging eyes invoking the piscine visages

normally associated with such scenarios. Viewing his plight, I wince and shudder

just as he does. What I feel for Steve-O the human cannot be separated from his

present status as less-than-human—as a fish, as bait—as he is pierced and then

thrown overboard into the water where a mako shark swims. In other words, the

segment demands that we imagine what it would feel like to have a fishhook in our

own faces. To feel as Steve-O does, however inexact it may be in quantifiable

terms, is also to feel as a fish and, perhaps, to feel as a seabird, dolphin, whale, or

turtle, considering that fishing hooks and nets also plague and often kill these

creatures as “bycatch” (see Der Spiegel 2014).

Such instances of animal drag manage to stage nonhumanness more

effectively by eschewing the trappings of animal morphology; the less the Jackasses

and Wildboyz attempt to physically resemble nonhuman animals, the more

affecting their performances of animality tend to be. We might consider here Eva

Hayward’s (2012: 177) ruminations on cross-species identification:

The trouble with identification . . . is that it is a misalignment of empathy with the

possibility of familiarity. Identification relies on extending empathy across simi-

larity to dissimilarity, providing the identifying human with the authority of

encounter. As such, the organism can only receive the benefits of empathy if we
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can identify with it. This might work well for charismatic megafauna—dogs,

horses, cats, dolphins—that we can map our bodies onto, but for organisms like

jellies [jellyfish] or coral or octopuses, the overwhelming bodily differences make

identification a politics of erasure rather than empathy.

What is so striking about the “The Fish Hook,” then, is how it anticipates and

circumvents the problem of identification, enacting a nonanthropocentric cross-

species empathy while employing little more than the human body. Rather than

attempting to present the nonhuman body as familiar, the stunt begins with and

then defamiliarizes the normative human body.

The affective operations of “Alligator Earrings” are different from, and

somewhat more complicated than, those of “The Fish Hook.” Pontius sits on the

ground, bare chested, as professional animal handler Manny Puig approaches

from behind, carrying a caiman in each hand. Pontius addresses the camera,

declaring, “One of the most popular fashion accessories in Southern Florida are

alligator earrings. And the bigger the better!” The camera then zooms in on his

face as the caimans, raised closer to each earlobe, finally clamp down. Pontius

grunts and growls. Then the camera moves out, revealing Pontius with his elbows

bent and arms raised to the level of his shoulders in a coy posture. “Some people

will do anything for fashion!” he tells us. Once the caimans have been removed

and Pontius has shown us his bloody earlobes, he holds one creature in each

hand and drawls campily, “Their mouths are full of blood. These boys are going

to become maneaters!”8 The segment ends with Pontius pouting at the camera,

then chuckling.

The pain that Pontius experiences is not that of being treated like a

nonhuman, as is the case with Steve-O in “The Fish Hook,” but the segment

similarly stages multiple kinds of trans-ing, including gender/sexuality. In addi-

tion to his stereotypically fey posture and gestures, Pontius is feminized on several

levels. The close-up shots, for example, reveal that he is wearing his hair in a braid.

His “earrings” are extravagant and excessive: not just long—grazing his shoulders

and reaching down past his elbows—but luxurious, composed of rare animal

material. The material crossing of species boundaries (the caiman’s teeth enter-

ing human flesh) here coincides with a material, discursive, and performative

crossing of gender/sexuality boundaries.

Interestingly, the scene shows the human, and not (just) the nonhuman, as

suffering from the former’s exploitation of the latter. This reading, whichmay be a

stretch, is perhaps warranted when we consider, first, the additional facts of the

caimans’ natural posture—they lay inert, seemingly dead, like so many trophies

one might brandish or wear; second, the parody of consumerism that seems to

inhere in Pontius’s “the bigger the better!” quip; and, third, such extratextual
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information as Pontius’s public status as a committed vegetarian. (Steve-O, for his

part, has described himself as “a proud vegan, whistle-blower, and animal rights

activist” [Spitznagel 2010].) We might also note that Pontius’s playful statement,

“These boys are going to become maneaters,” highlights human/nonhuman

interconnectivity and makes vivid the agency of the nonhuman, even going so

far as to position humans not as masters but as mere food, an idea I discuss

further below.

A more conceptual, literally stripped-down example of animal drag recurs

throughout the Jackass/Wildboyz corpus: a performer covers a part of his body,

usually one that is sexually fraught for straight men (crotch, buttocks), with raw

meat or other edible, organic substances and invites various animals, including

alligators, pigeons, wolves, and vultures, to take a bite.While the edible substances

are not technically part of their bodies, these stunts depend on the performers’

and viewers’ recognition that the performers, as fleshy humans, are in fact

reducible to meat. Scenes such as Jackass: The Movie’s “Alligator Tightrope”—in

which Steve-O attempts to cross an alligator pit via a tightrope, wearing only

thong underwear, with raw chicken hanging from his buttocks—would not be a

white-knuckler if we did not think that, as far as the alligator is concerned, there is

no clear line between Steve-O and the chicken. Steve-O is further animalized in

this performance insofar as he is unable to actually walk a tightrope and thus is

reduced to clinging to the line upside down, dangling like a sloth, monkey, or bat.

In a similar acknowledgment of animality, Johnny Knoxville, after scrambling up

a post to escape an attacking dog in Jackass 3D, laments, “Oh, my ass meat!” In

such instances, the performers are “dragging” as animal not just through their

costuming (or lack thereof) but through their vulnerable, threatened position-

ality. They position themselves as objects of pursuit and consumption, not as

voracious pursuers and consumers, as would befit their social role as white,

straight, cisgender men, not to mention humans.

An Ethics of Grossness? The Propositions of Tragicomic Animal Drag

I want to consider Jackass and Wildboyz as unlikely sources of ethical precepts.

Animal studies and environmental studies scholars have recently highlighted the

ethical possibilities inherent in recognizing that processes of transcorporeality

and transspeciesism are always already taking place, that our bodies constantly

interact with other bodies, human and nonhuman. Karen Barad (2007: 384), for

instance, tells us that “ethics is about mattering, about taking account of the

entangled materialization of which we are part,” while Stacy Alaimo (2010: 2)

argues that “potent ethical and political possibilities emerge from the literal

contact zone between human corporeality andmore-than-human nature.” As she

elaborates, “Imagining human corporeality as trans-corporeality, in which the
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human is always intermeshed with the more-than-human world, underlines the

extent to which the substance of the human is ultimately inseparable from ‘the

environment’” (2). Jackass and Wildboyz incessantly cite and enact such entan-

glement and enmeshment, although they leave the “taking account” of it largely

up to the viewer. They challenge the historical precedent by which “Western

ethics links moral agency with transcendent disembodiment”—usually only

imparted to white, straight, cisgender males—“and lays great stress on auton-

omy” (Dickenson 1998: 212).9 The animated reactions I have described above—

squawking, squirming, writhing, vomiting, as well as empathizing—clearly point

to a lack of transcendent disembodiment and autonomy.

The spirit in which the Jackasses and Wildboyz undertake these processes

should also be noted: the performers demonstrate a strikingly open, hyper-

receptive—even critically passive—approach to trans-ing. In fact, while Rosi

Braidotti (2009: 526) suggests that a “bioegalitarian turn is encouraging us to

relate to animals as animals ourselves,” wemight say that these performers take up

but then go beyond that bioegalitarian turn, to perform a kind of anti-human(ist?)

masochism. The animalistic Jackasses and Wildboyz regularly allow other ani-

mals to “have their way” with them, be that biting, stinging, charging, humping,

licking, or clawing. Whereas Gregg Mitman (2009: 59–60) has established the

parallels between filming nonhuman animals and hunting them in his study of

wildlife/nature programming, the Jackass/Wildboyz corpus pointedly reverses the

hierarchy: there, it is the white, male humans who are hunted, or fished, as the

case may be.10

The implications of such goings-on cannot be fully appreciated without

recognizing how these texts make fellow-feeling, or being moved, a central part of

the performance. Jackass and Wildboyz show us not only how the performer in

question reacts to a stimulus or physical experience but also how fellow per-

formers, as well as on-screen audiences, react and feel. By thus multiply enacting

visceral, empathetic connections to the lived experiences of human and nonhu-

man others, Jackass andWildboyz encourage, andmaybe even condition, offscreen

viewers to make the same connections. Indeed, for rather verbally inarticulate

texts, peppered with “dude,” “bro,” and “holy shit,” Jackass and Wildboyz seem

to deal in what Bruno Latour (2004: 210) has termed the “articulate subject”:

“Someone who learns to be affected by others—not by itself” (first emphasis

mine). As Latour insists, “A subject only becomes interesting, deep, profound,

worthwhile when it resonates with others, is . . . moved, put into motion by new

entities whose differences are registered in new and unexpected ways. Articulation

thus does not mean the ability to talk with authority . . . but being affected by

differences” (210). Considering how these texts pointedly model affective
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interconnectivity for audiences who will have their own affective reactions, one

might say that they not only depict but potentially produce articulate subjects.

But while this corpus encourages us to feel along with its human

performers—which often entails feeling along with them as animals—it does not

boast the serious, sentimental, and sanctimonious sensibilities found in other

texts dedicated to similar ends, including animal rights and environmentalist

discourse and art. We are moved (we trans-), but not in the typical sense implied

in deeming a visual text “moving.” This is not to say that Jackass and Wildboyz

necessarily want us to find something funny in animal suffering, but, rather, that

they show the range of reactions and feelings, including humor, that can be found

in our transcorporeal and transspecies encounters. I find here both an ethical

possibility and an affective innovation. Such humor, I propose, does not undo or

even oppose empathy but instead exists as a necessary component of it. It emerges

from the rueful, perhaps sheepish realization that we are not “well-defined,

inviolable sel[ves]” (Hird 2008: 231), unaffected and unaffecting.

The animal drag of Jackass and Wildboyz forces viewers to confront the

reality that transcorporeal and transspecies encounters are often disgusting or

even just mundanely “gross.” This move matters if scholars and activists are right

to say that recognizing how we are animals, and how we are the environment, is

necessary for an ethical orientation toward animals and toward the environment.

Consider Harold Fromm’s (2009: 95) recent reminder that “the ‘environment’ . . .

runs right through us in endless waves, and if we were to watch ourselves via some

ideal microscopic time-lapse video, we would see water, air, food, microbes,

toxins, entering our bodies as we shed, excrete, and exhale our processedmaterials

back out.” This is a far cry from Freud’s account of the origin of humans, what

Cary Wolfe (2003a: 2) describes as “an act of ‘organic repression’ whereby they

begin to walk upright and rise above life on the ground among blood and feces.”

The bloody, feces-strewn corpus of Jackass/Wildboyz not only revels in what is

normally repressed but serves as that “ideal video” that Fromm has in mind. It

may thus allow us to reflect, more broadly, on how privileged humans normally

attempt to insulate themselves from interactions with the gross or the nonhuman,

unless those interactions are regulatory or disciplinary, and from trans-ing pro-

cesses in general. The disavowal of these aspects, one might argue, keeps us from

comprehending the full scope of the living world and from grappling with our

zoophobia and ecophobia and their destructive results.

The “gross” reality that Jackass and Wildboyz gleefully make visible is

similarly elided in scholarship otherwise attuned to the trans-, the animal, and the

material. Consider, for instance, how animal studies and transgender studies

scholar Hayward (2012: 172) describes her encounters with jellyfish in gorgeously

ethereal terms: “Their supple bodies glow, endlessly malleable; my own language
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turns poetic rather than descriptive. . . . And just for a moment, immersed in this

liquid light and aurally wet space, in my flesh, I imagine myself breathing in water.

I am moved deeply and touched throughout” (my emphasis). Similarly, the edi-

tors of Environmental Criticism for the Twenty-First Century describe the bodily

signification of environmental toxicity as “an intimate form of untranslatable,

essentially poetic, ecological knowledge” (LeMenager, Shewry, and Hiltner 2012: 4,

my emphasis).11 Jackass andWildboyz are perhaps the least “poetic” texts we can

imagine, and yet they also move us and also engage with questions of bodily

porousness and signification. The nausea-inducing spectacle of Steve-O covered

in dog feces after experiencing the “Port-a-Potty slingshot” in Jackass 3D comes to

mind, as does the “Bobbing for Jellyfish” segment of Jackass, wherein Steve-O puts

his head in a tank filled with jellyfish until his face and scalp have been stung, then

pours urine all over his face and head and subsequently vomits over the side of the

boat. Such segments, though spectacular in their tragicomedy, remind us of the

real character of most of our daily encounters across bodies and species: not

transcendent but mundane, not profound but funny, not poetic but gross, not

ethereal but earthy.

The tragicomic monkeyshines of Jackass and Wildboyz inspire an expan-

sion of our tonal and topical range of inquiry into cross-bodily or cross-species

trans-ing. In addition to privileging the poetic, recent scholarship in this area has

tended to focus on negative matters such as danger and injustice, to the exclusion

of more ambivalent or ambiguous ones, and to focus primarily on female bodies.

“The space-time of trans-corporeality,” Stacy Alaimo and Susan Hekman (2008:

14) write, “is a site of both pleasure and danger—the pleasures of desire, surprise,

and lively emergence, as well as the dangers of pain, toxicity, and death.” But, as

they continue, “Alaimo focuses . . . on toxic bodies.” The editors, as do many of

their contributors, also take (implicitly cisgender) women’s bodies as the inter-

connected, violable, porous, or otherwise “trans-” ones.12 I want to insist that the

pleasures as well as the pleasures-and-dangers (where we might locate tragicom-

edy) of transcorporeality deserve attention, as do the material and affective real-

ities of male bodies, including privileged ones.

Consider, for instance, what researchers have recently termed the “white

male effect”: the greater acceptance and dissimulation of risks among white males.

As Aaron M. McCright and Riley Dunlap (2011: 1164) summarize, “White males

feel less vulnerable to many risks than do females and non-whites because of their

dominant position in the social structure”; as the researchers go on to show, the

white male effect gives rise to phenomena such as climate change denial. Of

course, not all interactions across bodily and species boundaries count, or should

count, as “risks” (although clearly many of the Jackass/Wildboyz stunts do). My

point here is that privileged male bodies are regularly constructed as invulnerable,
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inviolable, insular, and individual, to the detriment of themselves as well as

nonhuman or dehumanized others. In the context of this reality, cultural texts

that showcase how bodies intersect with and affect other bodies and matter,

including across species boundaries—and that are popular, widely circulated,

and highly appealing to white, straight, cisgender male audiences—clearly

deserve attention.

Rereading Jackass and Wildboyz

While the animal drag found in Jackass and Wildboyz often flirts with the tragic

mode, it never fully slips into it, for reasons that must be explicitly acknowledged.

Primary is the performers’ relative privilege: all of the Jackasses and Wildboyz are

men, and the majority are readable as white, heterosexual, cisgender, and, to a

lesser extent, abled and normatively embodied.13 Those statuses make the per-

formers’ transgressions of the human boundaries around corporeality and gen-

der/sexuality both funny and recuperable: they are voluntary, impermanent,

and therefore not likely to subject the performers to oppression. Steve-O being

covered in feces, for instance, does not break our hearts like the recent, horrific

real-life “prank” in which the same was done to an autistic teenager; the white

Wildboyz’ appearance in gorilla suits in the “Russia” episode invokes none of the

racist animal associations that have historically been wielded against African-

Americans. (Whether the Boyz’ choice of white gorilla suits constitutes a recog-

nition or an evasion of such associations is certainly a matter for debate.) My

intent, then, is not to obscure the advantages that allow these performers to make

a show of violently casting off those same advantages but rather to consider the

potential implications of this casting-off.14

If the Jackasses and Wildboyz’ transgressive trans-ing is recuperable—

albeit immortalized on film, broadcast worldwide, and endlessly circulated

throughout cyberspace—wemust note that their encounters with the nonhuman

are not always so ephemeral. Consider Steve-O’s account of his reluctance to

participate in a scene in which a ram would, well, ram him, in Jackass 3D; as he

told Vanity Fair’s Eric Spitznagel (2010):

When the movie started, I said, “I don’t want to work with animals. That’s not

what I’m about.” But then I did the ram scene anyway, and I justified it in my head,

like, “O.K., this is for work. I’ve got to put my own personal beliefs aside.” So I got

into the pen and my instincts took over. The ram charged towards my nuts, and I

put my hand down to block it. That happened a bunch of times, and as a result the

tendons in my right hand are totally messed up. . . . I feel like it’s a permanent

reminder that I compromised my beliefs [around animal rights].
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When Spitznagel responded, “I wouldn’t feel bad. The ram has PETA on its side.

There isn’t an advocacy group for your nuts,” occasional PETA spokesperson

Steve-O conceded jokingly, “Yeah, right, exactly. PETA is not pulling for my balls

at all.” In the absurdist world of Jackass and Wildboyz, nonhumans and humans

alike act on “instinct,” demonstrating their shared animality; privileged humans,

rather than degraded animals, willingly take on the position of the threatened and

vulnerable; and the bodies, needs, and impulses of nonhuman animals literally

run up against the maintenance of straight, white, cisgender, masculine human

sovereignty—or, at least, against the “balls” that stand in for it—affecting the

performers physiologically and psychologically and sometimes leaving a lasting

trace in the form of bruises, scars, permanent injuries, or even subsequent

political engagement.

My readings thus share the awareness of positionality found in the rela-

tively small extant scholarship on Jackass and Wildboyz but depart from that

scholarship’s tendency to insist on the antiprogressive character of these texts. For

example, in his reading of Jackass the TV program, Jason Kosovski employs David

Savran’s (1998: 176) concept (by way of Freud) of “reflexive sadomasochism”:

an increasingly powerful mechanism for the production not just of male sub-

jectivity [beginning in the 1970s] . . . but of a[n American] culture and economy

whose jurisdiction over both the First World and the Third . . . was to become ever

more precarious. . . . No longer having others on whom to inflict his power and his

pain with impunity, the male subject began to turn against himself and to prove

his mettle by gritting his teeth and taking his punishment like man.

Kosovski (2007: 20) uses this concept to argue that “violence, often self-directed

and always sanctioned by participants, allowed the Jackass cast to deflect the erotic

and homoerotic status inherent in their objectified, nearly nude performances.”

By this logic, the cast also deflects the trans-ness of their performances. But such a

reading does not account for the particulars of sensibility at work in Jackass and

Wildboyz—the delight the performers take in their own trans-ing and dragging—

nor their generic and formal specificities. There is quite a difference between,

say, the grim, terroristic violence of a real-life Timothy McVeigh or the stoic,

heroic violence of a cinematic Rambo—cited by Savran as paradigmatic examples

of self-styled white male “victims” who engage in reflexive sadomasochism—and

a nonnarrative reality text like Jackass or Wildboyz, in which violence is “self-

directed,” not to mention largely comedic.

Accounts such as Kosovski’s ignore the fact that the Jackasses and Wild-

boyz are regularly shown to be unable to withstand the violence inflicted on them.

If the new measure of a (white, straight, cisgender) man, per Savran, is the ability
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to grit one’s teeth and take one’s punishment, the Jackasses and Wildboyz fail

flagrantly at this task. Steve-O’s (2011: Kindle locations 3127–3131) autobio-

graphical commentary may allow us to further understand this point:

People always seem to think because of the pain I’ve put my body through over the

years that I must have a really high tolerance for it. In fact, the opposite may be

true. . . . That’s what makes the stunts worth watching. It would be far less enter-

taining to see a bunch of guys who could do all this shit without flinching. I think

it’s the very fact that we’re no tougher or stronger than anyone in the audience that

makes our stuff compelling. We’re just stupid enough to do it.

Steve-O’s comments, delivered in an antihierarchical spirit—“We’re no tougher

or stronger than anyone in the audience”; “We’re just stupid”—suggest that the

pleasure of Jackass and Wildboyz emerges from the performers’ failures of mas-

culine, and human, mastery.

While other scholars have allowed more for the queer elements of Jackass

and Wildboyz, they also find harsh renunciation of the performers’ transgres-

sions.15 Cynthia Chris (2012: 162), for example, in describing a Wildboyz episode

wherein Chris Pontius allows a kinkajou to lick his nipples and face, states,

“[Pontius] addresses the camera with chagrin: ‘I feel kinda’ weird. I don’t know if

it’s because I made out with an animal or because I made out with a male animal,’

then grins mischievously to end the scene.” Chris argues that Pontius’s contact

with the kinkajou “produces a kind of woozy revulsion that . . . nears a version of

‘homosexual panic,’ the sudden urge to disavow oneself from implication in

same-sex desire, sometimes turning violent” (162). But the “violence” found in the

program, as I have noted, is that posed to the performers’ human bodies from

nonhuman animals and inanimate objects, and that violence produces either

comedy, empathy, or both. Pontius’s sense of “weirdness,” for instance, never

threatens to lead to his punishing himself or others but rather produces a simple,

“mischievous” grin. In contrast, “homosexual panic,” like “trans panic,” funnels

ruthless violence toward the other, even if internalized self-hatred is a contributing

element. In fact, “homosexual panic” and “trans panic” continue to function as

valid legal defenses for those committing particularly heinous homophobic or

transphobic murders, including those involving “overkill,” or excessive violence

after the point of death (see Rowe 2009)—making Chris’s association of Pontius’s

good-natured reaction with “homosexual panic” highly questionable.

Indeed, I would argue that theWildboyz and Jackass corpus parodies panic,

including a broader sense of “trans panic,” or what one might experience when

one transgresses corporeal, gender, sexuality, or species boundaries. In an outtake

from the “Brazil” episode ofWildboyz, for example, Pontius tells the camera, teeth
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comically clenched and with mock-intense delivery, “We’re really not gay. We’re

just acting.” Steve-O immediately follows up with, “Gay.” The grammar and

timing here invoke both the general performativity of genders and sexualities and

the program’s specific queer and trans*/trans-implications, regardless of the

performers’ “real” identities.16 I would then argue that Pontius’s aforementioned

musing—“I don’t know if it’s because I made out with an animal or because I

made out with a male animal”—should be understood as a performance that

signals through comedy the “interrelatedness and mutual inextricability of var-

ious ‘trans-’ phenomena” (Stryker, Currah, and Moore 2008: 12).

Conclusion

In this article, I have offered new readings, as well as some rereadings, of the

Jackass phenomenon and its spinoff Wildboyz. I have taken this corpus as a cul-

tural site that lends itself to what Una Chaudhuri (2003: 647) calls “critical zoo-

esis”: responses to “‘the traditional ontological distinction, and consequent ethical

divide, between human and nonhuman animals’” that enact “the deconstruction

of that distinction, and the interrogation of that divide” (Chaudhuri 2003: 647,

quoting Wolfe 2003b: xx). These texts present human figures who move across, or

trans-, bodily, gender, sexual, and species divides in ways that are both painful and

funny—ways that palpably move or affect them and those around them, as well as

those viewing across time and space. Specifically, I have looked at how, through

various practices of “animal drag,” these performers subject themselves to vio-

lence as nonhumans or from nonhumans and thus stage empathetic engage-

ments across the aforementioned divides. Meanwhile, the manifestations of their

ingrained phobias around trans-ing—through such physical responses as

vomiting, sweating, or screaming (as well as through rarer dramatic displays such

as Steve-O walking off-camera during a Wildboyz segment that called for him to

play the female role in a staging of aKamasutra sex pose with Pontius)—provide a

realistic account of how humans of multiple different statuses rarely want to

admit certain truths: that we are animals, that our bodily boundaries are not

secure, that our gender and sexual identities are malleable.

I have also insisted that the humor and grossness of Jackass/Wildboyz

matter. The good-natured, counterphobic vision of trans-ing performed in this

corpus—one that not only admits how gross and mundane trans-ing can be but

embraces that grossness and mundanity—may offer a model for animal and

environmental ethics. The Jackasses and Wildboyz regularly incorporate rather

than abject the other, while simultaneously engaging in self-abjection. At the same

time, the elements of humor and grossness found in this corpus help create an

absurd, antiheroic tone, ensuring that we are not moved to praise the performers
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for bold sacrifices, which might render them the animal rights or environmen-

talist version of the “male feminist.”

Throughout, I have suggested that the Jackasses’ andWildboyz’ readability

as a priori–privileged figures is crucial: it is what makes their undermining of

masculine human sovereignty, their self-abjection, so striking and so relevant

to our contemporary moment—in which continued white male supremacy,

escalating environmental devastation, and human and animal suffering are

intertwined—not to mention so pleasurable to watch. But these points raise the

question of where the Jackass/Wildboyz corpus leaves normally abjected practices

and beings. Put differently, does the incorporation of the animal, the queer, and

the trans* actually threaten to invisibilize those things? I would argue, first, that

the corpus positions the normally abjected differently, much closer to the surface.

This may explain how the queer and the trans* erupt onto the scene so regularly

and randomly, whether in the form of unmotivated drag, such as Chris Pontius

wearing a bikini top for no apparent reason during a Jackass Jet Ski stunt, in the

form of cameos by queer icons such as Rip Taylor and JohnWaters, or in the form

of nonnarrative campy spectacles, such as the elaborate Busby Berkeley–style

song-and-dance routine that ends Jackass Number Two. It may also explain the

corpus’s surprising engagement with issues such as disability, agedness, and

infirmity, positions of abjection that have yet to be explored in scholarship on

these media texts.17

But what still deserves ongoing consideration is how queer and trans*

cultural forms, borne of abjection, function on their own, outside a corpus whose

star bodies cannot be fully abjected, despite their mighty efforts. The emergence of

the interdisciplinary field of queer ecology, and the increasing interest among

transgender studies scholars in issues of animality, indicate new paths for such

consideration. Thus, while we cannot and should not confuse the Jackasses or

Wildboyz for, say, drag queens, much less for queer or trans* individuals, their

sustained flirtation with queer and trans* practices such as drag highlights the

potentialities of such cultural forms: how they draw attention to the strict binaries

and boundaries that structure life by flagrantly, gleefully crossing them. This

corpus, then, reminds us of how urgently we need performative, camp, queer, and

trans* cultural forms to address questions of the animal and environment.

Nicole Seymour works at the intersection of environmental studies and gender/sexuality

studies. She is an assistant professor of English at California State University, Fullerton. Her

first book is Strange Natures: Futurity, Empathy, and the Queer Ecological Imagination (2013).
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Notes

1. Newton (1972), as Judith Butler and others would later, stressed the “unnatural” character

not just of the drag queen’s femininity but of gender itself. To wit: “It seems self-evident

that persons classified as ‘men’ would have to create artificially the image of a ‘woman,’

but of course ‘women’ create the image ‘artificially’ too” (5). Newton did not invent the

term drag; it has been traced back to at least the 1870s, referring to homosexual, cisgender

men wearing women’s attire (Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “drag, n.” accessed

January 15, 2015, www.oed.com).

2. Indeed, the Jackasses andWildboyz regularly dress in all manner of drag across the entire

corpus.

3. For example, the duck “hunters” and their associated trappings (vests, hats, guns) suggest

that a certain kind of working-class white masculinity, and humanity, is produced

through rituals such as animal hunting. At the same time, the hunters’ performance

reifies what JackHalberstam (1997: 104), in work on drag kings, calls the “(often obscured)

theatricality of masculinity.”

4. Many scholars and activists have recently adopted the use of trans*, with the intent of

including not just transsexuals and transgender individuals but also agender, gender-

queer, and other gender-nonconforming persons. See Sam Killermann’s “What Does the

Asterisk in Trans* Stand For?” (2012).

5. It is worth noting that Jackass andWildboyz take up various other categories of abjected

difference, including disability, fatness, and old age. Multiple (male) body types are

represented among the performers, from wheelchair users to muscular skaters to obese

men to little people, and related jokes tend to focus on how others outside the crew

perceive such diversity. Other segments expose public disgust for aged and infirm bodies.

6. As Newton (1972: 37) once observed, “There is no drag without an actor and his audi-

ence”; Jackass and Wildboyz take that point seriously, insisting on having on-screen

audiences to supplement the offscreen ones.

7. Stacy Alaimo has recently introduced the concept transcorporeality to discussions in femi-

nist theory, environmental studies, and the so-called new materialism. See, for example,

her monograph Bodily Natures (2010), in which she declares that “the human is always

intermeshed with the more-than-human world” and that “the substance of the human is

ultimately inseparable from ‘the environment’” (2).

8. We might note that Pontius’s comment—“These boys are going to become maneat-

ers!”—implies both that the caimans will literally desire to eat men and that, meta-

phorically, they are akin to women who have several sexual partners.

9. Dickenson is summarizing one of the major points of Margrit Shildrick’s Leaky Bodies

and Boundaries: Feminism, Postmodernism, and (Bio)Ethics (1997).

10. Of course, these encounters are planned, staged, edited, and ultimately controlled by

humans. But they still hinge on the element of unpredictability, thanks to animal agency.

We must also consider the possibility that some of the animals depicted on-screen are
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frightened or even traumatized by their encounters, though this possibility is never

depicted or discussed on camera.

11. Here, the editors are referring to Alaimo’s work on transcorporeality.

12. InMaterial Feminisms, editors Alaimo and Hekman (2008: 4) declare, “We need a way to

talk about the materiality of the body as itself an active, sometimes recalcitrant force. . . .

Women have bodies; these bodies have pain as well as pleasure.” But men have bodies

too—just as they have genders—and those bodies have pain as well as pleasure, as the

Jackass/Wildboyz corpus so clearly shows.

13. The Jackass and Wildboyz performers include persons of diverse body sizes and shapes,

which may (or may not) complicate our understanding of privilege as it functions in the

corpus.

14. I hereby align my work with that of scholars such as Jack Halberstam (2011), who, despite

dismissal of Jackass elsewhere, has demonstrated how lowbrow, “dude”-oriented texts

might be productively interpreted, if not celebrated.

15. Exceptions certainly exist. For example, queer media scholar Ken Feil (2014: 183) argues

that “omitting the queer reception of Jackass from the equation . . . actually reinstates the

hegemony of hetero-masculinity.”

16. We might also note here that Jackass and Wildboyz regularly feature queer and trans*

cultural symbols, references, and figures and that Steve-O and Knoxville have publicly

opposed homophobia and interacted with queer communities.

17. See note 5.
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My Distributed TRANimalitieS @
sltranimal.blogspot.com

KATIE KING

Abstract This essay is an exploration of “trans” among various transcodings of technicities, bodies,

animalities, feminisms, media, and academies. The author positions the training of an artificial

intelligence agent “dog” in the online virtual world Second Life as many practices of distributed

being, cognition, and sensation in attunements across “trans” becomings.

Keywords trans, virtual worlds, attunement, embodiment

Note on form: This essay is experimental both in terms of theorizing the speciated

nature of digital life—that is, of understanding how digitality emerges as yet another

animating force—but also in the “transducing” format of the essay itself (Helmreich

2007). If transducing marks the shifting registers of meaning, sensation, and medium

as a signal or a document moves from or across media, then this essay transduces first

from Second Life playing to online archiving and presenting, and second, now, to

printing and publishing. Consider that this essay was originally written as a pre-

sentation at the Society for Literature, Science, and the Arts (SLSA) Annual Con-

ference: Decodings at the panel “TRANimalS: Theorizing the Trans- in Zoonotol-

ogy,” Atlanta, November 7, 2009, only to be further transduced or, in my vernacular,

“distributed,” as a presentation at the Zoontotechnic (Animality/Technicity) Con-

ference and Cultural Theory at Cardiff University, Wales, May 14, 2010. To fore-

ground the distributed and transduced trans-form this essay takes, I recommend that

you read it alongside the blogspot link in the title (sltranimal.blogspot.com). Of

course, some of the material will be reiterative—transduction does promise

such—but you will also find different kinds of knowledges emerging through media

specificities (the particularities of mediated signals). Maybe adding yet another

species to mix, we might think of this transducing and distributing form as hydroid-

like, or fungal, or even the many-headed Medusa.
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TRANformS

Complexity: a something greater than the sum of its parts. Complex behavior: “a

system with multiple agents dynamically interacting in multiple ways, following

local rules.” Agencies: The kinds of agents here might be those actants described

within Latour and others’ Actor-Network theory: not only persons, individual and

in collectives, but also things, communications, forms of social organization, and

worldly processes. Complex behavior with self-organization: “it wouldn’t truly be

considered emergent until those local interactions resulted in some kind of dis-

cernible macrobehavior . . . a higher-level pattern arising out of parallel complex

interactions between local agents.” Adaptive self-organization: creating more

higher-level behaviors over time and adding learning through feedback loops.

(adapted from Johnson 2001: 19)

A few years ago, in one of those welcome serendipities that change your intel-

lectual life, I encountered simultaneously, and thus got all entangled in my

brain, fellow HistConer Eva Hayward’s (2008) process ontologies of “transing,” as

many reembodied sensory arts in transgender practices, and American studies

scholar Bailey Kier’s (2004) indexing of the networked methodologies of “trans

knowledges” in flexible, global cognitions.1 As a result, I have never been able to

disentangle these threads again. Rather than a blending of knowledge, these

discrete threads of knowing, of mattering, are woven such that concatenated

knowledge emerges as transdisciplinary engagement. Transdisciplinarity is in one

mode a self-adaptive complexity. It foregrounds the transduction of knowledge as

it passes across and between the interpretive and methodological planes of com-

posing knowledge. Trans is a materialization of process; transdisciplinarity is a

materializing of labors in and beyond the academic, is always a tangle of rela-

tionalities, and keeps working to offer the possibility of care.

For me the term trans also now always carries with it the transgenic

material shared from Kier and Hayward’s viral vectoring, both these distributed

agents of trans being and knowing. Then, when I first heard the concept “TRA-

NimalS,” in my brain those particularized transing meanings suddenly added

themselves to the bodies in transit described in the feminist transdisciplinary

posthumanities work of Donna Haraway’s animal studies (2008). Lindsay Kelley

and Eva Hayward (2009), the co-organizers of the “TRANimalS: Theorizing the

Trans- in Zoonotology” panel at the Society for Literature, Science, and the Arts

(SLSA) Annual Conference: Decodings in 2009, described the panel in their

worksheet for attendees:
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This panel emerged from thinking about how the nascent field of Animal Studies

often encodes and decodes human/animal relationships with the prefix “trans-” to

produce neologisms and portmanteaus: trans-species, transgenic, trans-biology,

trans-humanism, and trans-marine. As the OED teaches us, “trans-” implies

movement across, through, over, to or on the other side of, beyond, outside of,

from one place, person, thing, or state to another. This movement compels

nuanced or even explosive changes in our understandings of species and specia-

tion, disrupting the notion that species (human or otherwise) are individuated

rather than relational. Trans- disturbs purification practices; psychical and cor-

poreal experiences and events are concatenated (as opposed to simply blended) at

multiple literal and figural levels, resulting in chimeric entities and liminal states of

existence. Trans-animals, or “TRANimalS,” involve us in relationships that bind

humans to their non-human companions, jellyfish to rabbits, virtuality to cor-

poreality, and food to flesh.

From companion species in virtual worlds to humans acting as, emulating, and

becoming with animals, from human voices speaking the languages of crows and

horses to the invisible effects of animated toxins, Kelley and Hayward understood

TRANimalS as challenging and dislocating the boundaries between humans and

nonhumans as well as processes of living, dying, evolving, and transforming.

TRANimalS signaled how animals, human and nonhuman, are constitutive of

each other through the spaces and places we cohabit. This includes language,

visual representations, bio- and zoosemiotics, and other meaning-making reg-

isters as well as bodily contact zones—placing the emphasis on process rather

than product. In an effort to articulate the significance of trans- in animal studies,

they asked the following questions: How do we embody animals, and how do

other animals embody us? How are carnal modes of incorporation, intimacy, and

inhabitation kinds of encounters forged between TRANimalS? What is the con-

sequence of taking trans- tropes as the starting point of inquiry into questions of

relationality? How do we think and write about human and animal power rela-

tions in a way that acknowledges the discursive traffic, agency, and life conditions

of these differently bounded sociohistorical, political populations? How do

TRANimalS figure in politicoeconomic stories, processes, and institutions?

I was enthralled with their project and began to ask, Are there additional

companionable ways to re-embody? Another sensory medium I could offer to

their explorations? Another way to add my own bit to these meanings gone viral?

In other words, it was not DE-codings I was after but rather a sharing in TRANS-

codings of knowledges, bodies, animalities, feminisms, media, and academies.

It is interesting to think how TRANimalS, which was written as a synec-

dochic correspondence between “trans” and “animal,” might be altered to attend
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to yet different kinds of “animalities.” And yet still, it is trans’s prefixial knowledge

that reminds us that bodies are bound through proximities, appropriations,

proppings, and other modes of nearness. Consider, for instance, how TRANimalS

play parasyntactically with both plurality/number-agreement with regard to

animal/s and the prefix trans. As such, TRANimalS is always a conjoining of

others to each other such that they are neither singular nor without relationship. If

TRANS is always about spatial relationships—as Kelley and Hayward remind,

“trans implies movement”—and prepositional involvements (across, through,

and with), then the term animal is undone as singular or floating (see also Kelley

and Hayward 2013). Animal becomes “animals,” not just in terms of plurality but

in terms of a plurality that is located within spatiotemporal coordinates. This

seems an important reorienting of both species and grammar.

Table 1. Second Life Glossary

SL: Second Life. Created 2003 by Linden Lab in San Francisco and begun as an online virtual gaming
world, Second Life quickly became instead a complex 3‐D multienvironment in various forms of
social media, with “resident” avatars participating as individuals, educators, educational institutions,
corporate work groups, military recruiters, artists, and activists. Avatars also act as role players,
gamers, and developers of content—from classes and artworks to virtual commodities of many
kinds. One communicates in SL either in text or by voice (with headset). SL's browser is free but
available only to those over 18. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Life

sim: Simulated region of land in SL hosted by a single server CPU. When this article was written, my
neighborhood—Cedar Island—created community with various neighboring sims. They were Sea
Turtle Island (owned by Jon Seattle together with the Cedar Island community), Better World (made
up of Agua Luna and Meliora Terra and owned by the group Better World, including fellow dog
trainer Delia Lake), and Spinoza South (a joint project of George Fox University and the Cedar Island
community). secondedition.wordpress.com/sl‐glossary/

VKC:Virtual Kennel Club of Second Life. VKC dogs have artificial intelligence and obey the inworld
physics of SL. Created by Enrico Genosse, the dogs are active, “aware,” and able to learn. Each breed is
a limited edition, and each dog is sold for slightly more than the one before, around L$3,000–L$5,600
(US$12–US$22). The next scheduled breed is finally a mutt! www.virtualkennelclub.com/

Turing Isle: Location of SL dog park run by Blu Sparkle in the United States and Sandry Logan in the
United Kingdom. www.logspark.com/turing‐isle‐vkc‐dog‐park/. (For the work of another VKC dog
trainer, Vitolo Rossini, who has traumatic brain injury and works with those with traumatic brain
injury, see dogfather‐sl.blogspot.com.)

rez: To create objects in SL or to set out to use them at a particular site. One needs permission to rez
objects in any part of SL.

prim: Basic building blocks for the 3‐D objects created in or for SL. Land areas only support a certain
number of prims.

scripted objects: objects in SL can have scripts placed inside that allow them to move, listen, morph
or be operated, or talk, including to other objects.
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With either TRANimalS or tranimalities, I find myself thinking about

these kinds of pluralizing becomings in the digital folk art world of Second Life to

see what alternate forms of embodiment and transing are under way that might

matter to emergent discussions about the enfolding of trans and animal as

“tranimalities.” Some of the questions that these enfoldings raise for me are, What

might trans do to animals, animalities, or animacies? If trans is a heuristic that

only sometimes attaches to transgender, where else (this where else is marked by

that feminist science fiction imperative of “elsewhere”) might this prefixial nerve

ending take us in the materializing networks of everyday life?

Taking SL DOGgerel Seriously

No longer is human will seen as the source from which emanates the mastery

necessary to dominate and control the environment. Rather the distributed cog-

nition of the emergent human subject correlates with—in [Mary Catherine]

Bateson’s phrase, becomes a metaphor for—the distributed cognitive system as

a whole, in which thinking is done by both human and nonhuman actors.

“Thinking consists of bringing these structures into coordination so they can

shape and be shaped by one another,” [Edwin] Hutchins wrote to conceptualize

the human. (Hayles 1999: 290–91)

Starting from embodiment, which seems to be the place trans always starts, I find

myself in the middle now of an ongoing project engaging new companions in

various sorts of embodiment. Far from complete, it is very much sort of partially

working. And isn’t partially also a touch point for trans? Totally here, but also

totally there such that here and there are materialized partials themselves. So what

I have so far to share with you (the various readers, listeners, and avatars of this

project) are experiences that recode life as a sensuous trafficking from the inor-

ganic to the organic; and even then transcode sensoria as refrains through/with/

by which life gets lived, and play is enjoyed, as augmented states of being emerge.

The project emerged in the virtual world of Second Life in a neighborhood

called Cedar Island. My SL avatar is Katie Fenstalker. With neighbor Delia Lake,

Fenstalker started training a Virtual Kennel Club Portuguese water dog named

Saudade (Sau) to herd sheep along with Delia’s VKC Aussie named Gracie. At the

time, Delia was the owner of the sim (the simulated neighborhood in SL) Better

World, and her activisms in SL for sustainable environments and wetlands

management still remain lively presences, although some of these sims no longer

exist. Delia is the person who first clued me in about the “learning” capacities of

VKC dogs in SL. Dogs like Sau and Gracie are created by SL avatar Enrico Genosse

and have been at the heart of a system of dog parks, dog toys and supplies, vet

clinics, and trainers in Second Life.
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Delia introduced me to the credentialed VKC trainers Blu Sparkle and

Sandry Logan at the Turing Isle dog park to learn how to create the carefully

marked and embedded strings of commands that are used to train and condition

VKC dogs. By teaching the dogs various tricks on your own, you enlarge their

repertoire of actions, and you, and also they, can choose among more things to

do. You can condition them to perform some actions more often than others, or

attempt to extinguish specific behaviors. Behaviors you have introduced can be

removed; those that were part of their original repertoire cannot be eliminated,

yet the probability of their performance can be significantly lowered. And the

special quality of VKC dogs is that they can learn on their own, interacting with

their environment, with other dogs and avatars, and with other scripted objects

acting as various kinds of agencies in Second Life. And VKC dogs tangle well: Sau,

Fenstalker, and I are all now entangled as distributed modes of embodiment.

Delia clued me in here too, by telling me stories about the tricks her Aussie

Gracie discovered on her own. For example, Gracie learned to sit on a seagull in

Delia’s sim in order to be carried around when it flew. At first I kept Sau in Katie

Fenstalker’s inventory with the rest of the other objects I possess in SL, scripted

and otherwise. I could only take her out to play with and train in environments in

which I have permission to materialize, or as we say in SL, “rez,” her. That is

because she takes up space on the Linden Lab servers that coordinate the many

virtual environments that make up Second Life. Sim owners have only so many

prims, or primitive building elements, per amount of space to use, and, under-

standably, the sim owners use them for their own objects and buildings of various

kinds. Only some places in my neighborhood Cedar Island were ever open to rez,

play with, and train Sau. The dog parks, however, are all open in this way and are

places to meet up with other dogs and owners: places to allow one’s dog to settle

on that particular sim and even to wander on its own, thus learning in interaction

with the environment. Occasionally, however, dogs are pressed to the edge of

another sim where they do not have permission to settle, and, as a result, they

might go nonphysical. It is also possible on a larger sim to lose track of your dog

and thus be unaware of its activities. Or perhaps something in the program-

ming stops working properly or needs an upgrade. In all such cases you end up at

the vet clinic, finding or fixing your dog. Losing one’s dog is fairly easy to do: dogs

can move quickly and in unpredictable directions; one is bound to wind up at a

clinic now and then. Not surprisingly, these clinics are located in dog parks and

also near all the possible virtual commodities you might buy for your dog and

where trainers offer volunteer office hours to aid you in practicing increasingly

sophisticated play with your “TRANimalS.”

In my view, Sau is TRANimalS (she, too, is always pluralized). Or maybe

Sau and I working together become TRANimalS (pluralized through our
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relationship). Or maybe together we are something TRANimalS. I am not entirely

sure which it is. But whichever version of these distributed cognitions we make up,

such is my idea of at least one version of trans knowledge and being that make up

something TRANimalS. I quite like the curious portmanteau that Kelley and

Hayward coined: it emphasizes the TRANS, but also makes it part for the whole

“TRAN . . . S” to foreground the tropic device of synecdoche that always enfolds

two differentials (two working terms unto themselves that do require one

another, as metonymy does) into something else. Moreover, it has a political

commitment to plurality, to “animals” rather than “the animal,” and indeed

capitalizes the plural “animalS” to emphasize the sociality of all animal species

(humans too, of course) over and against the individual. TRANimalS are a range

of kinds of sapience and being, in various distributed cognitions, syntaxes, and

embodiments. Affect is another element among distributed embodiments of

interest to TRANimalS. Consider Hayward (2010: 593):

Texture and sensation are the energetic forces, coextensive overlappings, shared

milieus that make species. Species are sensuous responses. The OED tells us that a

species is an “emission or emanation from outward things.” Rather than bodies as

direct products of environments, I suggest that an organism’s responsiveness with

an environment are the conditions of its emergence. The organism is a transitional

response to its sensorial limits, which are always an incitement rather than a

determinant; that is to say, through its corporeal and sensorial capacities it

attempts to coordinate with its own specified environment. An organism is not a

reaction to an environment, but rather through its senses it manifests with and of

an environment as an improvisation.

If we regard Hayward’s discussion as an enfolding composite of percepts and

affects, TRANimalS like Sau are distributed sensations. While Sau is conditioned

by her programming—the limits of VKC design—she is also learning from my

learning, she is playing with my playing. Each stroke of my touchpad, tap of my

keyboard, and interaction in immersive space (an environment newly other, or

Seconded, to both me and Sau) builds out a sensuous refrain that is the condition

of speciation. For me, the sensuousness that is Sau and me also points to what I

have called distributed being and cognition (King 2012), which are among the trans

knowledges that I have introjected here. Thus, this is another example of what

Hayles (1999: 290) means when she says that mastery is abandoned for distributed

cognitions. For me, these cognitions are embedded in the distributed embodi-

ments of Second Life. While they are indeed cognitions, they are also always

bodily perceptions and affects. And, as Hayles suggests, human and nonhuman

forces, agents, and actors populate these distributed formations.
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Importantly, following Hayles, these populated digitalities (both the fin-

gery and coding kinds) are not just anthropomorphic fantasies of control but the

conditions for yet-to-be-known emergences (like the limits of disciplinarity

transdisciplinarity beguiles). So, yes, distributed embodiments are always pop-

ulated by nonhuman actors, but what I am suggesting here is that various kinds of

animalities emerge through and with these interactive, immersive, and augmented

realities of Second Life. In other words, the interdigitation of fingers and codes

sets up the capacity for more forms of species and being to emerge and evolve. If

“species are sensuous responses,” then how is the sensuous relay between Sau’s

programming, SL interface, and my affective involvement not about us becoming

something more than ourselves? With the sensing refrain that is Sau’s pro-

gramming, I am attaching myself to her in an act of becoming with her. In the

cross-pulsing of our involvements, we are building yet other refrains through

which species might emerge. Hayward might contend that in a broad sense, spe-

ciation is about the evolution of matter as it is variously percussed by sensation.

Trans, Transdisciplinary, and Posthumanities

If TRANimalS are distributed beings and sensations (affects and percepts), they

are networked among a transdisciplinary posthumanities emergently self-orga-

nizing under the pressures of global academic restructuring. In such restructur-

ing, states appropriate their entire educational systems to further nationalist

strategies for economic globalization, and, among various national restructurings,

political economies of sciences, images, culture industries, and technologies

reorder in infrastructural assemblages. TRANimalS are not innocent within such

formations and restructurings; indeed, these mixtures and distributions too are

the sensuous refrains through which becomings and assemblages happen (how-

ever much these same becomings and assemblages might also at times refuse these

refrains, or demand ontological primacy against or despite of these global pres-

sures). That is to say, sensation is not simply about euphoria (although it is that

too) but also about restraints and limits that enable the reach and resource of

distributed being.

Transdisciplinarity and posthumanities are never innocent practices.

Wickedly, they knot and entangle with academic restructurings in unpredictable

ways that can never be managed, threading among alternate and unmetabolized

knowledges. It seems to me that trans is well suited for enfolding these modes of

making and sharing. Labor is revealed and opened by trans; trans is literally the

material of its transing. As such, trans does for animals what few epistemological

engines have done: it enables them (us) to be understood as the very processes of

mattering. TRANimalS are ardently materialist.
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TRANimalS are thus akin to feminist technoscience studies projects,

objects, and analytics. According to the late Leigh Star (1995: 18–19):

Analytically, it is extremely useful to think of human beings as locations in space-

time. We are relatively localized for many bodily functions and for some kinds of

tasks we are highly distributed—remembering for example. So much of our

memory is in other people, libraries, and our homes. But we are used to rather

carelessly localizing what we mean by a person as bounded by one’s skin. . . . The

skin may be a boundary, but it can also be seen as a borderland, a living entity, and

as part of the system of person-environment. . . . Parts of our selves extend beyond

the skin in every imaginable way, convenient as it is to bound ourselves that way in

conversational shorthand. Our memories are in families and libraries as well as

inside our skins; our perceptions are extended and fragmented by technologies of

every sort.

If, as Star suggests, embodiment and being are distributed among memories,

capacities, and corporealities that work and play as events rather than nouns,

processes rather than things, surely this also names the kind of TRANimalS that

Sau and I are, the very processes of “becoming with” (Haraway 2008). Just as trans

appears as an element in globalization, it also offers a reveal, a transparency, in its

own processes of emergence. Importantly, this is not transgressive exceptional-

ism; on the contrary, trans is trans, insofar as its transactions are materialized.

Trans may or may not be transgressive, but the more significant dimension of

trans is its transconjugants; that is to say, trans cannot shake its involvements, its

frame of materialization, or its antecedents.

Star’s appeal to “skin” as a “border” and a “borderland” is here a thinking

in conversation with Gloria Anzaldúa’s La frontera. (Anzaldúa walked the dog

parks of Santa Cruz too!) This is not a body dematerialization or a body dissolve

that relinquishes agency but a way of networking materializing forces, critters,

intensities that constitute bodily matter. None of these discard Anzaldúa’s

interventions or racinations of skin. Working with Coyolxauhqui from Aztec

mythology, Anzaldúa considers the relationship between wounds and the healing

process: “I became a visitor in my own skin. My body’s memory—that’s what

Coyolxauhqui symbolizes for me” (quoted in Keating 2009: 297). When the US-

Mexican border serves as a bleeding wound in addition to a barrier between

nations, this wound is embodied in Anzaldúa’s articulation of Chican@ subjec-

tivity. Excruciatingly, the wound resists. There is a resonance between this kind of

agential wound and the “trans cut” that Hayward (2008) describes. For Hayward,

like Anzaldúa, the cut is not an absence (even if the cut is a response to an affective
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wound—gender is its own policed border) but the conditions through which

some kinds of trans emerge: trans-form.

The trope of wounded or cut skin that resonates between Star, Anzaldúa,

and Hayward addresses the question of ideological, affective, and sociopolitical

formations that break the skin, expand the skin. When transdisciplinary

wounding is an effect of restructuring, another of the bits among the affective,

political, and economic states of indebtedness, it may be yet, diving into the

paradox, also a site of critical engagement and resistance among the epistemo-

logical engines of knowledge. How might we work to pay close attention to what

is happening when it is happening then? Work actually to open to the coming

times in spirit and care, not playing godlike prediction games but working with

what matters?

Emergent Practices and Embodiments @ grrrlingitinsl.blogspot.com

In these terms is not to imperil human survival but is precisely to enhance it, for

the more we understand the flexible, adaptive structures that coordinate our

environments and the metaphors that we ourselves are, the better we can fashion

images of ourselves that accurately reflect the complex interplays that ultimately

make the entire world. . . . As [Gregory] Bateson, [Francisco] Varela, and others

would later argue, the noise crashes within as well as without. The chaotic,

unpredictable nature of complex dynamics implies that subjectivity is emergent

rather than given, distributed rather than located solely in consciousness,

emerging from and integrated into a chaotic world rather than occupying a

position of mastery and control removed from it. Bruno Latour has argued that we

have never been modern; the seriated history of cybernetics—emerging from

networks at once materially real, socially regulated, and discursively constructed—

suggests, for similar reasons, that we have always been posthuman. (Hayles 1999:

290–91)

In response to questions about my SL companion dog Sau and our trainings

together, I point out that my SL avatar Katie Fenstalker is not a stand-in for me,

for Katie King, that is, anymore than the first-person voice in this essay is. Fen-

stalker is a much appreciated, sensuously augmented element of myself, an avatar

that adds bits to my sensoria enfolding first life (FL) and SL. The name Second Life

is a misnomer in that it assumes some numerical divide, or tertiary register, of life.

Even when marked by scales of involvement, degrees of immersion, if we follow

Star’s and Hayward’s earlier quotations, taking embodiment in as always also

sensuous cognitions, then it is through sensation that Fenstalker and I find

ourselves enfolded, being-with and cocreating one another.
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In a talk I gave in 2009, “Grrrling It in SL” (grrrlingitinsl.blogspot.com),

I shared some story-bits of such visceral involvements among avatars and selves:

It was right after my first in-world class for an online course on teaching in SL. I

was going through the inventory of teaching gadgets that the instructor had given

us, trying them out and imagining how to use them in this oddly metaphors-

made-real virtual teaching environment. All of a sudden, I had an uncanny and

doubled sensation of rezzing these peculiar gadgets, that is, making them appear

and readying them for use, as if I were me as my avatar in both my First and

Second Life classrooms at the same time. That double consciousness we call “play”

was momentarily quite visceral. As if aware of the very “hormones coursing

through my veins” I experienced cognitive sensations that felt utterly embodied,

and experienced my worlds of teaching as simultaneously superimposed in tan-

dem. The sensation was so intense that just describing it I feel again a bit of its

echoing bodily frisson. . . .

When I first logged on to SL, I asked around about it. Several folks said to

me that they found the empty sims of Second Life a bit sad. I took from this the

idea that once these had been vibrant and full, but now were no longer. With this

in mind as I walked the streets of various showcase simulations, usually one of a

very few avatars in range, I felt an odd loneliness. Yet at the same time, these so-

called empty spaces could occupy me for the hours I no longer spent watching

television in the evening. These spaces were very absorbing, I spent my time

clicking on objects that then gave me notecards and did various things. . . .

Otherwise the lag—the dizzying sensation of alternate freezing and

moving, seeing and not seeing the 3D graphics—makes for a whole body sick

stomach feeling that can outlast one’s computer session. Other platforms fault SL

for this, saying that the business model doesn’t allow for scalability. But at the

community forum last Wednesday one person remarked that this was not a bug

but a feature: in other words, that these effects were desirable. Small groups

intensively interacting and generating content are what we mean by social net-

working, he pointed out. . . .

My former teacher Gregory Bateson, a theorist of play, worked out its

[play] double consciousness. As animals and children learn to play they come to

know that there are some ways a play self can and must be separated from an

everyday self, and they learn to perform this separation in interactive cognitive and

social communication forms of “not”: they amuse themselves by performing the

communication “this is not it.” The puppy nips, but not hard enough to injure.

(Violence? Not.) The teen kisses in Spin the Bottle, but not necessarily the person

they like the most. (Sex? Not.) Yet at the same time there are also other ways in

which these selves simply are not separated, in certain physiological processes and
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psychological equivalences. The nip actually hurts a bit, the kissing causes a blush

and stammer. A double consciousness of being in both these states at the same

time is possible, as Bateson puts it in formal terms, because play creates its own

commentary in itself about itself as an intense and pleasurable interactive dyna-

mism—communicatively social, as well as neurological and hormonal. Such

metacommunications—or communications about communication—are per-

formed by embodied selves at multiple “levels” of organic and social system, some

sequentially, some simultaneously.

And the sensuous becomings of avatars and especially our attachments add more

to the question of Sau, my companion dog in SL. In AI, or artificial intelligence,

worlds, Sau might be considered an autonomous agent, which learns and adapts in

interaction with its environment. Such interactivities illustrate some self-orga-

nizing properties at a different scale of detail but nonetheless are also properly

transconnected to the macroscale self-organizations of global restructurings amid

reorderings of knowledge worlds; these all occur at various degrees of resolution,

or emergence. Still, Sau is not self-reproducing, even when perhaps self-learning,

while these other orders of self-organization might be understood to be evolving, a

shift of that term across boundaries, suggesting perhaps a range of kinds of

sapience and being, in various distributed cognitions and embodiments, thus

TRANimalS.

Some of the most exciting distributed embodiments of interest to TRA-

NimalS describe experiments in play, art, and commercial entertainment drawing

on understandings of mammalian-affective architecture and inspiring creators of

artificial intelligence today. These are trans linkages between sensory media, on

the one hand, and mammalian “animalities” and AI agents similar to Sau, on the

other. I am thinking especially of the digital arts of Ian Horswill, who looks to

attachment theory as a guide to creating AI agents for interactive dramas that

develop and display mammalian behaviors of psychosocial bonding. In his paper

“Men Are Dogs (and Women Too),” Horswill (2008: 2) argues,

There isn’t much evidence to suggest there has been a wholesale restructuring of

the higher-levels of the nervous system between humans and other social mam-

mals. Since humans share a great deal of social behavior with other species, it’s

reasonable to suspect that the basic behavioral systems of social mammals are still

intact in humans, running alongside the human-specific capabilities, and able to

recruit those systems to accomplish their goals. To put it somewhat snarkily,

humans are dogs with large forebrains.

For most AI applications, this might not be an important issue. However,

. . . interactive entertainment applications make these kinds of issues more relevant
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to applications than they might have been 20 years ago. . . . [For example,] what

the architecture might look like, since there’s been almost no work on trying to

design architectures that link animal behavior with higher level cognition. [In

contrast] early efforts at simulating one particular social behavior system, the

Attachment Behavior System, [have] been relatively well studied.

Horswill weaves together two threads of the story I am telling here: First, that

interactive entertainment applications are forms of globally restructuring

knowledge work, elements of embodied learning, games, and economies that

work out and among redistributed and augmented being. Second, Horswill’s

point that humans are dogs with large forebrains might sound snarky, but it

expresses something I am sensuously learning about my affective relationships

with Sau.

Sau’s agency in particular does not alone model mammalian attachment,

although Sau does elicit it, which I assume is the point in interactive digital drama

too. Indeed, working together as TRANimalS, she and I together model some

kinds of mammalian attachment, something I was not especially expecting but

that was brought to my attention by others in various ways. Without consciously

realizing it, when I took pictures of Sau and me in SL, I created, and choose to

share, pictures of us displaying various kinds of training and other attach-

ments (figs. 1–3). They elicited comments from others training First Life dogs,

such as, “I love this! Sau is my favorite dog—in these pics, only she is actively

paying attention with her human, actually watching the sheep before she had

to do so, on task and in play in fully engaged and engaging ways. Am I biased?”

and “You and she are definitely into a real training relationship, working in

both directions!”

Figure 1.

Sau and

Quackers

and me
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And when I took a brief video of us playing together with her duck dog toy

Quackers, I was taken aback to see how crude the screen play was shorn of the

affective and cognitive dimensions not captured on-screen. I had been joking with

friends that Second Life could be understood as “a data visualization of distrib-

uted cognition and being,” but I realized that I ought to say instead, “a data

visualization with attachment.”

And when I realized I had not yet given Sau any opportunities to be

autonomous, to learn outside my inventory without me around, I found myself

reluctant and embarrassed, emailing a friend:

How do you explain to a cute little AI agent that you are going away but will come

back? And why would one want to? I think Horswill has got to have the answer as

much as anyone. As well as some of the research I’ve found that shows that folks

react to computer interfaces as if they were people. We are engaging in co-

mammalian community of some kind and we include our beloved technical

devices who clearly are mammalian as well, having engaged their agency together

with our own? Welcome to the Mammal Family Reunion! as they say at the

National Museum of American History. Whose evolution is this anyway? Sau will

certainly get a lot more being-an-agent time than she would get sitting in my

inventory. And she will be interacting with a richer lifeworld than we have been

using together, as well as having more THINGS including people/avatars to

interact with too.

As a student of Gregory Bateson (see [1972] 2000), I agree with game designers

Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman (2003) that virtual immersion is neither con-

trolled, enabled, or defined by technical realism but complexly and simulta-

Figure 2. Dog and human avatars socialize at

the Virtual Kennel Club.

Figure 3. Saudade and companion explore

wetlands.
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neously involves Bateson’s double consciousness of play, where cognitive sensation

amid multiple affectivities are continually teased between assertion and rejection

(violence? not), and include a doubled unconscious connoisseurship of realist

conventions pressured at new horizons.

I cherish a recent history of digital animation film company Pixar that

recounts how its first demo of “self-shadowing” image software, showing two

lamps playing together, worked with affect and attachment (see Paik 2007). It was

inspired by play with an infant, and, at the annual convention of computer

graphics experts, the play elicited from a colleague from Pasadena’s Jet Propulsion

Laboratory not some computational concern with the shadowing algorithm or

another technical issue but instead the earnest question, “Was the big lamp the

mother or the father?” Attachment indeed!

I stop now without concluding, because this investigation has not ended

but rather is just beginning. I continue to think on with more transconnections,

including Vinciane Despret’s retelling in “The Body We Care For: Figures of

Anthropo-zoo-genesis” of the Clever Hans story. Nowadays, this story of a horse

that could read the reactions of humans who were giving it problems to compute

is used to belittle humans’ abilities to project meaning onto animals. This punitive

parsimony of explanation valorizes the experimenter as, says Despret (2004: 118),

an “automaton,” or one who is moved only by itself, to ensure the methodological

purity of an ideology of experimentation. But Despret says instead, “Hans could

play the role of a device that induced new articulations between consciousness,

affects, muscles, will, events ‘at the fringe’ of consciousness. . . . a device that

enabled humans to learn more about their bodies and their affects. Hans embodied

the chance to explore other ways by which human and non-human bodies become

more sensitive to each other” (114). Hans too was TRANimalS.

Some Parting Bits on Significant Otherness

Answers to these questions can only be put together in emergent practices, that is,

in vulnerable, on-the-ground work that cobbles together nonharmonious agencies

and ways of living that are accountable both to their disparate inherited histories

and to their barely possible but absolutely necessary joint futures. For me, that is

what significant otherness signifies. (Haraway 2003: 7)

Significant otherness folds together significantly different (even radical alterity)

with significant other or intimate. Significant and other take on multiple registers,

and it is this subtending double bind that evokes the shifting scales of beingness

and intimacy enfolding King, Fenstalker, and Sau. In some ways, trans and

TRANimalS belong to the pack of significant otherness. TRANimalS is one of

those “nonharmonious agencies” cobbled together to foreground not transcen-

dentalism or transgression but textures of attachment and involvement that do
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not do away with history or experience but keep the lines of involvement hum-

ming and vital.

And what about a feminist transdisciplinary posthumanities? For the

purposes of this essay, these arguments boil down to this: we love to create worlds,

knowledge worlds among them. We move and travel and alter the edges of these

all the time. We inhabit some as members and others as peripheral participants,

and to do both, simultaneously, can be another cognitive sensation of, I would

claim, world historical importance. Some may consist, at least here, of only a few

members, and those members’ intensive projects may tie them together in clusters

of intellectual energy that mandate careful negotiations of meaning and tools.

This is one meaning mobilized today for the term transdisciplinary: sometimes

smallish intensive groups of individuals drawn together from widely varying

venues to work closely on collective projects and products that create their

community of practice; sometimes augmented extensive assemblages of objects,

beings, processes in adaptation.

I would like to, as Bateson would have said, “meta” that reality to suggest

more meanings of transdisciplinary. Scoping and scaling out and back as it works

an always doubled consciousness, never just disciplinary, or even interdisciplin-

ary, but transdisciplinary as it scales out its multiple worlds. This also means not

anxiously deflecting recursion or vagueness or theory or the abstract or the

paradoxical, but working their edges, in interactivities that reflect whole ecologies

of mind, where human, nonhuman species, and TRANimalS meet.

Katie King is a professor of women’s studies at the University of Maryland. Her work is in

feminist technoscience studies, intersectional digital cultures and media studies, and LGBT

studies. She is the author of Theory in Its Feminist Travels: Conversations in US Women’s Move-

ments (1994) and Networked Reenactments: Stories Transdisciplinary Knowledges Tell (2011).

Note

1. HistConer is a term of affinity, a signal for a type of attachment, marking a critical and

creative filiation for play, perhaps even more narrowly a kind of Harawavian play shaped

by Donna Haraway’s mentorship. Hayward and I share a commitment to staying with the

trouble of and/both; for me, this is what HistConer points to.
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Transfiguring the Anthropocene
Stochastic Reimaginings of Human-Beaver Worlds

CLEO WOELFLE-ERSKINE and JULY COLE

Abstract What transgressions and transformations does cross-species imagination demand, amid

the violence of extinctions? In a thoroughly surveilled and disciplined “environment” that disowns

ecological processes, where can fugitives (including antiassimilationist queers and endangered

beavers) find a foothold to invoke these imaginaries? The newly named Anthropocene gathers a

swarm of diversely cohering recognitions: as an era of extinction, grief, and shocking change; as a

platform for unprecedented ecological interventions figured as necessary for various strands of

human survival; as occasion for a totalized human self-recognition positing (global) humankind

scientifically exiled from a (fantasy) nature that high technology renders unlocatable. The authors

here coax and aggravate anxieties we see underlying the figure of the Anthropocene engineer, an

upright Euro-American hero. Inviting conversation that turns away from flattening and globalizing

aspects of dominant Anthropocene discourse, we add our voices to recent feminist science and

technology studies queries and work to learn from the ongoing decolonizing praxis of Native

American and indigenous thinkers.

Keywords beavers, engineering, Manifest Destiny, science and technology studies, Anthropocene

T he first time either of us touched a living beaver was the summer of 2014, in the

Yakima watershed in eastern Washington, during an era of extinctions, loss,

shock, reassessment, and disorientation that is coming to be called “the Anthro-

pocene.” We, the authors, had engaged scientifically, artistically, and politically

with beaver-salmon-human worlds for years, but not until then had either of us

physically felt Castor canadensis in the flesh, with all their lively heft, squirm, and

odor. We touched these watery mammals while helping to relocate “nuisance”

beavers to territories where they and their unpredictable stream interventions

would be welcomed. We set traps, carried beavers to holding facilities, smelled

castoreum squeezed from anal glands to identify their sex, and helped build

“starter lodges” to house relocated beavers while they got their bearings.

These intimate encounters with teeth, claws, and thick fur gave us a win-

dow into feelings of kinship that are developing within some beaver collaborators.
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We and these beavers arrive together at a moment that demands refigured rela-

tions, in which “biocultural hope” (Kirksey, Shapiro, and Brodine 2013) might

enact new “becomings with” companion species (Haraway 2008a) and create an

“affective ecology” (Hustak and Myers 2012) in the practice of “love in a time of

extinction” (Rose and van Dooren 2011). Although this essay is not about beavers

themselves as knowable or translatable others, we trust our ongoing engagement

with beavers themselves to help keep us honest, to beavers and about them, in the

body knowledge of beavers’ slick-furred musky being, their splashy animacies,

and their dire vulnerabilities in human-sculpted terrains.

We had driven up the Columbia River, past a dozen concrete dams, where

we saw fresh evidence of how beaver works inevitably transgress private property

lines, interrupt human irrigation and landscaping schemes, and shift fence-able

pastures and orchards toward dynamic patchworks of thicket, meadow, stream,

bog, and woods. We discussed settler colonial fantasies and US political projects

to acquire and tame the continent, carried out in part through a centuries-

spanning fur trade (Greenberg 2011; Stephanson 1996; Morgan [1868] 1986).1 We

liked thinking about how the beavers we met physically decolonized the con-

trolled territories of Manifest Destiny, tying river systems and species back

together in ways that increase resilience in the face of devastation.2 We wanted to

help them do it.

Various Actors Discuss Redirecting the Anthropocene

When we camped in the woods at night, with the beaver mud drying on our shoes,

we talked about ways human scientists, activists, and artists might intervene in

these Anthropocene crisis narratives: how we might relay news of human-beaver

collaborations to people outside the small “beaver believer” scene; might seek out

and bear witness to any productive emergences in regulated rivers; might prop-

agate queer feminist disputations of the Anthropocene beyond academic walls;

might open new avenues to action or expression for ecologists ravaged by grief

over extinctions.

Donna Haraway (2014: 243) has noted, in relation to the work of Patricia

Piccinini, that artists and scientists alike choose between reinstantiating fron-

tiers and enacting a decolonizing ethic; Piccinini’s techno-futurist sculptures

acknowledge debt to specific Aboriginal “practices of taking care of country and

accounting for generations of entangled human and nonhuman entities.”3 As we

write to destabilize the ideologies of Anthropocene engineering projects, we hope

to display a decolonizing ethic. We acknowledge a parallel indebtedness to indig-

enous discourses and practices of attention, care, and foresight beyond the

human. Texts such as This Stretch of the River (Howe and TallBear 2006) recast the

dimensions of colonization to include what Kimberly TallBear (2013) has called
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the “simultaneous destruction of co-constituted peoples and their nonhuman

relations”; resisting Manifest Destiny’s ongoing domination requires that we and

other nonindigenous scholars take seriously indigenous epistemologies and the

sovereignties in which they are rooted.

We two authors are trans people and trans-naturalists, and our trans-

subjectivities also underpin this project. One of us is a queer FTM transgender

hydro-ecologist, and one is a transsexual queer poet and independent scholar.

Our embodiments, life experiences, and intellectual lineages differ greatly. We

both descend from settler-colonial families, one New Englander and one Appa-

lachian; both of us also just as dearly trace our descent within “queer families”

with branches in dissident political, scientific, and artistic histories. Woelfle-

Erskine’s intellectual influences include work in small water supply and land

repair; academic training in hydrology, ecology, and feminist science studies; and

engagement in environmental justice politics. Cole’s intellectual lineage includes

academic training in mathematics, philosophy, history of science, and poetry;

mentorship by booksellers, street philosophers, and the Great Basin; and training

as a navigator and medic. Our varied theorizations and practices of dismantling

Manifest Destiny, white supremacy, and other settler-colonial projects have con-

verged in cultural works, from graywater plumbing to public science fairs and

surrealist spectacles.

Trans and queer methodologies help critics theorize science and nature

(Barad 2011; Hayward 2010; Chen 2012). Trans theory’s hyperawareness of cate-

gories and boundaries, its recognition of their instability and unenforceability,

help trans animal thinkers like us explore interdependence (Kier 2010), coercion

(Chen 2010), and reinvention (Hayward 2008). Because trans and queer theo-

rizing helps us bring together human and nonhuman engineering, and undercuts

the stability of resource-extraction logic with trans-species environmental ima-

ginaries (Peet and Watts 1996), we draw on recent queer- and trans-inflected

multispecies theory to argue that queer/trans experience offers possibilities of dis-

ruption, overturnings of social-cultural practice, and new approaches to engi-

neering that reveal the different potentials of what Woelfle-Erskine and Daniel

Sarna (2013) call the “beaver moment.”

Our exploration of thismoment responds to recent calls to provincialize the

Anthropocene. Dominant Anthropocene thinking—with its frontierist empha-

sis on such technological fixes as geo-engineering, salmon farming, or carbon-

sequestering forest plantations—appears to us as the latest spasm of Manifest

Destiny; its rhetorics tend toward the totalizing, and look to technoscience to

enable continued prospecting by industrialized economies. As did many partic-

ipants at the 2014 Anthropocene Feminisms conference, we resist tendencies to

figure the Anthropocene as a single, global time or condition. Like these critics, we
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pay “rigorous and sustained attention to global, human forces of ecological

change” and insist on the importance of “local spaces of vulnerability and resis-

tance” (Grusin 2014). We hope to demonstrate that queer trans perspectives can

sharpen feminist critiques to contest universalizing and disembodying tendencies

within dominant Anthropocene narratives.

We thus examine the particular beaver worlds that occur in a colonized

hydrology defined by tens of thousands of large dams that block water flow and

fish migration on nearly every river in the northwestern United States. In doing

so, we attend to particular articulations of anthropocene situations.4 These

precise, situated anthropocenes, we believe, are the only addressable ones. For

guidance, we draw on our own work and on theorizing that has grown out of

particular naturalcultural strategies for resisting logics of domination, hierarchy,

and homogenization in particular situations (Tsing 2004; Chen 2012; Deloria 2001;

Plumwood 2001; Rose 2011). These world-making projects, diversely located and

peopled, share a common refusal to center the anthropos, as well as generally

nonmonolithic or nontotalizing aspirations.

Our work here deploys a principle or concept that, for us, resists recruit-

ment into the totalizing logic of Manifest Destiny: stochasticity. Stochasticity

means indeterminacy, the randomness that can emerge from complex sys-

tems. Geomorphologists find that stochastic models—ones that employ random

variables—better approximate hydro-ecological phenomena like storm patterns

and flood dynamics than do deterministic models, which include only fixed pro-

cesses. Conceptually, stochasticity implies that the same processes occurring in the

same landscapes do not always lead to the same outcomes, the same landforms or

patterns. We build from this use of the term here. A beaver rivals any entity within

riparian worlds for mounting stochastic operations and for thriving in stochastic

zones—beavers reoccupied Mount St. Helens within months of the eruption and

thrive in postmeltdown Chernobyl. When beaver dams break—routinely,

unpredictably—they unleash a flood of water and sediment downstream; beavers

rebuild dams within days or leave them breached and move elsewhere. Strategies

adapting human livelihoods to anthropocene circumstances require that humans

pay close attention to other species and notice how they respond stochastically to

human actions and ecological forces.

The Beavers Enter from Stage Right, Dripping and Dragging

a Half-Chewed Willow

Beavers live at the interface of land and water and eat wetland plants and bark they

strip from willows and other riparian trees. Through their daily actions, they

inadvertently create the conditions for many other species’ flourishing. They use

the leftover sticks to build dams across small streams and side channels of large
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rivers—anywhere water flows but not too quickly. These dams raise the level of

the stream, creating deep ponds—home to myriad species, including endangered

coho salmon—and flooding adjacent land, where new willows soon sprout. A

beavered landscape is profoundly different from a beaverless one. Beavers are not

engineers designing controlled, static habitats for fish in hatcheries or landscaped

rivers but nonetheless transform fluvial processes in a way that is of a kind with

the works of many human engineers.

The beavers we engaged during the summer of 2014, when we went into the

field with Washington beaver relocation crews, descend from survivors of Fur

Trade depredations; their ancestral histories twine through every stage of Man-

ifest Destiny.5 These particular beavers reenter a region where ranchers and

timber companies still work to maintain beaverless worlds. The old beaver dams

here were busted up; ditchworks drained the valley bottoms. In beavers’ absence,

a different kind of hydrology emerged, one fit to later infrastructural develop-

ment—roads and culverts, floodplain development, orchard cultivation. Today,

few humans share river valleys with beavers; most see gravelly, meandering streams

as natural rather than as scars of systematic beaver removal, deforestation, and

cattle-grazing. Beavers are only slowly reentering landscapes transformed by their

removal. As they return, they return to a more regulated riverscape whose man-

agement is largely determined by hydrologic science.

The past century has seen a twofold shift in how humans think about and

act toward beavers. The first shift was from furbearer to habitat maintenance

tool (e.g., Ruedemann and Schoonmaker 1938). In the 1930s, wildlife agencies

restricted trapping and reintroduced beavers into desiccated Dust Bowl land-

scapes (sometimes by airplane) to combat erosion and raise water tables (Heter

1950). The second shift rose from a change in how ecologists understood land-

scapes. Where midcentury biologists saw beavers as an erosion-control tool that

could promote game in a static habitat mosaic, late-century ecologists began

conceptualizing beavers as “ecosystem engineers” that could be enlisted (without

pay) to reconfigure networks of interspecies relations (e.g., Naiman, Johnston,

and Kelley 1988; Wright, Jones, and Flecker 2002). This reconceptualization of the

beaver emerged among an informal network of government scientists, watershed

activists, stream restoration consultants, ranchers, and tribal natural resource

managers who share a vision of the beaver as an animal that profoundly affects its

environment and companion species through its everyday activities (Jones,

Lawton, and Shachak 1996). As we will see, this reinterpretive moment holds both

promise and danger.

By the early 2000s, ecologists and geomorphologists had begun to ask

whether humans could collaborate with beaver to restore habitat in degraded

streams. In an experiment on Bridge Creek (Oregon), ecosystems analyst Michael
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Pollock and colleagues drove fence posts into the streambed downstream of a

beaver dam breached by floodwaters (Pollock, Beechie, and Jordan 2007). The

beavers built up against the posts. Just as effectively as any beaver-only con-

struction, this collaborative dam resisted floodwaters, raised water tables, and

brought in willows, frogs, and salmon. Word of this experiment spread; a beaver

moment began, heralded by self-described “beaver believers” who will champion

their favorite ecosystem engineer against all comers.

A Chorus of Beaver Believers Hails the Beaver Moment

The believers gained converts at two recurring meetings—the Salmonid

Restoration Federation and the State of the Beaver conference—where new sci-

entific evidence that salmon grow well in beaver ponds circulated with local

knowledge that beavers rehydrate streams. Woelfle-Erskine first encountered

human-beaver collaborations on a field trip to Karuk territory on the Klamath

River, and then met other believers at his field site along Salmon Creek (Cali-

fornia). We knew Stan Petrowski and Leonard Houston, a sheep farmer and

former logger who organized the State of the Beaver conference; we had talked

salmon and watched beavers together on a friend’s farm.6

The Cow Creek Band of Umpqua River Indians, who are active in bea-

ver and salmon recovery projects, hosted one conference at the Seven Feathers

Casino. Formal presentations were notably diverse: a retired trapper described

“beaver deceivers” that discourage beavers from building in road culverts; a

Forest Service biologist shared plans for “starter lodges” that temporarily shel-

ter beaver relocatees; a Humane Society representative explored Manifest Destiny

attitudes’ continued influence on state beaver policies (Woelfle-Erskine 2013). At

lively meetings after the formal program, participants seemed to agree on sci-

entific and technical aspects of beaver collaboration. But the difficulties they

discussed in promoting beaver suggest that how people might come to live with

beaver is still unsettled, and these different ways of becoming with beaver have

very different implications for transforming human worldviews.

Paradigms keep evolving. Now, hydrologists track beavers’ profound

introduction of dynamism and stochasticity into streamflow patterns: as beaver

dams fill with sediment or blow out, an ongoing play of shifting floods, pools, and

bars redistributes water and sediment (e.g., Naiman, Johnston, and Kelley 1988;

Benda et al. 2004). The watershed relationships that beavers reknot had unraveled

after their brutal removal, but beavers do not work alone. These relationships

include other species, like the salmon that died in droves at the base of human-

made dams, blocked from reaching their spawning grounds. Recent more entan-

gled discourse within ecology recognizes salmon carcasses as a crucial source

of marine nitrogen to upland forests and farms, granting salmon the status of
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“keystone species,” whose absence makes the whole arch collapse (Helfield and

Naiman 2006).

Pollock, whose beaver collaborations operationalized these new insights

and sparked the beaver moment, argued that beaver dams could reverse lega-

cies of logging, grazing, channelizing, dredging, and bulldozing streams; pro-

long streamflow; and create cool water refuges critical to endangered salmon

(Pollock, Heim, and Werner 2003). This scientific work portended different—

more collaborative—human-beaver futures.

The Engineers!

The collaborative futures imagined by beaver believers differ not only from the

beaver past under Manifest Destiny, but also from the US engineering past

generally. Human engineers have been hard at work, from westward expansion

along railroads, to border militarization, to electricity for wars and then urban

growth, to waterworks for irrigation and thirsty cities. So many of these pro-

jects—especially interventions in water—have obsessed over two imperatives of

fixing unruly nature: fixing things in place and fixing problems. Dams and

aqueducts divert river flows to meet fixed human demand, levees fix rivers

between banks so that floodplains can be developed; railroads and ports fix set-

tlements in place, fences and law fix borders. Another type of fix is embedded in

contemporary English: the technological “fix” that always intervenes just in time;

faith in it erases need to worry about social or ecological ramifications of indus-

trialized human lifeways. Engineers are called on to fix what must be fixed so that

the state’s orderly machinations can proceed.

Throughout the AmericanWest, waterworks were central to the colonizing

process that inscribed the doctrine of Manifest Destiny in the landscape (Nye 2004;

Worster 1985; Barry 2007). Settlers saw the arid landscape as deficient (Powell

[1895] 1961), and engineers argued that every aspect of the water cycle could be

improved upon. Engineers knew dams would decimate salmon runs, but argued

that economic benefits outweighed fisheries costs. They built hatcheries to engi-

neer salmon reproduction; meanwhile fish biologists bulldozed stream channels to

remove logjams and beaver dams thought to block spawning salmon.

In all their projects, engineers have acted as intermediaries for the rest of us

who depend on their infrastructures. By joining with projects that de-center the

human, they would demonstrate possibilities for other humans, new ways for

rivers to wind and seep into human affairs.

The Trans-figure Stalks into the Theater: “Towards Myself through Myself”

Cognizant of this history and its potential amplification through Anthropocene

projects, we ask, Can engineers disentangle themselves from technological fixes
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and disrupt business as usual in the water world? We want to explore what might

happen to human worldviews and commitments if engineers came face-to-face

with the creatures their works displace or drive to extinction. Eva Hayward’s

writing on transgender embodiment helps us think about how beaver modify

landscapes differently than human engineers, and how human engineering might

be transformed. What if, rather than trapping beavers into service as “ecosystem

engineers,” we assert that humans should engineer as beavers do, in ways that

create porous boundaries between land and water and up- and downstream, by

way of stick-and-mud, leaky, temporary dams?

Hayward’s transgender theorizing asks us to think about the change from

engineered to beavered landscapes as a realization of many bodily potentials. In

this case, we consider the body variously as a body of water—a river, which draws

together all of the above and underground water in a watershed—as like our own

trans bodies, and as a slippery double for the psyche of an Anthropocene engineer.

In “Lessons from a Starfish,” Eva Hayward (2008: 256) describes surgical aspects of

gender transition as a process of bringing her body into a new relation with world:

“When I pay my surgeon to cut my penis into a neo-vagina, I am moving towards

myself throughmyself. . . . My cut enacts a regeneration of my bodily boundaries—

boundaries redrawn. . . . The regenerative effort of my cut is discursive; my trans-

figuring cut is a material-discursive practice through which I am of my body and

of my transself.” Hayward writes critically about theories of trans embodiment

that see the body as a container that is somehow separate from the self.

This passage leads us first to ask, How are trans bodies like bodies of water?

Bodies of water are not really containable, and defining the boundary is always a

matter of contingency and choice. A river or lake is not contained by its shoreline

but seeps around underground, hidden or revealed through relations to other

entities. The engineering view considers a river as water that is contained some-

how in a “channel,” separate from the groundwater, and as a lifeless, disembodied

fluid that is separate from the life forms it contains and nurtures. This separation

between water and river plays out in discourses that allocate water between

supposedly competing uses—irrigation, hydropower, and in-stream flows for

fisheries. Jess Weir (2009) talks about strategies indigenous worldviews leverage to

deny this separation. She writes that in Australia’s Murray Darling Basin,

Aboriginal traditional owners refused water managers’ binaries between nature

and culture, tradition andmodernity, arguing that there are no rights from a dead

river. Hayward’s (2008: 256) theory of trans becoming offers a commensurable

but different refusal of binaries: “The body, trans or not, is not a clear, coherent

and positive integrity. The important distinction is not the hierarchical, binary

one between wrong body and right body, or between fragmentation and

wholeness. It is rather a question of discerning multiple and continually varying
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interactions among what can be defined indifferently as coherent transformation,

decentered certainty, or limited possibility.” In river terms, rejecting a binary

between fragmentation and wholeness refuses the dewatered, fragmented river

that holds no salmon and leaves some farmers without irrigation water in dry

years. It also refuses Edenic ecological imaginaries that some “beaver believers”

seem to believe in. Beavers are not ecosaviors who can magically restore a right

ecology or an unfragmented landscape. Beavers will make “novel ecosystems,” just

as invasive species do.7 The beavers’ novel ecosystems will incorporate vestiges of

large dams, edges of cityscapes, road culverts—and may sometimes promote

species undesirable for native species, like brook trout we surveyed in a beaver-

dammed reach of Ninemile Creek (Montana). Beavers do not recognize native/

nonnative boundaries anymore than they recognize human settlers’ property lines.

Instead, following Hayward, what concepts of trans(gender/species)

embodiment can bring to the process of hydrological embodiment—in bodies of

water that hold the possibility of renewed ecological possibility—is attention to

how the vicissitudes of settler legacy and present human need shape the water

body and transform the water body, and together with the various species and

elementals in the watershed shape the possible presents and futures of that water

body. We resist figuring the world as an already gravely wounded thing that

humans must heal or make whole, or as a dirty polluted thing that humans must

purify. We think our refusal of these deeply entrenched tropes is grounded in

trans theories and our transgendered experiences; certainly it follows Hayward’s

(2008: 255) refusal (and our own) to settle for the “simplistic” suggestion that “the

pre-operative transsexual feels constrained by the ‘wrong body’ and longs to

acquire the whole or healed body, which is represented by the male or female

form.” Hayward continues:

Transsexuals do not transcend gender and sex. We create embodiment by not

jumping out of our bodies, but by taking up a fold in our bodies, by folding (or

cutting) ourselves, and creating a transformative scar of ourselves. For example,

neo-vaginas are made from originary penises or skin grafts, and the beards of

F2Ms emerge from their own testosterone-invigorated hair follicles. There is no

absolute division, but continuity between the physiological and affective responses

of my different historical bodies. Again, I am of my body in order that I might

experience a subjective, energetic transformation. (256)

Hayward is keeping trans transgressive, and foundational trans-species

theorist Haraway does too. But not all trans studies values the transgressive pos-

sibilities present in trans or even thinks they are real. Because of the reversals and

regenerations we’re hoping to work in opposition to Manifest Destiny via this
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trans-figuring, it’s vital for us to address this tendency. The most explicit and

articulated removal of transgression from trans that we have read is Myra Hird. In

the essay “Animal Trans” (2008), Hird’s project is to resituate trans as non-

transgressive. Working from Joan Roughgarden, Hird places human queer and

trans lives and activities within the “rainbow” of varied reproductive and sexual

practices pursued by other animals, plants, bacteria, and fungi. Hird (2008: 243)

also brings Elizabeth Wilson to bear on Charles Darwin, as witness to a “natural

perversity” that evolved this rainbow in the first place. Quoting Phil Macnaghten

(2004), Hird (2008: 242) argues that “‘from this perspective’”—that of an observer

to diverse biological sexual behavior—“‘trans isn’t “transgressive” at all—it’s

natural.’”8

Certainly, if by transgressive one means transgressive against nature, then

trans is not transgressive. But transgressive never really meant transgressions

against nature—it meant transgression against culture and human mores. Part

of culture might have taken pieces of culture and categorized them as natural,

and transgressions might have happened against these, but not against nature.

Similarly, if queerness were contained within homosexual behavior, studies of

exuberantly varied sex behaviors among nonhumans would prove it “natural”—

and no longer queer, no longer capable of doing what Haraway (2008b, xxiv) calls

its “job”: “Queering has the job of undoing ‘normal’ categories.”

Hird (2008: 243) goes on to suggest, about “understand[ing] trans in

human”: “From [a bacterial] perspective, given the diversity of sex amongst living

matter generally, and the prevalence of transsex more specifically, it does not

make sense to continue to debate the authenticity of trans when this debate

necessarily relies upon a notion of nature that implicitly excludes trans as a non-

human phenomenon.” We worry that Hird elides the debate over trans authen-

ticity with different debates over whether trans is transgressive. We also worry she

uses queer and trans too interchangeably. We think that preserving this trans-

gressive valence of both terms is valuable because it points out that enacting

companionable or collaborative relations trans-species does indeed transgress,

disrupt, intervene, and even “cut” Manifest Destiny’s insistence on human dom-

ination over the nonhuman living world.

Our lives as trans people and our trans and queer theorizing consis-

tently feel to us, the authors, inseparable from transgression. We feel that fig-

ures of cutting/cutting across/crossing boundaries are resonantly trans-y figures,

and that putting ourselves in situations in which we are forced to cross binaries

and boundaries often characterizes our trans situation. Being trans means that

we are always, on some level, transgressing these boundaries just by existing, and

always betraying in order not to betray. Such situating, indeed, seems to us so

characteristic that we propose this for the core sense of “a transing.” Queer and
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queering are different from what we mean; queer is commonly understood as a

disrupting, slanting, skewing. This is not that, but the kind of irrevocable posi-

tioning that came out of Hayward’s cuts and folds, and required the cuts and

folds and the regeneration. This positioning knows itself in a sort of vertiginous

joy at being unable either to turn back or to continue as before; new ways,

transways, transselves are required of us here.

But it is also important that trans and queer not be contained or con-

strained within any discourse’s demands for or expectations of productivity; once

they can be deployed to orderly ends, queer and trans are no longer themselves and

they are no longer ours—here “us” reaches to invite all queer and trans people.

When we consider this shirking of obedience by queer and trans, we, the authors,

see every time a flash that illuminates other unruliness and unpredictability.

Transgression, Transformation, Transit, Crossing

So “‘trans’ is meant to disturb purification processes” (Hayward 2008: 253) and

“queering has the job of undoing ‘normal’ categories” (Haraway 2008b: xxiv).

Plunging these insights back into beaver waters, we see beavers displaying them-

selves wonderfully in this light, never working for human ends, never deploy-

able to build a particular dam or recharge a particular aquifer or respect any

property line.

The ecologists we corralled above—Pollock and collaborators—under-

stand beavers through the human construction of “ecosystem engineer” and

ascribe all kinds of human qualities and values to them. A trans reading might

understand beavers as transgressive, as disruptors of ecosystems and human

works, whose own works yield not only biodiversity but human possibility.

Beavers transgress against human concepts of engineering, and against human

works, but not against the river. In speaking of beavers, speaking of “crossings”

may generate possibilities that speaking of nonspecific “transings” does not.

Etymologically, trans and cross share the meanings “across,” “beyond,” “tra-

versing,” and “on the opposite side.” Crossing has other valences, too—to strike

through text, to oppose or contradict someone. A beaver is adept at crossing—

beavers fell trees across a river. Crossing might be a good way to think about

beaver. A beaver crosses, swims from one side to the other, and chews on things

on both sides. We wonder whether shortening trans to a prefix, and habitually not

specifying trans what, allows some of the elisions, imprecisions, disembodyings,

and defusings we notice in some trans theory. What, if anything, might one say

better or know better by keeping track of the different strands of what trans can

be? Could sharper attention to the different trans valences or cadences help us

locate more accurately power’s vulnerabilities to transgressions?
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What regenerative cuts can open possibilities of transformation for a

human engineer who yearns against the totalizing assumptions of the Anthro-

pocene? Can such a human translate physical transsexual survival techniques into

psychological trans-species survival invitations, finding some way to follow the

practice of Hayward’s trans figures who “create embodiment by not jumping out

of our bodies, but by taking up a fold in our bodies, by folding (or cutting)

ourselves, and creating a transformative scar of ourselves”?

Haraway and Wilson recognize “queer” as a potential in the world that

companion species share. Similarly with beaver and trans: beaver insistently enact

trans-species projects. Through their tree-felling and dam-building activities,

they facilitate the emergence of whole worlds of creatures and enable new kinds of

relations among them. By seeing beavers as reaching across streams to divert water

down multiple paths, we see a way for humans to be trans in a new way.

The Engineers Are Trans-figured and Sing with a Different Choir

Hayward’s trans-theorizing helps articulate different ways to see the beaver—as

transgressing, as transforming ecosystems from one state to another, and as

overturning human worlds when they chew their way back upstream. The figure

of the transgressive, transforming beaver points to a new way of becoming-

engineer. The trans mode resituates the human within and of ecological relations

and seeks ways to encourage human flourishing that also creates opportunities for

very different species to flourish. This section considers one transfiguring of

engineer figures as an example of a transgressive intervention into Manifest

Destiny and the domain of river engineering.

Since 2011, we have collaborated with the Bay Area artist and scientist

collective the Water Underground. One particularly trans-species and trans-

theoretical product of this collaboration is the musical comedy The Gold Fish, or

Straight Flushes for the Manifestly Destined (2010), in which engineers and dis-

possessed riparian creatures take stock of each other and eventually join forces

against an evil water tycoon. From 2007 to 2012, the Water Underground staged

multiple performances of this work and produced a film adaptation.9

In The Gold Fish, the Army Chorus of Engineers is the house band at the

Gold Fish Casino, where salmon whose rivers have gone dry must wager their eggs

for water.Water Nymphs with post-traumatic stress disorder from theWaterWars

(“The drought’s the worst I’ve seen in a thousand years. It’s an inferno. The war . . . is

hell!”) work as dealers. They all work for the Tycoon (“I stacked that deck myself! So

don’t shuffle”), the Boss of human river-works; the Army Chorus doubles as the

Tycoon’s back-up singers when necessary. The chorus’s first number is the tri-

umphant “Tuolumne,” a love song for the dam that brought water to San

Francisco (set to the tune of jazz standard “All of Me”), which begins,
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We staked our claims on land and sea—

We panned and sluiced for gold—

We won’t stop until every last

Wild-riding river’s sold!

The white man won’t be nature’s slave—

There’s so much left for us to pave.

This is the bright boosterish anthem of Manifest Destiny, genocidal and non-

chalant, with a saucy, taken-for-granted separation between humans and the rest

of the world:

Tuolumne, why not take Tuolumne?

Can’t you see that nobody lives there

Build a dam, it’s mighty steep there. . . .

Tuolumne, who cares about Tuolumne?

No one but bears and a few trout.

Later, their dreams turn darker as they reprise “The End,” a tango that transports

them to a desiccated salt bed in a busted agricultural valley. It is here that they first

grapple with the figure of the beaver. They sing:

This is the end, we were . . . manifestly destined . . .

Of rivers running free—the end

From sea to Salton Sea—the end

My country ’tis of thee, the end

We’ll never let those beavers take the lead again.

Something happens out in the desert. In the film, one Engineer has changed guise

and gender. The Engineers’ nervousness about the nonhuman, the unsubjugated

landscape escalates:

Left with a roadless Wilderness terrain

Would not our children go insane?

Can’t let our children go insane

Must bring them in out of the rain, yeah

We’ll streamline all the streams, and then

We’ll build in the flood plain, and then

Await the hurricane and toast the End!

Not all of the chorus make it back from the desert.
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By this point in the story, the Nymph has dealt the Salmon three devas-

tating hands. The two of them deduce that the deck is stacked—the Nymph

shuffles—and now the wild cards come into play. The Tycoon shuffles onstage to

protest, and the Nymph challenges him to one final round. A wild card—bird

migration—hits the table, and soon another wild card follows. In a flurry of cards

the Nymph and Tycoon contest the rules of the game:

tycoon: For the house—a refinery. A fishing fleet. Looking good.

nymph: Going strong there, old man. Why don’t you take another?

. . .

tycoon: A worker! They built my empire!

some engineers: Whoa now!

tycoon: What’s this? A hurricane?

salmon: A wild card! A wild card! Oh, the storms at sea!

tycoon: I’ve weathered worse! But look here, Fish—my refinery spilled oil into

your salt marsh. And I’m sorry to say, Nymphie, I think your birds got oiled too.

nymph: My surge broke your levees! Your fishing boats, treatment plant, and

refinery are all washed away.

Now, the Engineers have doffed their hardhats or slapped eco badges over the old

corporate logos. The remaining Engineers and the dispossessed riparian creatures

who washed up at the bar are intent on the game. The cards seem to initiate the

Engineers into an “art of noticing” others (Tsing 2011): the creatures, and espe-

cially the Salmon’s plight. The Tycoon is oblivious to the fact that the Engineers

are conferring with the Beaver and Osprey, and secure in the old order of things.

most engineers: Oh just watch it! The Future!

(Nymph takes chips.)

tycoon: There are workers to rebuild them. I’ve still got the Army Corps of

Engineers. Right, boys?

(Engineers don’t respond. Most are humming along with the Riparian Dis-

possessed.)

tycoon: Boys?

nymph:Not so fast! I know the rules of this game! That’s not just a worker; the wild

card makes it a foresight card.
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The Engineers have thrown their lot with the Riparian Dispossessed—the Cro-

codile, the River, the Beaver, the Water Bug, and all the rest. In the final number,

they all sing together but sing to other humans—the ones not yet joined with the

creatures.

The Beaver’s tail slap announces the final number (sung to the tune of “Do

You Hear the People Sing?” from Les Miserables) and the Salmon sings the first

verse. She addresses all of the Riparian Dispossessed and invokes the possibility of

trans-species commoning:

Will you bless me on my run?

Will you keep faith with fish and stream?

When you stare at the rising sun

Do you dream our common dream?

In the third verse the water creatures ask,

Will you swim and swim and swim

Although you cannot see the shore?

Will you trust the wild whim

Of the storms outside your door?

Here, the water creatures address humans as other animals, as swimmers and wild

creatures with an affinity for storms:

Do you hear the ocean’s roar?

Hear the waves beat on the shoal?

It is the music of the elements

No human can control.

When the leaping of the trout

Calls down the thunder from the skies—

Now you must work your destiny out, for the waters rise.

In this final verse, the humans—onstage and beyond—are called on to cast their

lots with one paradigm or another.

Conclusion: Strange Noises Come from Offstage—Scientists, Ranchers,

and Even Engineers Come Face-to-Face with Beavers

As we explore in this final section what consequences this re-orienting, indeed

even reversal of direction, might have for offstage Engineers, we invoke, briefly, a

world that is just coming into view. Along some rivers, beaver dams now coexist

with human irrigation ditches and diversion weirs and flood control channels.
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Recent turns toward bioengineering in restoration and “room for the river”

regulations embedded in Europe’s Water Framework Directive signal that engi-

neering science is turning away from total control of rivers, albeit haphazardly

and unevenly (Kallis and Butler 2001). In conversation with Hayward, we argue

that this shift, like transgender transition, is a becoming with and of the (water-

shed) body and a bringing the (watershed) body into new relations with the world.

We see one especially transgressive trajectory—to embrace the stochas-

ticity and dynamism in rivers and ecosystems that is always disruptive toManifest

Destiny. For example, storms overtop levees and often break down class and

social barriers, at least temporarily during recovery. Forest ecosystems respond

unpredictably when converted to timber plantations, often burning up in spec-

tacular conflagrations. And beavers themselves continue to reinhabit streams they

have been driven out of. Howmight watershed regeneration projects infused with

transgressive queer ethics help us dream up human-nonhuman collaborations

that redirect human engineering and resist Manifest Destiny thinking?

The engineers’ change of tune is not only fantastical. Elsewhere, Woelfle-

Erskine’s ethnographic work explores whether engineers’ and foresters’ view of

rivers and their own jobs change after they encounter beavers (Woelfle-Erskine

and Sarna 2013). He and collaborator Sarna look at people’s experience of coming

face-to-face with beaver or salmon in the presence of other scientists. They found

that this experience affected people differently. Some embraced trans species

projects, while others argued that beaver could provide valuable services to

humans but still should be killed if their works interrupt human activities. The

findings suggest that the turn to beaver is not in itself transgressive—even beaver

believers can still view beavers as mere tools or employees.

How can humans see beavers’ reengineering of de-watered, straightened,

and incised rivers as a welcome transgression and transform the Anthropocene

discipline of engineering in their model? Like transgender becoming, transmog-

rifying the figure of the engineer will be an enfolding into the watershed bodies

that people already live in and influence. Like trans politics, or any politics, this

transformation is a collective endeavor that takes place in a social field. An emerg-

ing view of healthy streams as dynamic and entangled systems is a sign that

changes in hydrological worldviews is under way. This change in worldview results

from coming face-to-face with beavers through these collaborations. Singing

together with beaver characters may also bring about this change. What singing

together does involves all singers in enacting an embodied world-to-come, just as

changing name and gender pronouns and presentation in the company of queer

and trans others is a crucial step in bringing about a trans person’s hoped for

being in the world.

In making sense of these ethical, epistemological, and ontological shifts

afoot in beaver-salmon-humanworlds,Haraway’s (2008c: 50–51) riff on companion
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species resonates: “It’s a deep pleasure being one among many living and dying

creatures, and to understand that walking away from human exceptionalism is as

much a relief from carrying on a kind of impossible fantasy as it is a burden to take

on.” The beaver dream reveals the pleasures many feel in engaging with shared

purpose in multispecies projects of watershed renewal. In recognizing this human

capacity to collaborate with beavers, and the pleasures of that collaboration,

people open themselves to the possibility of collaborating with other watershed

elements—water itself, trees, soil microbes, and fungi, among others. They rec-

ognize, to quote Haraway again, that “to be a human is always to be in a rela-

tionship with a host of others: plants, animals, humans, dead, living, fantasised.

To be on Earth is to be in a companion-species relationship in the sense of coming

into being with a crowd of others, and in the sense that we shape and reshape each

other into what we are” (50–51). For the moment, and in certain watersheds,

environmental engineering logic has allied with indigenous epistemologies and

ecological science to promote beavers as ecosystem engineers that can rehydrate

desiccated Western watersheds and free up more water for agricultural, residen-

tial, and ecosystem needs. How these incipient collaborations will play out—for

beavers and humans—is not settled. Will the new wave Anthropocene projects of

Manifest Destiny keep trying to enlist beavers as one more tool to control and

manipulate landscapes for human gain? Or will the human be refigured and

reembodied through face-to-face encounters with beavers and their practices of

living in and affecting stream ecosystems?

Cleo Woelfle-Erskine studies collaborations among people, salmon, beavers, and other enti-

ties in California salmon streams. He is a PhD candidate in the Energy and Resources Group at

the University of California, Berkeley, and coeditor of Dam Nation: Dispatches from the Water

Underground (2007).

July Cole is a poet who lives in Oakland and Los Angeles, is a founding member of the art

science league the Water Underground, and works to undermine Manifest Destiny.

Notes

1. Beavers, sables, martens, silver fox, and others were viewed as furbearers killable for their

pelts, which fed Chinese and European markets and fueled the colonizing nations’ war

for North American territory and resources. James Clifford recounts the extraction of

this “soft gold” in Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century (1997).

2. Lewis HenryMorgan’sAmerican Beaver ([1868] 1986) is a canonical text of natural history

that documents the contact between remote beavers, with their sixty-three massive dams,

and a mining and railroad operation Morgan advised.

3. See Susan Stryker and Paisley Currah’s general editors’ note in this issue in which they

discuss Patricia Piccinini’s sculpture on the cover.
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4. In this essay, we use lowercase anthropocene for such particular articulations and capi-

talized Anthropocene in reference to dominant totalizing patterns and discourses.

5. One project is run by the US Forest Service, the other by the Washington Department of

Fish and Wildlife.

6. When Woelfle-Erskine attended the 2013 conference to conduct interviews, Stan Pet-

rowski introduced him from the stage, saying to the attendees, “Talk to this guy. He’s

going to make things happen for beaver in California.” As a result of this introduction

and Woelfle-Erskine’s background in the river restoration industry and in salmon sci-

ence, he was able to record lively and forthcoming interviews with thirty-five partici-

pants, as well as fifteen formal talks and several after-hours conversations.

7. This refusal of Eden is congruent with Banu Subramanian’s writing on species invasions.

She writes, “To me, humans are a part of nature and have co-evolved with the flora and

fauna. A return to a pre-human world is not possible or even desirable. I do not believe

that nature was once good, pure, and virginal, and would have remained so without

humans” (Subramanian 2014: 96).

8. Hayward (2010: 590) also responds to this text of Hird’s, writing, “The relay of meaning

between human–animal sexuality, particularly with regard to nonheteronormative

modes—I think here of Elizabeth Wilson and Myra Hird’s scholarship—should not be

an essentializing move, as in ‘animals are queer so then queerness is natural,’ but an

opportunity to see the ways ‘natural perversity reorganize[s] our culture-centric theories

of difference, embodiment and identity’” (Hayward quotes Wilson 2002: 284; cites Hird

2004).

9. Here we add our voices to Eben Kirksey (2014) and others who argue that art and theater

are important methods of multispecies ethnography. Directed by Sarolta Jane Cump, the

film The Gold Fish Casino is scheduled for release in summer 2015.
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Tranimacies
An Interview with Mel Y. Chen

Abstract TSQ editorial boardmember Eva Hayward interviews Mel Y. Chen to discuss the relevance for

the field of transgender studies of Chen’s Animacies: Biopolitics, Racial Mattering, and Queer Affect

and other work. The interview covers such topics as feminist science and technology studies, critical

race studies, animal studies, disability studies, and environmental studies.

Keywords animacy, racial biopolitics, transgender, assemblage

TSQ: Your book Animacies: Biopolitics, Racial Mattering, and Queer Affect has

importantly connected emergent scholarships in animal studies and new materialism

with more established theoretical traditions in critical race studies, queer theory,

disability studies, and feminist studies. Can you talk about why it was important for

you to bring these different analytics into conversation? How does animal studies, for

instance, matter in thinking about critical race and queer theories? And why do you

think animal studies has become so popular in thinking through twenty-first-century

social problems, and what do you think some of the challenges or missteps of that

thinking have been?

Mel Y. Chen: First, I was drawn to Asian American and transpacific sites and

motivated by a desire to see these sites considered—indeed, to generously

materialize them—within both animal studies and whatever domains are named

the “newmaterialism,” because their relative nonpresence fostered what struckme

as strange renderings of both race and humanness.

I have spent years immersing myself in the different analytics you mention

(and have yet so very much more to learn from each of them). Their applicability

to animal studies and new materialism seemed self-evident. How odd it seemed

that they weren’t talking more, but then I started to perceive, in my own casual

obsession with discipline and field studies, why they weren’t. Disciplines and

fields have institutional and practical histories that demand repetition without

difference, and which also fall out into blockily segmented political imagina-

tions—I’ve been leaning a lot on Kandice Chuh’s (2013) notion of “aboutness” as
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an inertial force blockading intra- and interfield transmission. It’s stunning to me

that this has been so for so long (as if time had anything to do with it), and I think

that many scholars, even while engaging in so much richly transdisciplinary and

politically coalitional work that seems to be burgeoning just now, share this

exasperation.

I’m compelled by the trajectories of connection and the genealogies owned

and disowned by specific threads of scholarship, adjudicated through a deeply

enmeshed and vitally consequential affective politics within that scholarship. I

perceived both proprietary efforts to put off palpable contention, blithe disregard

borne by reinforcing structures of privilege, willful ignorance, reductive quick-

stepping (sometimes out of fear, it seems, for moving into the “dangerous terrain

of race”), and, frankly, utter hostility and violent intent sublimated through the

word, that effectively removed race in all its immense complexities from the stage,

despite tremendously exciting movement in fields engaged with race-critical and

transnational analysis. So, what might it mean to just do it, particularly in my felt

need to honor the concrete risks that so many feminist, critical race, indigenous,

queer, disability, and other less categorizable scholars and activists as well as

artists of vulnerable self-exposure (and I am not talking only about “identity”

here) made in giving me access to whole new terrains of possibility? I wanted to

both bridge these passively or actively disparatized threads via a series of (re)

suturing gestures that at the time felt politically dangerous, unimaginable, and

thus somewhat magical-thinking when isolated from my sites of analysis. At the

same time I wanted to be affirmative, and to leave massive room for race to

articulate itself even in pages where I myself failed to fully respond to what was

arguably a palpable demand. There are, for instance, ways I have attempted to

address the role of coloniality in displacing indigenous materialities, but the book

offers only questions with regard to—I’ve been thinking about this a lot—the

combination of two things: the mechanisms by which settler-colonial materiali-

ties infix themselves and, in recoding terrain, become intimate fodder for multiple

forms of violence; and the mysteries of animacy by which all documented lan-

guages, including indigenous ones, seem to share grammatical animacy, even

while actions in relation to those animacy differences vary.

There are and will be failures—of a book’s stated and actualized coverage,

of its displacement, and in its “mis”reading; and I count my work resoundingly in

that category. Books are products of pragmatics and, in my case, illness. With

Animacies, I sank and swam at three different demanding temporalities: the

timing of medical management, the scooping thrusts of thinking and writing in

bits of time where chronic illness momentarily receded, and, let’s be real, my own

normative timeline for tenure. Animacies desired to unwind the ever shape-

shifting and mutually constitutive factors of “race,” “class,” “sexuality,” and “dis-

ability” beyond their habitual and sometimes hackneyed deployments (directly
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related to the lag on politics registered above); to encourage unclosure over

expedient closure, since I feel that at this time “we” are still articulating a deeply

inchoate emergent politics even as “we” perceive what you call the “constant

enfolding of matterings” that do not disavow the politics of race, sexuality,

nationality, queerness, gender, ability. I do not want to be the agent of the passive

condescension enacted by the multiple politics of book composition and at the

same time, through some investment in argumentative closure, performing the

further violence of promulgating the erasures that such a composition might

suggest. Hence the book ends with a call to register the reader’s own accountings

and wishes. This ostensible a-closure solves no problems but tries to be in keeping

with a tradition of less persuasively “muscular,” and more engageable, thinking.

This is not what some folks dismiss as relativism, but a self-consciously conver-

sational project, as much as is possible in a book.

TSQ: Because this interview is happening in the context of TSQ: Transgender

Studies Quarterly, can you talk about how trans- or transgender figures in your

scholarship? Do you see a similar hesitancy, if not fear, as you see regarding identified-

as-white scholars engaging with race, regarding scholars not explicitly identified as

trans taking up trans-identified or trans-oriented work? Do you see trans/gender

providing you with heuristic tools that other interpretive frameworks have not (i.e.,

queer theory, critical race theory, feminist studies)?

MC: I think there may be a hesitancy, but I’ll be honest: whiteness and its asso-

ciated colonialities just feel especially sticky, to the detriment of all scholarship.

And I think it is the perceived whiteness of trans studies that has put off many

other folks, whatever their identitarian directions. There are plenty of wonderful

exceptions, but just a few weeks ago my colleague attended a symposium at which

it was alleged that “there are no trans scholars of color.” Using myself as an

example: trans entered my scholarship a long time ago as a series of very

important questions and critiques about gender that needed to be—thanks to

trans studies for this very articulation—more than instrumental to queer theo-

rizing. Oriented or identified? At the same time, there are tensions around

identity and appropriation and humanness that today haunt trans studies just as

other fields have had to undergo their analogous tensions. In what ways was it

appropriate to bring trans analysis or meditations to a film about a racialized ape

named Max bearing the mocking imprint of colonialism? Well, how could it not

be relevant? There are still people who would say this is not relevant, but I am

eager and excited for TSQ, under Paisley Currah and Susan Stryker’s direction, to

take its readers to many unprecedented and weird places (which will turn out, of

course, to not be so “weird” after all—for instance, taking endocrine disruptors

seriously; I cite a piece of Eva Hayward’s [2008] writing on this). Call it the
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poststructuralist postmodern, the anthropocene, or whatever, but many fields of

study are experiencing a contradiction of full-throated renovation and simulta-

neous faltering insufficiency. This can lead to lovely gluey dialogues, that (to use

another trans) go by the name of transdisciplinarity. But we don’t have to call it

that; it’s happening anyway.

TSQ: Similarly, can you talk about the “animal turn” and what you see as the prom-

ises and problems of this recent critical tendency?

MC: Perhaps we could speak of a few animal turns. But where to begin? Going not

too far back in scholarly history, Donna Haraway’s (2008) integration of animal-

specific scholarship with Marxist feminism, studies of colonialism, and science

studies started one animal turn that dovetails with the more recent developments

in critiques of humanism, which is only partially about species (or rather its

fundament is buried deep). And then there is the incitement to rethink the place

of animals in environments and in human lives, in part by respecting their own

articulations, in part by putting greater stakes in a diversification of modes of

“study” in “animal studies.” But to the degree that animals in our midst carry a lot

of baggage—not just discursive but/and material—much of that baggage looks

exactly like human histories of intrahuman violence. Retooling animal studies to

turn in this direction demands thinking most deeply about the historical and

geopolitical contexts in which the animals of our studies truly reside. At least, I am

trying to think more and more deeply, and learning as much as I can from my

colleagues. The animal turn should implicate trans studies and vice versa, since

the history of animal research in biology and the history of the animation of

“animal facts” in lay domains are soaked in imputations of gender—as well as

sexuality.

TSQ: We cobbled together the term tranimalities in an effort to think about how

transitions, transformations, and other kinds of trans becomings are shaped by

species: in sum, that trans itself is a species technology and is always involved with

nonhumans. A concrete example: Premarin (an industrially produced estrogen

sourced from pregnant mares, hence the name) is biochemically involved in the

transitioning of some trans*women. In a very material way, these trans*women are

kinds of “tranimalities.” How do you see this neologism, tranimalities, as doing

particular and general kinds of work? Or, more generally, how do you think trans and

animal/ities (or species, more generally) can benefit from becoming enfolded,

intersected, or entangled with one another?

MC: I really love this formulation and the example of Premarin. I might add my

sense that trans is at once involved with, and buttressing/unbuttressing of, both
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nonhumans and humans (but now that I think about it I’m sure you’re thinking

just this way). While the owning of animality is both a philosophical and a

political decision that carries its risks (the “miracle” of deploying horseness in

one’s own bodily animation can be pitched alternately as enhancement, correc-

tion, replenishment, experiment, or submission), I do hope for the substantive-

ness of a “tranimal turn,” at least to the degree that such investment yields some

important articulations of species, gender, human, and transness in ways that

allow environmental studies, animal studies, and transgender studies to account

more deeply for their sometimes implicitly mutually enacted politics, whether or

not at cross purposes with one another. For some reason, I’m thinking of, let’s call

it transplantimalities, as an example: I recall reading that some people who had

organs transplanted from living donors came to feel “like” their donors in some

ways that could not be explained. Why bracket the feeling as a human one? How

does this work for trans-species organ transplantation? This formulation is so

potent because its reach includes transplantimalities.

TSQ: One of the most striking threads of Animacies is your attention to “animacy”

as constant enfolding of living/dying, in/organic, human/nonhuman matterings that

do not disavow the politics of race, sexuality, nationality, queerness, gender. One of

the critiques often lodged at newmaterialism or object-oriented ontologies is that they

tend to deracinate matter in an effort to reclaim the agential/actorship of nonhuman

objects. How do you balance a critique of anthropocentrism (that humans and

human concerns are central) while maintaining an attention to intersectionality,

assemblage, and other critical tools for attending to race, disability, gender, and

sexuality?

MC: I have been working on identifying and delineating a phenomenon I am

calling “going cosmic”—a mode of speculation whose very grounds include an

erasure of dehumanization that merges so well (as animacy hierarchies might

foretell) with, say, animalness. Cosmicness is the enactment of a large-scale

fantasy (sometimes imagined as tiny) that not only templatically erases the

integrality of intrahuman difference but also misses its projective role—through

less explicit investments in white supremacy or in empire—in the very growth of

cosmic discourses. This is not an antiscience position; it is neutral to discipline. I

have been inspired by Jodi Byrd’s (2011) association of astronomical events such as

the transit of Venus with the workings of empire (and in her book’s instance, the

deployment of indigeneity as grounds for empire). What becomes tricky is

ensuring that it is not, however, the discourse of Western-genealogic science (as

versus Indian mathematics, indigenous astronomies, and so on) that owns cos-

micness, because such a claim furthers the gesture of empire.
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Someone is in an awful hurry to reclaim the actorship of nonhuman

objects, and despite what I believe to be the constitutional formation of objectness

with animacies for which some humans are just as good fodder as anything. They

are in just as much of a hurry to discard race and other similar factors as being a

priori exteriorities or exceptional fault lines in the constitution of the human,

rather than as substantive and unmarked conditions of enfleshment. Rather than

posit equivalence among modes of dehumanization (sometimes suggested by

lists), my book aims to point to the traffic among these modes.

Regarding intersectionality and assemblage: it seems important to rec-

ognize the institutionality and the political fabric of the names we use, while also

suspending their absolute definitional fixity. As the term has come to be used,

assemblage flexes in ways that allow us to detach from the immobilizing trian-

gulations of intersectionality, thus to make interactions more supple. I find it

much more useful to approach animacies, the hierarchization of bodies, the in/

human “cut,” and transmaneuvers across that ontologizing divide through

assemblage rather than intersectionality.

TSQ: If we see “tranimalities” as a temporary site of critical engagement—knowing

as we do that such sites change in the emphasis and analytical import—what yet

unattended-to sites of inquiry do you see emerging out of these early efforts to think

trans* and animals together? What remain ongoing challenges?

MC: I am excited for the analytic (not necessarily constitutional!) disassembly of

“species,” in which both trans and animal studies may delightfully participate.

The expansion of trans studies may grow in as many directions as knee-jerk

transphobias, which heretofore have been taken as elemental and irreducible, get

undone by something else: transregistration. Otherwise, I look forward to the

changes already afoot around whiteness and coloniality.

Mel Y. Chen is an associate professor of gender and women’s studies and director of the Center

for the Study of Sexual Culture at the University of California, Berkeley. Publications include

Animacies: Biopolitics, Racial Mattering, and Queer Affect (2012) and articles appearing in such

venues as Journal of Literary and Cultural Disability Studies, Amerasia, GLQ, and WSQ.

Eva Hayward is an assistant professor in gender and women’s studies at the University of

Arizona. Her research focuses on aesthetics, environmental and science studies, and trans*

theory. She has recently published articles in Cultural Anthropology, Parallax, WSQ, and Women

and Performance. Her book SymbioSeas, on underwater representations and trans-species

“mediations,” is forthcoming from Penn State University Press.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

They Look Back
The Animalization and Self-Articulation of Trans Genitalia

PAIGE M. JOHNSON

Trannymal

Directed by Chrys Curtis-Fawley and Dylan Vade

2 min., United States, 2006

Trannymals Go to Court: An Eight-Genital Movie

Directed by Abe Bernard and Dylan Vade

12 min., United States, 2007

There are as many different genitalia

as there are stars in the sky.

There are as many different transgender genitalia as

there are birds that fly.

Some are round, some are long, some are square,

some have wings, yes, some do.

Ours like to dress up, speak up, and look at you.

In reverence.

And irreverence.

In celebration.

Towards a world in which we support, cherish,

and celebrate all bodies,

especially our own.

(—Trannymal)
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Premiering in 2006, Trannymal is the first not-for-profit film produced by the

Trans Body Law and Education Project. Completely devoid of voiced narration

for the duration of its two-minute run time, the film immediately confronts the

viewer with trans-genitals accompanied by a score reminiscent of a child’s lullaby.

Each image corresponds to a line of the poem quoted above, offering genitalia

with attached feathers as a visual stand-in for birds, or fleshy folds stretched to

briefly resemble a star. The project’s second film, Trannymals Go to Court: An

Eight-Genital Movie, premiered in 2007 and has a run time of twelve minutes. A

similarly lighthearted score supports the film, which features fully fleshed-out

characters, plot, and dialogue. While both films weave together fantasy, political

manifesto, and elements of the public service announcement, tropes not unfa-

miliar within the conventions of transmodern media production, the choice to

dissociate genitals from the subjects to which they are attached by cropping them

out of the frame marks a pointed stylistic and narrative departure. As the website

for the films explains, “Since most court cases involving transgender people

discuss genitals at great length, we thought it appropriate that the genitals get to

say their piece! Trannymals Go to Court is a fairy tale with a cast of eight fierce and

fiery talking genitals who expose harmful legal practices, speak up for gender self-

identification, and spread unapologetic tranny pride” (Trans Body Law and

Education Project 2007). Across the two films, genitals encompass themain object

of one’s gaze, a move rarely seen in the wider context of more mainstream queer

video and film in which genitalia may haunt the peripheries of visual represen-

tation but rarely take on a subjectivity all their own. The creators also explicitly

situate the films within the genre of the fairy tale, a context wholly supported by

the narrative voice, score, and overall storybook aesthetic. With the assistance of

googly-eye prosthetics, colored fur, and sparkles, fantastical creatures emerge

that invert the common stylistic device within the fairy tale/fable genre of the

anthropomorphic animal, to instead offer up zoomorphic trans genitalia akin to

animated cartoon animals. Trannymals Go to Court and the trannymals project at

large pushes for an erasure of genitalia as a source of meaning in judiciary practice

and public epistemology. Simultaneously the films invest genitals with a sense of

autonomous validity and testimonial weight that defies the inevitability of a

heterosexual system of difference, an investment made possible by the collapse of

the boundary between the real and the fantastic, the human and the animal.

Trannymals Go to Court narrates the story of Benjamin Bakerman, a

transmanwhowishes to join an all-men’s baking club. The narrator describes how

when he was born, “the doctor proclaimed ‘It’s a girl,’ and later Benjamin

responded, ‘I’m a boy.’” At this moment, Benjamin’s own voice cuts across the

narrator’s and declares, “No, I’m a trans guy with genderqueer sparkles.” From

this point on, the voices of individual characters interweave with that of the
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narrator. As the story continues, we learn that Benjamin was denied entry to the

men’s baking club because he lacks a penis, to which Benjamin responds that his

genitals should not matter, since he simply wants to bake. While the viewer learns

of the frequency with which genitals are called forth in cases pertaining to

transgender persons, Benjamin’s lawyer Ace and the Judge enter the narrative.

Soon one hears the twinkle of chimes and the sound of knocking. The camera

pans down the drawing of Benjamin as it metamorphoses into a real person. The

camera stops at the crotch of Benjamin’s jeans and zooms in, directing your gaze

to a screen now dominated by varying tones of blue. There’s a slight nudge and

wiggle and out pops Benjamin’s genitals, or “trannymal,” folds of flesh decorated

with small green rhinestones; two googly eyes are perched atop what may be a

hormonally enlarged clitoris. Benjamin’s trannymal wishes to set the record

straight, explaining that genitals should have nothing to do with this case, since

the hands are the things that bake. At this time, the lawyer Ace begins to speak

again, only to be interrupted by the appearance of his trannymal, who goes on to

give an overview of cases involving transpersons that exclude genitals as a factor in

judgment. The Judge’s own trannymal attempts to chime in, but it is quickly

dismissed as the Judge calls for order in the court. To explain further why the size

and shape of genitals shouldn’t matter, Dylan and Johnny Seven’s trannymals are

called as “experts” and demonstrate an even broader trannymals morphology.

Swayed by the testimonies, the Judge decides that Benjamin should be allowed to

join the Men’s Baking Club. As a final message, the film offers the opinion that

genitals do not indicate gender, and, instead, you are who you claim to be. The

film closes with a sequence of shots of the trannymals “eating” cakes baked in

celebration of this victory of inclusion. Throughout the course of the narrative

only Benjamin is explicitly identified as trans, yet each character must contend

with the appearance of their trannymal. It is unclear whether the film offers the

term trannymal and its genderqueer annymal sparkle aesthetic as an alternative to

dimorphic categorization for all persons or as a simple supplement. But it is clear

that trannymal allows the film to consciously work outside a potentially violent

medicalized terminology to reshape the typical strictures around identification

usually found within transgender film.

Despite the fact that the trannymals gaze outward and into the camera

with the assistance of prosthetic googly eyes, the camera itself reorients the per-

ceptual field strictly and tightly on the trannymals. The tightness of the frame

emphasizes each trannymal’s gaze, while encouraging an unwavering gaze on the

viewer’s part as well. Even without small plastic eyes, the genitals in Trannymal

look back, positing a sometimes-discomforting challenge to meet said gaze and

also offering the possibility of a wholly new transgender gaze.1 The films expose

how sex—or, more precisely, sexual organs—hold a regulatory power in popular
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thought that determines more or less what we are. Trannymals Go to Court

explores power in a juridical sense but also exposes the workings of the regulatory

regime of morphology, a regime that is antecedent to, informs, and exceeds the

law. The conditions of intelligibility by which the human emerges, and is rec-

ognized as such, are composed of presuppositional norms and practices, without

which the human cannot be thought at all. The character of the judge points to

the relations of power that circumscribe what will and will not count as truth and

that order the world in certain regulatory ways that come to be accepted as

sedimented fields of knowledge. Trannymals actively construct a nonhuman/

human-animal to expose the precarity of these conditional boundaries that

includes “a view of gender that does not recognize the existence of many trans-

gendered people” (Vade 2005: 254). While the film pushes back against the

inequities of the laws that govern our intelligibility as humans as well as the ways

of knowing that forcibly define this intelligibly, it is interesting that the film does

so by shifting to the trope of the animal, to that which is presumed to lie outside

the human.

Trannymals Go to Court ultimately advocates for change in the ways the

law perceives the relevance of genitals to issues of gender and sexuality through

affective display. When confronted by the legal system, genitals become socially

marked. This marking illuminates for all intents and purposes where the subjects

to which they are attached fall within a supposed binary gender system. As Mel

Chen (2013: 172) notes, “Genitals bear a tremendous weight, particularly, arguably

in the West/Global North. They are a tremendously loaded ‘organ’ for they

simultaneously impute both gender and sexuality. . . . Therefore ‘genitals’ are

directly tied to geopolitical and social orders which are vastly more complex and

intersectional than to systems of gender alone.”While this gestures to the multiple

points of relevance for genitals beyond constructions of gender and sex, Chen

goes on to explore how human-animal boundaries are articulated in terms of sex

by examining the consistent absence of genitalia in cultural representations of

animals. The ontology of the trannymal results from the collapse of the bound-

aries between the animal and the human. Chen shows how the consistent absence

of this morphology in cultural consciousness helps to define those boundaries.

The trannymal thus emerges as an ideal representative of trans subjectivity. The

addition of the animal moves the discourse in expansive new directions by

articulating the interrelatedness and mutual inextricability of various “trans-”

phenomena. The gender-defined space of trans-animality that manifests the

trannymal is not only populated with diverse forms of gendered embodiment but

also cross-hatched by the boundaries of significant forms of difference other than

gender.

The emergence of the trannymal questions what counts as a person,

what counts as a coherent gender, and what counts as a male baker. Echoing
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Judith Butler (2004: 58), Trannymals Go to Court shows how “justice is not only or

exclusively a matter of how persons are treated or how societies are constituted. It

also concerns consequential decisions about what a person is, and what social

norms must be honored and expressed for ‘personhood’ to become allocated,

how we do or do not recognize animate others as persons depending on whether

or not we recognize a certain norm manifested in and by the body of that other.”

In a world in which the meanings and limits of the subject are set out in advance,

Benjamin dares to question the constraint of certain norms and moves toward

heretofore-unexplored possibilities of becoming. Given the regulatory order of

what circumscribes membership to a “men’s baking club,” Benjamin seeks to

dismantle how this is conceptualized under the contemporary order of being. The

trannymals in their various manifestations physically and linguistically fill the

space of that which has no place within the given regime of truth. Benjamin seeks

to grab hold of what would make life survivable, and it is telling that to articulate

this need, the film seeks the voices of that which, as the argument of the film

espouses, should not have a voice in the discussion—genitals. Cast member

Johnny Seven (2007) explains, “Accessorizing my genitals to make people hear my

own voice is brilliant. My genitals say that my genitals should only count for me

and should not be a topic of discussion when determining how I live, move and

havemy being in the world.” The films explicitly call forth the animal and defy the

norms governing what it is to be a recognizably human and therefore befitting

a sustainable life, allowing this voice to speak to transgender film in exciting

new ways.

Paige M. Johnson is a PhD candidate in the Department of Theatre, Dance, and Performance

Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. She is currently pursuing fieldwork in Indo-

nesia with transgender entertainers. She is interested in the role of performance in identity

formation and community solidarity and how they intersect with questions of queer survival.

Note

1. For an excellent discussion of the “transgender gaze” and its potential for identificatory

pleasure and embodied spectatorship in several important films with trans content, see

Judith Halberstam’s In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Loves

(2005).
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

GI’s Anatomy
Drawing Sex, Drawing Gender, Drawing Bodies

ANNA McNAY and JAY STEWART

Abstract Historically, the dominant body of representations of gender variance has been presented

from the point of view of themedical practitioner: as abnormalities, as “other.” In spring 2013, thirty

transgender and intersex people participated in GI’s Anatomy, a series of practical life-drawing

workshops in London programmed by the arts-based organization Gendered Intelligence (GI). The

models posing also identified as transgender or as having an intersex condition. The project gave its

participants the opportunity to create a significant body of work, to issue new representations of

their own bodies, to take a more holistic view of the person and the wider social and cultural

references in which they sit. This article reviews the goals and achievements of this seminal project,

taking a closer look at the experience of two participants and focusing on the circularity of knowledge

production at play.

Keywords intersex, life drawing, community, discourse, conversations

I n spring 2013, thirty transgender and intersex people participated in GI’s

Anatomy, a series of practical life-drawing workshops in London programmed

by the arts-based organization Gendered Intelligence (GI) in collaboration with

life-drawing tutors from London Drawing.1 What made these art classes distinct

was that the models posing also identified as transgender or as having an intersex

condition. The models had a range of body types, some of which were visibly

identifiable as transgender or intersex, some not. The project aimed to engage the

participants with complex ideas around sexed and gendered bodies that pertained

to their own life experience. Throughout the project, the participants interrogated

the ways scientific discourses and practices have come to shape our understanding

of nonnormatively sexed and gendered bodies.

Before each drawing session, during which sketches would be made of

the nude models using different methods and materials, lectures and gallery

visits were held, providing the participants with background and stimuli in

both the fields of medicine relating to gender variance and the drawing of the
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human figure throughout art history. One such stimulus took the form of a

question-and-answer session with clinical psychologist Dr. Sarah Davidson, who

spoke about the current practices for children and adolescents attending Gender

Identity Development Services at the Tavistock Clinic in north London. Others

were Dr. Louise Chambers, speaking on the medicalization of gender variant and

intersexed bodies in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, phalloplasty

surgeon Mr. Nim Christopher, and a representative of Intersex UK.2

Generating Conversations in a Historical Context

Through the course of the workshops, each participant aimed to produce a piece

of art that would go on to be exhibited in a gallery in Shoreditch. By producing a

new visual body of work, the artists would contribute to a contemporary doc-

umenting of the physiology of sex and gender variance. At the same time, con-

versations would be generated not just between participants, but between par-

ticipants and models, participants and medical practitioners, participants and

members of the public, and any permutation of these various dialogues. As Judith

Halberstam (2011: 12) notes, “Conversation rather than mastery indeed seems to

offer one very concrete way of being in relation to another form of being and

knowing without seeking to measure that life modality by the standards that are

external to it.” An unexpected outcome of these conversations was the oppor-

tunity to show the work at the Tavistock Clinic itself. Here, the audience would

include mental health professionals as well as young people attending the clinic

for advice and therapy regarding their own gender identities.

Historically, the dominant body of representations of gender variance in

real people (as opposed to mythological figures such as Hermaphroditus) has

been presented from the point of view of the medical practitioner: as abnor-

malities, as “other.” Trans and intersex people have been regarded as “specimens,”

with any move toward a greater respect for privacy having the effect of deper-

sonalization, with such crass gestures as placing bags over their heads or black

bars across their faces. What mattered was the “accurate physical reality” of the

subject (hence, sketches were used where photos could not show sufficient detail).

Significant also is that it was common for a physician’s (manipulating) hand to be

shown in both photographs and sketches (Domurat Dreger 1999: 47–48).

In more recent times, individual trans and intersex artists have com-

mented on this pathologization. One such example is Ins A Kromminga/Jannik

Franzen’s installation Laboratory Dr._ Installation with One-Way Mirror at the

Trans_Homo exhibition (Berlin, 2012), which presented a mock-up of a labora-

tory with drawings of guinea pigs and their genitals, with their faces blacked out,

alongside a display of books and other paraphernalia relating to sexual and

gender “deviance.” While this work offered a critique of the status quo of med-

ical practices, no alternative was suggested. GI’s Anatomy, in contrast, gave the
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opportunity to trans and intersex people themselves to create a significant body of

work, to issue new representations of their own bodies, to take a more holistic

view of the person and the wider social and cultural references in which they sit,

and to reflect that back to the health systems on which they rely for certain key

aspects of their transition and well-being. This development of conversations

offered a means of addressing the historical inequity of power between medical

professionals and “patients,” something sought after by both the Tavistock Clinic

and Gendered Intelligence as being a more productive approach.

Before returning to look at the response the works received in the Tavi-

stock Clinic, we would like to consider two short case studies of participants, each

already a practicing artist before the workshops. For both artists, their motiva-

tions, expectations, experiences, and evaluations will be presented, showing their

different points of engagement with the conversations, along with a short critique

of their final works displayed in the Tavistock Clinic exhibition.

Participant Case Studies

Simon Croft

Simon Croft is a trans-man living and working in London. He began making art

around the same time that he transitioned and has since completed a fine arts

degree. Simon is a regular exhibitor in LGBT-related group shows, and his work is

both conceptual and processual. With a background in engineering, he is intri-

gued by the properties of different materials and continually strives to push them

to their limits, test them, and see how they respond when being used in an out-of-

the-ordinary manner. Text also plays a key role in Simon’s work, which usually

carries a message. The work is not, however, overtly didactic, and viewers are

always invited to draw their own conclusions, becoming, if you like, part of the

process or life cycle of the work.

Having been involved with GI in various capacities over recent years,

Simon, who had done some life drawing before, albeit over ten years ago, was

quick to respond to the opportunity to take part in this project, saying, “A lot of

my practice deliberately avoids [direct imagery of] the body because I find it to be

quite a problematic zone for trans people. I thought it was time to reengage with

life drawing, because it’s an important skill, and to maybe start challenging myself

and considering whether there are other ways that I can refer to the body in my

work.” At the end of the project, Simon submitted three pieces of work, The Fine

Lines of Definition 1, 2, and 3. Each is a collage of his penned figure outlines,

overlaid respectively on pink and blue sugar paper, a map, and some dictionary

text, and a collage using original 1930s physical culture magazines and contem-

porary equivalents, showing how gendered pressures have remained constant—

advertisements and articles advising how to prevent baldness and achieve a firmer

bust. Each work challenges stereotypes and judgments, questions definitions and
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means of navigating, and contrasts the goals we are drip fed to aspire to with the

reality of our bodies just as they are. This has profound resonance in the life of a

transperson, but carries over to people’s relationships with their bodies in society

at large.

Alongside the fresh challenges, what Simon most took from GI’s Anatomy

was this: “Just getting back into that space where, in life drawing, you’re really

appreciating the body, and actually, a lot of the time, what you’re appreciating

about it is that it’s not perfect, that it is different, that it has got wrinkles and scars.”

Robin Pfaff

For Robin Pfaff, who had never before undertaken any life drawing, there was

something very special about the fact that the models had bodies similar to his

own: “Once I was part of the project I realized how powerful it was in terms of

being part of a majority as opposed to usually being part of a huge minority.”

Although he has no formal qualification in fine art, Robin is a qualified art

therapist. Perhaps accordingly, his approach to art-making is somewhat more

Figure 1. The Fine Lines of Definition 2, Simon Croft
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emotionally driven than Simon’s. Robin’s works have, over recent years, become

less figurative and have usedmore three-dimensional media. Hismainmotivating

factor for participating in GI’s Anatomy was to learn something new.

As someone who likes to repeat something over and over until he has it

mastered, Robin was, at times, frustrated by all the extracurricular aspects of the

project that detracted from drawing practice time. He laments being too aware of

his limitations of skill and so busy trying to get things “right” that it was not until

just before the end of the last session, when he realized he needed a work to

submit, that he let go and became more fluid in what he was able to produce.

Feeling emotionally unattached to any of his works, he didn’t put forward

any specific piece for the exhibition, instead permitting the organizers to select

those they felt most appropriate. A simple pencil drawing of a reclining figure was

chosen—something quite different from Robin’s usual work, showing precisely

what he had learned, technically and artistically, at least, from the project. The

model in the sketch rests on an elbow, with his other arm draped across his

stomach and one knee raised. He could be lying on the beach. He looks at ease

with himself and his body; comfortable both to be looking and to be being looked

at. As Robin concludes, “The fact that they [the models] had the grace and the

courage and the generosity to share and, I suppose, in that sense, to be proud and

to celebrate [their bodies], in turn made me feel much better about myself.”

Conclusion: Reception and Significance

What this review hopes to have revealed from the project is the circularity of

knowledge production at play. Dr. Davidson’s talk at the start of the project indeed

Figure 2. Just Another Life Drawing, Robin Plaff
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gave room for fostering connections and understanding, which led to new avenues

for collaboration, not least the opportunity to show work at the Tavistock Clinic

itself. Setting out as a project that hoped to build knowledge in its participants and

consider ways of relating to trans and intersex bodies, GI’s Anatomy ultimately

also built knowledge in the medical field and community at large. It opened many

new dialogues—or conversations—important and relevant to the public who

saw the works in this setting, as evidenced by the range of comments in the

visitors’ book. Indeed, these “conversations” operated in such a way as to, as

Halberstam (2011: 12) suggests, flatten out the hierarchies of knowledge produc-

tion, placing exchange and dialogue more centrally, offering participants and all

those involved new “way[s] of being . . . without seeking to measure.”

Anna McNay is a freelance art writer and editor based in London. She is arts editor for DIVA

magazine and deputy editor for State Media. Anna has reviewed many LGBT exhibitions,

including those in which this review’s case studies have participated, and has authored the

review elements in this piece.

Jay Stewart is cofounder of Gendered Intelligence. He holds a PhD in visual cultures from

Goldsmiths College, University of London. Jay convened the GI Anatomy project and is author

of the factual project information.

Notes

1. See genderedintelligence.co.uk and www.londondrawing.com. This project was funded

by the Wellcome Trust as part of their arts award.

2. Intersex UKwas developed and officially formed after a UK support group meeting. The

purpose of the organization is to specifically educate and engage with the UK govern-

ment. See intersexuk.org.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

Notes toward a Possible Trajectory
of Posthuman Transition
Centered on the Asteroid Belt

Art : MARGARET TRAUTH

Words : KINCAID

Story : KINCAID and MARGARET TRAUTH

M y work is an exploration of my interests in pretending to be an animal per-

son for fun and profit, in thinking about what life would be like if Moore’s

Law holds true long enough to emulate a human brain on a platform the same size

as its original wetware, and in drawing things I think are pretty.

When you have changed your gender with the help of massive infusions of

hormones, and you regularly ponder pouring your consciousness into a custom-

built body, it is not much of a jump to find yourself thinking about how totally

cool it would be to go about daily life wearing a chassis that happens to look like a

half-human, half-spider. (Though I suspect my daily driver is more likely to be a

dragon lady, if I make it off the meat I was booted up on.)

This particular short story is part of an ongoing cycle of art and micro-

fiction about robot spider ladies who live in the asteroid belt and consider

blowing themselves up to be a form of artistic expression.

Or maybe it is just a private joke with my (now ex-) boyfriend about how

utterly impossible I can be to hold a conversation with sometimes.

—Margaret Trauth
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Margaret Trauth was assigned male at birth in New Orleans in the early 1970s. She has spent

extensive time in the worlds of animation, furry fandom, (gender)queerness, and transhumanism.

She is currently working on the third and final volume of her graphic novel Decrypting Rita.

The entity known as Kincaid read too much Robert Anton Wilson as a teenager and too much

Kate Bornstein as an adult. Occasionally, they daydream of talking animals. They are otherwise

harmless.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

Artist Statement
Visible Monstrosity as Empowerment

ANTHONY CLAIR WAGNER

Abstract “Visible Monstrosity as Empowerment” asks, How can we own the transgender imaginary?

Anthony Clair Wagner uses the figure of the monster in their art to reflect the stigmatization of

monsterized others, specifically transsexuals. Wagner proposes that refusing hegemonic shame and

boundaries through embracing the stigmatizing figure of the monster helps deconstruct the violent

hegemonic imaginary. They call for monstrous visibility. In this artist statement Wagner explains the

importance of the appropriation of the figure of the monster in their art as a tool for empowerment.

Keywords art, transsexual, monster, animal, (in)visibility

H ow can we own the transgender imaginary? How can we reclaim some-

thing as fleeting and immaterial as an imaginary? Who holds the power to

deconstruct it?

This reclaiming requires the deconstruction of simplified and stereo-

typified imaginaries, followed by diversification. Visible heterogeneity and a

polyphony of voices are among the primary tools for change. In my art I seek to

practice a kind of diversification by increasing the complexity of the transgender

imaginary through adding my own visibility. My radical approach makes use of

the figure of the monster as well as the confrontational potential of the so-called

abnormal transgender body. Heteronormativity has long divided bodies into the

normal, that is, proper human, and the other, commonly regarded as less than

human, even monstrous. Among such abjected bodies we find those of women,

people with disabilities, people of color, people of different religious faiths and

sexualities, and animals, to name but a few. All those others were subjugated and

controlled through stigmatization. To be abjected from the status of the human

and reduced to monstrosity means to be stripped of human rights.

Monsters represent the ultimate threat to society; they are recurrently

depicted as destructive, the end of humanity, and associated with death and

disease. The reaction that is provoked by this fearmongering is one of violent
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aggression—monsters can be beaten, abused, cast out, and even killed with

impunity. While monsters may seem like phantasmic relics of the past, present-

day hate crimes and everyday abuse of minority people are severe reminders of an

inequality that can be traced back to times when the term monster was still fre-

quently applied.

Considering the above, it might seem strange to appropriate this derog-

atory word for the purpose of self-empowerment, which is what I do in my art.

First, I reflected on my own (society-induced) feelings of monstrosity by wearing

a fur suit that turned me into a beast. Researching monstrosity I found that my

own body would suffice to make my point. I lay claim to the figure of the monster

by right of my female birth sex, my nonheteronormative sexuality, and, most

important, my “abnormal,” supposedly unnatural, hybrid body. No one made

me into a transsexual, but physically I am a scientifically constructed crea-

ture—neither man nor woman, not even intersexual, and, therefore, by common

definition hardly human. On top of this, my refusal to pass as male or female and

thereby “human,” my insistence, in fact, on being monstrously different and not

shamed by it, can make me quite monstrous, even threatening.

In the Dance with the Dead Cock series I manifest my allegiance to nature,

the animal, death, and disease, while being confrontational about my physical

reality. At first glance the photograph included here (see fig. 1) seems to depict a

mythical scene: an alluring, androgynous youth stands bold and nude in a

meadow on a cold November dawn, tenderly holding a dark object in his hands.

A closer look transforms this peaceful and enticing scene into an unsettling one.

The cold, blue light and open outdoors environment make the “boy” appear vul-

nerable, which seems at odds with his attitude and stance. As the viewer con-

templates “his” unprotected body, its original attraction turns into revulsion as it

becomes obvious that the person is neither male nor female, but a hybrid that

potentially makes this body creepy and monstrous. Thus the subject’s direct gaze

becomes a provocation and challenge. Considering that Andrew N. Sharpe (2010:

88) has identified the transsexual body, in terms of Foucault’s definition of

monstrosity, as “a double breach of law and nature,” the hybrid body, in the

picture, defies human ideas of a fixed binary nature, while the confrontational

visibility of its monstrosity defies the unwritten law of invisibility which demands

that the “unnatural,” the abnormal, has to hide or be destroyed, else it threatens

the “natural” order. This invisibility was enforced through stigmatization and

violence, yet the monster in this photograph seems neither ashamed nor fearful

but, rather, assertive and protective of the object in its hands.

The hybrid who lacks the phallus that would position it within the

boundaries of the sex binary is in fact holding a dead rooster—a dead cock. The

lack of the phallus is nearly as bad as its loss within the patriarchal narrative, since
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the phallus is the symbol of power and the justification of male dominance. This

transsexual body appears male (muscular, breastless) and therefore may access

male privilege, but instead it reveals its lack and simultaneously displays the

impotence of the phallus in the figure of the dead cock. Thus it manifests itself as a

threat to the patriarchal hierarchy that places the white, straight male in the power

position by reducing all others to the status of monsters. While man still styles

himself the ruler of earth and all its creatures, the monster seeks out nature, rejects

the power of the phallus, and declares its kinship with the animal and its proximity

to death and disease. Our natural environment and the creatures therein carry the

same stigma of disease, death, and destruction as the monster. Rats brought the

plague, monkeys infected us with AIDS and ebola, cows had to be culled to protect

us from mad cow disease, wild birds spread the avian flu, and so on.

In the cultural narrative nature and monsters threaten humanity’s sur-

vival, never, inversely, the humans who, in their desire to rule nature, destroy their

own environment. The figure of the monster is a threat to the human because it

not only ignores boundaries but can actually bring them down. Both the monster

Figure 1. Dance with the Dead Cock, by Anthony Clair Wagner, 2009.
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and the animal have been subjugated and violated by the patriarchal hegemony;

both have been reduced to objects and denied rights and dignity. Therefore, the

monstrous others, such as transsexuals, decolonialize the imaginary that was used

to suppress them. It becomes increasingly apparent that it is necessary to extend

our efforts to the imaginary of the animal and nature, to decolonize all imagin-

aries, in order to deconstruct the hierarchy and free us from hegemonic violence.

Anthony Clair Wagner is an artist and a PhD candidate at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna.

They are coeditor, with Eliza Steinbock and Marianna Szczygielska, of “Tranimacies: Intimate

Links between Affect, Animals, and Trans* Studies,” a forthcoming special issue of Angelaki:

Journal of the Theoretical Humanities. Their publications include “On Elves and Beasts: An

Intervention into Normative Imaginaries” (Graduate Journal of Social Science, December

2010). Since 2011 they are also known for their Monster Workshop.
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N E W M E D I A

The Tracks of My Tears
Trans* Affects, Resonance, and Pit Bulls and Parolees

HARLAN WEAVER

Abstract Taking up the intersections of race, gender, sexuality, and “pit bull” politics, this article

explores the problems and promises of trans* spectatorship, trans* affect, new media, and animal

studies. The popular Animal Planet show Pit Bulls and Parolees grounds the analysis, which is focused

on the ways that race and masculinity figure in the show’s politics and practices of salvation of both

dogs and men, joining this discussion with an exploration of how affect as a sense of bodily

movement and feeling figures in the material practices of new media spectatorship involving

nonhuman animals. Working through a sense of specifically trans* affect, the article uses auto-

ethnographic examples from the author’s own transition and viewership to explore the possibilities of

a broader multispecies trans*-affective politics.

Keywords pit bulls, parolees, affect, animality

W hen I first began taking testosterone, I was struck by my inability to cry.

Intensities and emotions were there, indeed intensities and feelings some-

times felt like they were all that was there, spilling over at every turn and steering

me somewhat forcefully through life, but the tears just would not come. I set to

searching different media, trying to find something, anything, that would work as

a tearjerker. And then I found Pit Bulls and Parolees.

Pit Bulls and Parolees stars Tia Torres and her daughters, all of them white,

and a changing cast of men on parole, mostly brown, who all work together at

Torres’s pit bull rescue center, Villalobos. The show centers on deliberately paired

salvation narratives, evident in the promotional ad for the third season, in which

one of the men states in a voiceover, “She saw something in me that she felt

was worth saving,” as images of pit bulls running and “UNWANTED” and

“UNDAUNTED” flash across the screen. “These dogs and men deserve a second

chance,” asserts Torres.1 Most of the episodes feature stories of dogs being

retrieved from terrible conditions and rehabilitated by Torres, her daughters, and

the parolees who work for them. And at each episode’s end, the dogs move into
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loving homes with fenced backyards and deeply caring (and mostly white)

owners. Even as I was critical of the show’s racial, class, and gender politics, it

consistently brought me to tears. And right then, I really needed to cry.

As I learned from the trans-masculine support group I joined, my expe-

rience of transitioning was not unusual—many others experienced the sensations

of being moved by the torrent of testosterone- and transition-related feelings that

I describe, and many others also experienced my crying problem. I emphasize

“being moved” here because these sensations fit into what I will term affect.

Defined as “a prepersonal intensity corresponding to the passage from one

experiential state of the body to another and implying an augmentation or

diminution in that body’s capacity to act” by Brian Massumi (1987: xvi), affect

helps me to describe bodily movements that are emotional movements. When

William James (1981: 1066) writes, “We feel sorry because we cry, angry because we

strike, afraid because we tremble,” he underscores how bodily movements

become emotional states through affect. By trying to cry, I hoped to transform the

frenzy of transition-related feelings I was having into the bodily movements of

tears, of sobbing, that might then produce the tangible emotions—of feeling

tangibly, visibly sad, upset, angry—that I knew would better help me cope with

the complicated social dynamics of beginning to transition. In the remainder of

this article, I trace the connections among the affects of my own transition and

those of my pit bull media spectatorship in the hope that they might contribute to

a larger trans species, trans*-affective politics.

“Pit Bulls” and Race

The paired salvation narratives at the heart of Pit Bulls and Parolees tie into a

complicated history of both dog breeds and processes of racialization. To begin, it

may surprise some to learn that the “pit bull” is not a breed. Kennel clubs regulate

and determine dog breeds, and while the American Kennel Club and United

Kennel Club register American pit bull terriers, American Staffordshire terriers,

American bulldogs, and more, they do not recognize “pit bulls” per se. And yet,

laws regulating “pit bull–type dogs” exist in a large number of municipalities,

many of which mandate euthanasia regardless of individual dogs’ behavior. Pit

bulls have an image problem not only in terms of phenotype, or how they look,

but also because the fuzziness of the category pit bull lends itself to an “I know it

when I see it” mode of identification.

Pit bulls and their category problems are also caught up in the making of

race and gender. Consider convicted dog fighter and African American quar-

terback Michael Vick, whose case sparked a racist public outcry that involved

practices reminiscent of lynching, including people’s burning him in effigy. Vick’s

vilification demonstrates how pit bulls—likemost dogs involved in fighting, all of
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Vick’s dogs were pit bull–types—have come to participate in the troubling

practice of racialization on the basis of animals. Indeed, Jim Gorant (2010: 10), a

Sports Illustrated writer who authored a book about Vick’s dogs, asserts that,

“while handsome, [Vick] could be fairly described as almost canine.” While the

practice of racialization by animalization has a long history, Vick’s case reveals

how pit bulls in particular are increasingly involved in contemporary productions

of black masculinities (see Elder, Wolch, and Emel 1998).

Villalobos

The drama of Villalobos, centered in a narrative of what might be paraphrased as

a “white woman saving brown men by saving brown dogs,” certainly participates

in contemporary productions of racialized masculinities through ties with pit

bulls.2 However, it also attempts to rework these ties. The men are likened to the

dogs in their need for a “second chance” through rehabilitation from lives lived in

cages and/or in chains; one season 3 cast member states, “I know what it’s like to

be in a cage.”3 Yet this likeness parallels the men’s and dog’s experiences as being

similarly rooted in the injustices of systems that judge them based on their looks,

their class, and their ties with marginalized groups. In analogizing prisons and

kennels, the show critiques the prison industrial complex; indeed, in one episode

Tia bitterly notes that her ex-husband went to check in with his parole officer and

ended up back in prison because of another person’s violation of their parole

terms.4 In this sense, the show is critical of the US prison system in a way most of

the proliferating crime dramas in contemporary US media are not.

The diegetic affects of Pit Bulls and Parolees are also shaped by the systems

of racialized injustices and geographies of poverty and plenitude the show depicts.

We can see this in the show’s many happy moments, such as when a dog who

arrived sick and emaciated joyfully leaps into the arms of a prospective adopter at

the first chance, or when a parolee succeeds in facilitating an adoption by training

a dog. While the dog’s leap leads to adoption and a life with a family, shifting its

experience of class as well as whiteness, the parolee’s success contributes to his

sense of belonging to “the team” of Villalobos, changing his experience of family

and whiteness as well by folding him into Torres’s own rather unconventional kin-

group of the Villalobos “team”—consisting of Torres, her daughters, their

partners, and the other men on parole working at Villalobos. In this sense, the

show’s twinned narratives of salvation and their attendant affects participate in

disparities and norms shaped by race, class, gender, geography, and species.

New Media, New Affects

The material circumstances of my spectatorship of Pit Bulls and Parolees also

merit analysis. I say this because I rarely watched a full episode of the show, often
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choosing to view the free clips uploaded by the show’s network, Animal Planet. I

also experienced these viewing moments entirely through the fifteen-inch screen

of my laptop. In this sense, my spectatorship resonates with the way many of us

experience new media—immediately and rather viscerally, with the stroke of the

trackpad and touch of the keyboard as part and parcel of a rather haptic form of

spectatorship invested in databases rather than television sets, a deliberate looking

opposed to channel surfing. I use the term resonates deliberately, for it is the term

that Susana Paasonen (2011) uses in talking about the viewing of online por-

nography. My search for what one might transpose as “money shots”—moments

that made me cry—reveals a parallel with online pornography that augments my

explanation of the affects involved in my spectatorship.

Paasonen argues that the notion of “affective resonance” is key to

understanding viewers’ experiences of online pornography (24). Departing from

more psychoanalytic notions rooted in the gaze, Paasonen posits that viewers

experience porn through moments that “grab” them, a term she borrows from

Theresa Senft. For Senft (2008: 46), to grab means “to clutch with the hand, to

seize for the moment, to command attention, to touch—often inappropriately,

sometimes reciprocally.”5 Paasonen (2011: 178–79) links the grab to resonance,

arguing, “Whatever grabs, resonates: it demands attention and has the power to

move and touch the one interacting with it.” This resonance is not always posi-

tive, for it can be experienced “as disturbing, arousing, or surprising.” Variations

in resonances change spectators’ movements, for Paasonen notes, “depending on

the affective resonance, users may turn away from the images or move even closer

to be moved and impressed” (179).

As someone who has owned two pit bull–type dogs, both of whom came to

me after experiencing nearly fatal conditions in their early lives, it is no wonder

that I felt lured into watching a show centered on stories of saving pit bulls. And

because I grew up in Oakland, California, a city with a long and troubled history

regarding both police violence and the racism of the criminal justice system, it

also makes sense that I would be drawn to, or “grabbed,” by a show that critiques

the US prison system (see, for example, Lee 2004). As I sat on my couch with my

laptop, perusing YouTube and Amazon, I felt the Internet reaching out and

latching on to me—“Look at these dogs! These men! Then feel all the feelz!”—

even in moments when I meant to be searching for chest-binders. Paasonen’s

(2011) sense of resonance aptly describes my attraction to Pit Bulls and Parolees,

not only because the situations and affects depicted on the show felt close to me

but also because resonance does not translate to identification. Paasonen sees

“resonance as somatic and somewhat involuntary moments of proximity with

characters and bodily performances on the screen” (186). Proximities and move-

ments, not identifications through looking, ground resonance. As awhite feminist
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trans*person invested in challenging a politics of salvation in which white folks

uplift brown folks out of the conditions of their struggle and “save” them, I was

and am critical of the structure of the show and Tia Torres’s role as protagonist.

My conflicting feelings—being disturbed, critical, gratified, sad, and happy to be

able to be sad enough to cry, all at once—reveal an experience of affective res-

onances, of being grabbed andmoved in surprising and similar ways near to, or in

proximity with, the many feelings depicted on the show. Furthermore, these

resonances helped me be moved through the show when I felt emotionally stuck

in moving through my transition in my real life.

Trans* Affects

The movements of transitioning—beginning to take hormones, moving into

social spaces, navigating the bonds of family, beginning to understandmy body in

new ways—play a critical role in my story. Here I want to take up the sense of

affect in another way, for my becoming trans* was, in many ways, not a choice I

made but rather a choice that made me, a upwelling of feelings that changed my

body more than any conscious decision. In this, I was and am not alone; when

Jennifer Finney Boylan (2003: 131) describes her transition as “more of an erosion”

than a decision, her sense of acceding to a force that usurps the self resonates with

my understanding of many trans* experiences as beingmoved by feelings—hope,

sadness, discomfort, happiness, desire—more than conscious decision.

My understanding of what I term trans* affects has much to do with the

racial and class politics of the masculinities and femininities and non-

dichotomously gendered embodiments into which I, and many like me, move.

The trans* affects I think with, like the new media affects I describe above, are

deeply social: gender, race, and class, not to mention nation and ability, shape the

kinds of trans* experiences and transitions that move many trans*-identified

folks. I recently moved to the southeastern United States, and have been struck by

how easy it is to move in public spaces here, being read as an able-bodied, middle-

class, white guy. Simply put, people are so very nice to me here, in a way I have

never experienced. I never imagined that my transition would become so com-

fortable, so frictionless, so . . . apolitical. I do not want it to stay this way.

Trans Species/Politics/Affects

When I introduced the term trans species at the beginning of this piece, I was

thinking about how my own transition was aided by my pit bull–type dog—as I

edged into an increasingly liminal embodiment, I realized that people did not

mess with me when she was there, that my gender in many ways was facilitated by

the space between us. I was thinking of the way that “trans formations are con-

nected to and made possible by relationships among humans and nonhuman
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animals that productively disrupt heterosexual gender norms and kinship for-

mations” (Weaver 2014: 253–54). Writing this piece has helped me expand this

sense of trans species and, in particular, the sense of relating that I am hopeful

about with regard to a trans species, trans*-affective politics.

In the fourth season of Pit Bulls and Parolees, one of the parolees, Dameon,

gets off parole and returns to Villalobos, where Tia gifts him with a set of

“freedom dog tags,” a marker of his support system as a member of the Villalobos

pit bull–inclusive family.6 When this moment made me cry, I was surprised—I

was usually moved by the animals’ happy moments, not those of the show’s

humans. But then I realized that there was a kind of transferred “grab” going on,

in which one movement had become so deeply connected to another that it also

moved me. This grab-switch revealed to me a form of trans species kinship that I

can embrace and be moved by in a way that is not identificatory but politically

important nonetheless.

In her landmark book on gay and lesbian kinship, Families We Choose,

KathWeston ([1991] 1997: 104) relates how the increasing sociability of a normally

shy cat during her chosen-family’s weekly dinners reveals that they have all been

brought into the “inner circle.” LikeWeston’s cat, the dogs of Pit Bulls and Parolees

bring Torres, her family, and the men on parole at Villalobos together, and it is

through increasing competence and comfort with the dogs that the men come to

participate in what I read as the Villalobos kin group. As I note above, the

dynamics of whiteness and middle class norms are at play here. And yet, this

kinship is structured through difference and impermanence; both dogs and men

are moving through, not settling in. This transient kinship, in conjunction with

the affective resonances I experienced watching the show, helps me make sense of

the promise of nonhuman animals in new media and trans*-affective politics.

My feelings of being moved by Pit Bulls and Parolees reveal a form of

transient kinship, one that speaks to the promises of trans species, trans*-affective

politics of this piece. The spectatorship I describe, moving with the show’s many

affective moments in ways that transferred its grip onme, weremoments of mixed

feelings, in which happiness and sadness, discomfort and comfort, resonated with

me, and in which I became momentarily attached. This mixedness demonstrates

how one can be critical of and still enjoy trans species affects. Here, I am reminded

of the feelings Sara Ahmed (2004: 148) describes as “queer discomfort,” feelings

that occur when “a body does not ‘sink into’ a space that has already taken its

shape,” a discomfort Ahmed finds to be difficult—the wish for comfort is hard to

dismiss—yet generative in that it is about “inhabiting norms differently” (155).

Ahmed’s sense of productive discomfort speaks to the transferred grabs and

transitive kinships in Pit Bulls and Parolees that moved me to tears. My feeling

transiently and kindredly close helped me become productively, even tearfully,
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uncomfortable with the problems of pit bull, racial, and class politics in the

United States, while coming to terms with my own new-to-me discomforts of an

emergent trans* embodiment. In a world where there is no shortage of trans

species kinships in the videos and memes of cats and dogs, elephants and dogs,

and so on becoming close to one another, this type of trans species trans*-

affective kinship strikes me as promising: it reveals not the empty politics of “can’t

we all just get along” so prevalent in these memes but rather a mode of atten-

tiveness oriented toward critical understandings of how newmedia spectatorship

can not only facilitate becoming trans* but also encourage tentative and transi-

tory kinships through resonances across the many struggles involving race, class,

gender, breed, species, and sexuality that shape our lives.

Harlan Weaver received his PhD from the History of Consciousness Department at the Uni-

versity of California, Santa Cruz; he recently completed an NSF postdoctoral fellowship at the

Center for Science, Technology, Medicine, and Society at the University of California, Berkeley.

He is currently a visiting assistant professor in gender and sexuality studies at Davidson College.

Notes

1. See www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMYrZqPIoBQ (accessed August 8, 2014).

2. I refer to Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s (1999: 284) famous sentence from A Critique of

Postcolonial Reason: “‘White men are saving brown women from brown men.’”

3. See www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMYrZqPIoBQ (accessed August 8, 2014).

4. See www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcYhjG9r6ts at 3:41 (accessed August 8, 2014).

5. For a more gaze-based understanding of spectatorship, see Laura Mulvey’s “Visual

Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (1975).

6. Dog tags are used in the US military when a service member is killed and their body

cannot be retrieved; one tag is left on the body and the other taken home. Torres’s gifting

of dog tags indicates a deep-seated belonging, one that applies even in the face of trouble.

See www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcYhjG9r6ts at 21:00 (accessed August 20, 2014).
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B O O K R E V I E W

Locating a Tranimal Past
A Review Essay of Tranimalities and Tranimacies

in Scholarship

M. DALE BOOTH

Abstract This review essay surveys the current state of tranimal historiography, paying specific

attention to Jens Rydström’s Sinners and Citizens: Bestiality and Homosexuality in Sweden, 1880–

1950, several essays in the edited collection Centering Animals in Latin American History, and Leah

DeVun’s GLQ article “Animal Appetites.” Ranging from themedieval to themodern, these texts offer a

glimpse at an emerging branch of tranimal studies rooted in historical methodology and analysis.

Keywords trans-, transgender, tranimal, history, animal studies

This essay probes both the relationships between the human and nonhuman and

the theoretical frameworks by which scholars are beginning to conceptual-

ize tranimals, tranimacies, and humanimality. From the onset, it is important to

recognize the challenge of defining terms in a field that has emerged in critical

relation to the taxonomical impulses that underlie definitions themselves. Yet it

seems safe to suggest that when we speak of tranimals and tranimacies, we speak

of becoming—of moving and movements, of crossings and borders, of alter-

ations and meldings. This process of becoming has been and remains a focus of

trans studies; its coupling with critical animal studies has yielded new theoretical

frameworks for understanding modes of embodiment and being. In a relatively

short span of time, theorists from across disciplines have laid the fundamental

groundwork in tranimal studies. Works such as Joan Roughgarden’s Evolution’s

Rainbow: Diversity, Gender, and Sexuality in Nature and People (2004) and Bruce

Bagemihl’s Biological Exuberance: Animal Homosexuality and Natural Diversity

(1999) not only highlight the “unnaturalness” of confining understandings of

sexual difference to a two-sex model but also emphasize the diverse ways non-

human lives traverse sex. Texts such as Carla Freccero’s “Becoming-Dog” (2011),
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Natalie Corinne Hansen’s “Humans, Horses, and Hormones: (Trans) Gendering

Cross-Species Relationships” (2008), andDonnaHaraway’sThe Companion Species

Manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significant Otherness (2003) questionwhere the human

ends and the nonhuman animal begins. Most recently, The Transgender Studies

Reader 2 devoted an entire section, titled “TranssexingHumanimality,” to inquiries

into cross-species and transsexed lives (Stryker and Aizura 2013: 145–98). With

numerous forthcoming works scheduled for publication, historians and theorists

have much to look forward to in the coming year.

Yet most work concerning tranimals, tranimacies, and humanimality

focuses on the present and the timeless. Is there a tranimal past? How might

interrogating the past through a tranimal gaze transform history and its practice?

What happens when the posthuman combines with the precolonial? Or when the

boundaries of the human overlay the boundaries of either time or place? There is

much for historians to learn from Eva Hayward’s (2008) musing on the ana-

tomical potentiality of starfish, Mel Chen’s (2012) coupling of critical animal and

affect studies, and Myra Hird’s (2008) insistence on a new materialist framework

that shuns anthropocentric forms of thinking. These theorists offer historians

radically different ways to approach the historical subject and perhaps new sub-

jects altogether. The following texts are models of just such inquiries. Jens

Rydström’s Sinners and Citizens: Bestiality and Homosexuality in Sweden, 1880–

1950 (2003), the collected essays in Centering Animals in Latin American History

(Few and Tortorici 2013), and Leah DeVun’s article “Animal Appetites” (2014)

offer a glimpse of what promises to be an exciting and developing field dedicated

to a history of tranimals, tranimacies, and humanimalities.

In Sinners and Citizens, Rydström (2003) illustrates how discourse on

sexual transgression in Sweden shifted from a “sodomitic” to a “homosexual”

paradigm in the first half of the twentieth century. Citing the Penal Code of 1864,

which defined “unnatural acts” as bestiality, homosexuality, and “unnatural for-

nication” between men and women (2), Rydström argues that a history of homo-

sexuality in Sweden is incomplete without a critical consideration of the country’s

bestiality discourse. Rydström maps his analysis of this shifting sexual dialogue

onto the changing landscape of Sweden, from largely rural in the nineteenth

century to a land of increasing urbanity in the twentieth century.

The tranimal in Rydström’s text—though he does not identify it as

such—is the product of a perceived affinity between penetrated species. The

prominence of bestiality discourse, Rydström argues, led Swedish society to

associate the passive/penetrated man not with femininity—as was common in

other European contexts—but instead with animality. The courts did not con-

sider the animal involved in bestiality cases to be an “active accomplice in the

crime” (320), and they thus treated the animal as a victim. Likewise, Swedish
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courts often ruled the passive sexual partner in male sodomy trials not guilty,

while subjecting the penetrating partner to more severe charges. This coupling of

animality with innocence and passivity, and humanity with aggression and cul-

pability, is an altogether unique association yet to be fully explored in the context

of queer sexualities.

Centering Animals in Latin American History, a collection of essays edited

by Martha Few and Zeb Tortorici, locates animals and human-animal relation-

ships in Latin American history, while simultaneously challenging “the modern

construction of dualisms such as the human-animal and wild-domestic” (Tor-

torici and Few 2013: 5). The text is separated into three sections: “Animals, Cul-

ture, and Colonialism”; “Animals and Medicine, Science and Public Health”; and

“The Meanings and Politics of Postcolonial Animals.” While all the contributions

are worthy of attention, four essays in particular illustrate the possibilities and

limits of a historical inquiry into tranimacies and tranimals.

The first section begins with León Garcı́a Garagarza’s “The Year People

Turned into Cattle: The End of the World in New Spain, 1558” (2013), concerning

Juan Teton, an indigenous spiritual leader in sixteenth-century Mexico. Teton

warned the Nahua against eating European livestock, prophesizing that they

would turn into the animal upon consumption. The threat of transformation—

of crossing the boundaries of both human/nonhuman and Nahua/European—

acted as a means by which to enact social control. Zeb Tortorici’s (2013: 109) “‘In

the Name of the Father and the Mother of All Dogs’: Canine Baptisms, Weddings,

and Funerals in Bourbon Mexico” examines what he describes as a “sort of

transspecies sartorial drag,” in which dogs took part in sacred rituals typically

reserved for humans. Tortorici argues that while the actual canine religious cer-

emonies solidified the boundaries between human and animal in a typically

carnivalesque fashion, the Mexican Inquisition’s serious response to these cere-

monies are evidence of the church’s anxieties concerning human/animal bor-

ders. For church leaders, the tranimality of the baptized pup or the canine

bridegroom stood as an affront to divinely ordained hierarchies of both nature

and society (102).

The second section of the text explores the intersection of the human and

nonhuman in the field of medicine and health. In “Pest to Vector,” Heather

McCrea (2013: 169) illustrates how the discourse on animal control in the name of

public health in nineteenth-century Yucatán mirrored the Yucatecan state’s

attempts to “civilize”—or humanize—the indigenous Maya. In this period,

cholera and yellow fever epidemics ran alongside the Yucatán’s state-building

enterprise, and state officials routinely cast the indigenous Maya—along with

animals and insects—as vectors of disease and obstacles to modernity. By casting

the Maya as an inferior species—a tranimal in many respects—officials released
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themselves from any moral responsibilities based in ideals of shared humanity. In

other words, the state was free to control—and exterminate, if necessary—the

indigenous Maya.

“The Meanings and Politics of Postcolonial Animals,” the text’s third

section, treats relatively modern notions of animal welfare and humanitarian

intervention in the nonhuman world. Lauren Derby’s “Trujillo, the Goat: Of

Beasts, Men, and Politics in the Dominican Republic” (2013) is an exceptional

essay that confronts political tranimacies head on. Derby analyzes the cross-

species associations that dominated remembrances of Dominican dictator Rafael

Trujillo, nicknamed “the goat,” after his death in 1961. Trujillo’s opponents suc-

cessfully merged the image of the dictator with a goat, an animal that carried a

thickly layered web of meaning that included the volatile, the erratic, and the

erotically insatiable, as well as the memories of the crianza libre (open range)

economy that thrived prior to state subjection. Touching on the precolonial lore

of shape-shifting monstrous beings, Derby draws on a long history of Latin

American tranimacies, the legacies of which remain evident in twentieth-century

political discourse.

Tucked into GLQ’s issue “On the Visceral,” Leah DeVun’s “Animal

Appetites” (2014) locates tranimacies in medieval Europe amid discussions of

race, hermaphroditic bodies, and religious otherness. Natural philosophers in the

Middle Ages cited sexual difference as a key component in establishing human-

ness and affirming human superiority. Hermaphroditic bodies acted as an axis

point at which the disputed boundaries between male and female, Christian and

non-Christian, and European and foreigner converged. Medieval texts routinely

depicted Jews and Muslims as hermaphroditic beings partaking in eating and

sexual practices that aligned them with animals and, in effect, denied their

humanity. Perhaps the greatest takeaway from this piece—and there are many

from which to choose—is DeVun’s observation that in some contexts, “sexual

difference is wrapped up in the very construction of taxonomies of human and

nonhuman” (461). This serves as a welcome reminder that history has the ability

to both complicate and re-frame current theoretical debates.

As evidenced by the above texts, tranimals operate in variable capacities

across histories. In colonial Latin America, the tranimal was at times an opossum,

described by Europeans in the Americas as a cross-species mixture of fox, owl,

monkey, and human (Tortorici and Few 2013: 8; Parish 1997). In this instance the

tranimal is utilized in an attempt to render the unknown—the opossum—more

familiar. Yet others called on the tranimal to do just the opposite, to emphasize

difference. The tranimal in DeVun’s article signals difference at every turn: the

medieval hermaphroditic Jew was different from contemporaries in religion,

ethnicity, sex, and species. In Rydström’s text, the tranimal indicated relative
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innocence, victimhood, and the results of grotesque coercion, while in McCrea’s

essay, the tranimal pointed to culpability and malicious intent. With such a

breadth of functionality, the tranimal pushes historians to undertake the arduous

task of embracing contradiction amidst flashes of continuity.

Taken together, these histories illustrate the diverse, dynamic, and alto-

gether promising future of tranimacy studies and tranimal historiographies. Yet

they also highlight the limitations of the discipline and the uncertainties it faces.

As is common with inquiries into the subaltern, it is easy to hear people speak

of tranimals yet difficult to hear the tranimals speak themselves. Such an issue

challenges historians to find new ways of reading and listening in the archives.1

Furthermore, a historical inquiry into tranimacies opens new comparative frame-

works within which historians can parse varying sociocultural reactions to

nonnormative genders, sexualities, and species across geographic and temporal

spaces. In short, historians should follow the lead set by Sinners and Citizens,

Centering Animals and “Animal Appetites” and in doing so make apparent the

rich history of those whose embodiment and identity trans/ed borders of sex,

gender, and species.

M. Dale Booth is a doctoral student in history at Rutgers University. Booth’s research focuses on

the intersection of gender, sexuality, and natural history in eighteenth- and nineteenth-

century Britain.

Note

1. In such a pursuit, tranimal studies would do well to look to the methodologies of

postcolonial studies.
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B O O K R E V I E W

Some Rise as Others Fall
Illegitimacy in Indian Dance

SUSAN SEIZER

Illicit Worlds of Indian Dance: Cultures of Exclusion

Anna Morcom

Oxford University Press, 2013. 286 pages.

No reason not to be frank: I love this book. Like the process of making ghee, which

involves boiling butter until it “clarifies,” the richness of this book can be boiled

down to a clear, even simple, argument that is nevertheless powerful enough to

reframe the historical study of Indian dance from the colonial period to the

present day. The argument is this: The anointing of certain performing arts,

and those who would perform them, as “legitimate” conveyors of Indian culture

simultaneously cast out others. A zone of exclusion was thereby created into

which all-too-precipitously fell any arts and artists not invited to the classicizing,

sanitizing, and entextualizing party. This highly generative heuristic model gives

readers the opportunity to contemplate the possibility of a flip side to the well-

documented historical processes of reform that created, and indeed continue to

create, cultural products charged with symbolizing the Indian nation. In the

author’s own words, “The model presents the official and the illicit dimensions of

India’s performing arts as two sides of the same coin.”

Illicit Worlds of Indian Dance will be of interest to scholars in transgender

studies because it necessarily engages the ways gender itself is constituted and

takes on meaning. Indeed, contestation over the status of performers seems

woven right into the fabric of Indian dance as a conveyor of Indian culture;

arguably, transgender (kothi) dancers, dancers who are also sex workers, and

other performers marginalized through gender nonconformity are deeply

imbricated in the very notion of a legitimate and appropriate India. Implicitly, this
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text invites us to engage questions such as,What kind of womenmay appropriately

perform India? And who, then, may appropriately perform “woman” and “dan-

cer”? The market for Indian dance suggests some surprising answers.

The book’s author, Anna Morcom, is an ethnomusicologist at the Uni-

versity of London. She has written previously about Hindi film songs and about

music and politics in contemporary Tibet. She is an empathic interlocutor and

clearly had a good rapport with the contemporary communities of hereditary

female performers, female-embodied kothi performers, and the members of sex

workers’ unions with whom she worked. She navigates with clarity and grace the

increasingly complex terrain of global “rescue” narratives that prod performing

artists—who are increasingly experiencing the economic and social distress of

diminishing opportunities to earn a living qua traditional performers—to instead

take up the well-oiled “development” discourses of identity-based initiatives that

treat sex work as a “problem” and an “issue,” thus buying into victimhood as a

means of saving face.

A first intimation of Morcom’s stakes in the subject matter of this book

comes near the end of the introduction. What I quote here is actually one of very

few passages in which the author speaks of herself in relation to her work or

reflexively of her fieldwork experience. As an anthropologist interested in the

intersubjectivity born of fieldwork relations, I felt a surge of relief at reaching this

passage. It not only gave me a sense of the authorial motivations that undergird

Morcom’s research but also introduced, in a conversational tone, the central

nodes of affect that organize the book:

My own discovery of the illicit worlds of performing arts happened by accident in

2006. Researching a project on Bollywood dance, I followed up leads to bar girls in

Mumbai. I then found myself in the loop of an underworld of Indian dance. From

the dance bars I was led to communities of struggling contemporary courtesans, of

court dancers turned sex workers, of males dancing mujra in female dress and

seducing their male audience. . . . I had been studying Indian performing arts,

language and culture for thirteen years at that time, and was shocked that I had no

knowledge of this extensive dimension of Indian culture. None of this world is

visible in general accounts of “Indian culture.” Over the course of my fieldwork, I

witnessed remarkable talent and saw some deeply inspired dancing by female

mujra and kothi [female impersonator] performers. I also saw real desperation,

exclusion, and a collapse in socio-cultural status, with lives and livelihoods made

impossible or next to impossible. While there was energy, enthusiasm, talent

and skill, there was only, at best, decreasing contexts within which to use them.

Increasing stigma and hopelessness abounded. Writing this book thus has a strong
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ethical imperative. It aims to tell untold histories, to reveal unseen cultures, and to

present a more accurate picture of the terrain of Indian performing arts. (27)

In the service of these aims, Morcom gives us chapters that detail the historical

development of discourses of exclusion of traditional performers. Such dancers

were first excluded from the “respectable” performing arts since they were

deemed unworthy of representing the new nation in the early twentieth century.

This discourse was then reprised in the early twenty-first century in surprisingly

parallel terms when the expanding middle class of a globalizing “new India” saw

fit to treat traditional performers more as tricks than as artists.

The book moves through the history of discursive developments that have

led to the dire situation in which practitioners of what Morcom labels the “illicit”

performing arts find themselves today. From a well-documented chapter on the

dynamics of exclusion in colonial and postcolonial India, to a discussion of the

history of female hereditary performers in post-Independence India, Morcom

moves on to introduce kothi female enactment or embodiment as “a widespread

and traditionally culturally acceptable practice in South Asia” that is yet another

articulation of the illicit world of Indian dance.

Morcom’s consideration of the complexity of the illicit worlds provides

ample room for analysis of gender as embodied and performed. In some places,

Morcom draws direct comparisons among the kothis and assigned-female dancers:

Unlike some female performers, I never saw kothis dancing half-heartedly. The

female performers’ lack of enthusiasm relates in part to their lack of status and

opportunity as dancers, and a sense of depression and hopelessness in these

communities as a whole. However, in many ways, the kothis too are becoming

increasingly involved in sex work and are, in many cases, unable to survive from

dance alone. This, however, has not translated into any kind of lack of enthusiasm

or sense of pointlessness about dance. Here, although they are in so many ways

equivalent to each other in terms of their social role as (erotic) female performers,

it is possible to see how the meaning, value, and purpose of dance for kothis has

one key difference from hereditary female dancers. For kothis, who are male in

body, it is through doing rather than being that they are female—and so dance has

a particularly profound importance. (100)

No dancer generates meaning outside of the social and economic context in

which she exists. There is, however, a particular pressure on dancers to perform

embodiment since it is only through their bodies in performance that they register

socially as performers at all.
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The first three chapters effectively lay the groundwork for the final three

chapters, which together take us roughly from the 1980s to the present day. The

author’s nuanced presentation of the material in the final chapters impressively

documents the changing terrain of discursive attitudes toward the less “accept-

able” performing arts since the liberalization of India’s media and markets

beginning in 1991. Specifically, Morcom explores the expansion of the legitimacy

of “sexy dance moves” from cinema into the respectable middle classes via the

Bollywood dance craze; controversies over the livelihood of Mumbai’s bar girls

that paradoxically made strange bedfellows of the respectable middle-class and

young hereditary female performers who had been given a new lease on life

through this new form of patronage in the big city; and, finally, the current

conflicted state of kothi erotic performers/female enacters as they contend with

tensions between the potential protections offered by an embrace of the dis-

courses of gay advocacy and what had been their more traditional strategic

invisibility to mainstream society.

Morcom recognizes the many ways legitimate cultural forms are all too

often built on the backs of other artistic forms (and their performers) that are

relegated, in the very process of legitimization, to a marginalized status. This

insight can be quite generative for future studies. Morcom’s book certainly helps

me understand why the genre of south Indian theater that I study remains so

stigmatized. Tamil Special Drama (Special Naadakam) artists are simply not good

candidates for those processes of embourgeoisement that would be required to

turn either them or their art form into any less messy a formation. Special Drama

artists come from all castes and religious communities (Hindu, Muslim, Chris-

tian), andmany marry (if at all) across caste, class, regional, and religious lines. In

addition, both historically and today in both comedic and dramatic roles, many

Special Drama artists play cross-dressed roles. These run in the familiar direction

of male-to-female but also take the less common guise of female-to-male cross-

dressing. Extending Morcom’s rubric of licit/illicit and inclusion/exclusion to the

marginalized status of a highly variegated community such as that of Special

Drama artists not only helps me complicate my own understanding of the ways

discourses of inclusion and exclusion might function but also pushes Morcom’s

model in provocative ways. The Special Drama community includes hereditary

artists as well as those who are not, and transgender artists as well as those who are

not. So in addition to that external gaze that fixes such performing communi-

ties as apart from the mainstream of respectability, are there hierarchies of mar-

ginalization and exclusion within any one community? To what extent do per-

forming artists internalize mainstream discourses? Do such processes affect the

communities Morcom studies? And if so, what are the contours of their hierar-

chies? Applying the lens Morcom provides us to syncretic genres such as Special
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Drama thus suggests the productivity of her model, and perhaps simultaneously

complicates it in valuable ways.

Anna Morcom’s Illicit Worlds of Indian Dance will richly reward readers

willing to put in the effort necessary to read this book. Her work encourages us to

join her in caring about how stigmatized communities of performers, whether

hereditary or kothi or otherwise, are currently faring in “the new India” of an

increasingly globalized and culturally dominant middle class. This is not, how-

ever, a book for everyone. It is both detailed and dense and would doubtless prove

rather tough going for anyone not already familiar with, at least to some extent,

the history of Indian dance since the late nineteenth century. At times, socio-

logical details are presented without any conceptual pegboard on which to hang

them; this is the case with the list of castes of hereditary performers in chapter 2,

for example, which extends over more than twenty pages. Even more seriously,

basic definitions of genres of North Indian performing arts come far too late in

the book to assuage readers’ confusion: it is not until page 173, in chapter 6, for

example, that a subsection titled “Contexts and Genres” finally defines for the

reader basic key performance genres—including Ramlila, Nautanki, Lavani, and

Jagran—that first appear much earlier in the text. Similarly, for non-Hindi-

speaking readers, there will be opacities peppered throughout the text. I have one

pragmatic suggestion that might go far toward remedying the majority of the

above criticisms: this book needs a glossary. Perhaps one could be made available

as an online supplement? It would certainly behoove the author and the press to

figure out how best to make such a resource available to future readers, in the full

hope that Morcom’s insights will indeed be taken up in future studies of Indian

dance worlds.
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